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Halide perovskites have become a popular material to fabricate photovoltaic devices
for the conversion of sunlight into electricity. Perovskite solar cells have shown ex-
traordinary performance, reaching power conversion efficiencies of over 24 % in less
than a decade. Some of the reasons for their success are the high light absorption and
the possibility of using low cost solution-based fabrication. Perovskite devices are
notably efficient, but they still suffer from instabilities that challenge their commer-
cialisation. Indeed, perovskite solar cells degrade when exposed to moisture, high
temperature and light, causing irreversible loss of efficiency. In this work, different
strategies for improving the stability of perovskite solar cells have been studied.
Humidity is one of the most invasive factors that affects perovskite solar cell stabil-
ity. Water molecules easily penetrate through the extraction layers reaching the per-
ovskite structure and irreversibly degrading the absorber film. Moisture-induced
degradation of perovskite solar cells can be minimised by modifying the top per-
ovskite surface with interfacial hydrophobic thin layers and by passivating the grain
boundaries. In this work, for example, the perovskite surface is treated with
CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals capped with long chain ligands (oleic acid and oley-
lamine), significantly enhancing the film’s hydrophobicity. Bulkier and larger or-
ganic cations, like tetrabutylammonium, are also incorporated through the absorber
perovskite thin film, passivating grain boundaries and improving the stability of
perovskite solar cells when exposed to ambient conditions without encapsulation
(relative humidity higher than 50 %). Another method to limit the moisture-induced
degradation of perovskite solar cells is through encapsulation. Here, a flexible and
robust graphite sheet is used to protect halide perovskite devices from water.
Instabilities are also manifested as light-induced defect formation and ion migration
through the perovskite film, which can lead to material degradation. It has been
shown that under-coordinated surface sites and grain boundaries act as defect reser-
voirs in perovskite films. Photo-instabilities can therefore be limited by passivating
the surface of perovskite films. Here, 5-aminovaleric acid iodide is used to effectively
passivate the surface defects of methylammonium lead iodide, photostabilising the
perovskite film under continuous illumination, eliminating the formation of light-
induced defects.
Light-induced ion migration also causes halide segregation in mixed halide (I and
Br) perovskite compositions. Here, it is shown that by incorporating 5-aminovaleric
ii
acid iodide in triple cation mixed halide perovskites to passivate grain boundaries,
halide segregation is arrested for over 1 h under continuous illumination.
Finally, perovskite structures are unstable when exposed to high temperatures. Pre-
vious reports have shown that methylammonium lead iodide films tend to degrade
over time when heated at 85 ◦C in ambient air through volatilization of the organic
cation. In this work, the use of fully inorganic perovskite materials obtained by
substituting Cs for the methylammonium cation considerably improve the thermal
stability of perovskite films, which are found to be stable during heating in air at
temperatures higher than 350 ◦C. Not only the MAPbI3 perovskite film itself, but
also the solar cell device as a whole is particularly unstable when exposed to high
temperature. The organic hole extraction layers are indeed prone to thermal insta-
bility and undesirable side reactions with metal contacts tend to be induced at high
temperatures. To avoid degradation of the hole transporting materials and side re-
actions with metals, hole-conductor free architectures made by infiltrating porous
layers of carbon, ZrO2 and TiO2 are used. In this work, carbon solar cells with pho-
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A growing awareness of environmental issues pushed the need of introducing the
concept of new development models based on preserving natural resources for fu-
ture generations. Such development is known as sustainable development and aims
to the long-term stability of the economy and environment, obtained by integrating
economic, environmental, and social concerns throughout the decision making pro-
cess. This concept was popularised for the first time in the Brundtland Report in
1987 at the World Commission on World Environment and Development and pro-
vided the fundamentals for the Rio Summit in 1992 that laid to the foundation of a
global plan of action to improve human lives and protect the environment. [1, 2]
In order to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all, 17 Sustainable
Development Goals have been defined to address the global challenges that humans
are currently facing. These goals include climate and environmental degradation,
poverty, inequity, prosperity, peace and justice. [3] The 7 th sustainable development
goal ensures clean and affordable energy for all. [4]
Energy is a primary need that drives both economical and social development.
At the moment, worldwide energy production is mainly based on non-renewable
energy sources, which cause several environmental concerns, such as global warm-
ing, air pollution and acid precipitation. [4] After the oil crisis in the 1970s, the
use of energy conversion systems based on renewable energy sources became very
attractive. [5] An energy transition that moves away from the primary use of fos-
sil fuels demands research into new materials and chemical technologies to make
energy conversion from renewable energy sources efficient, cheap, reliable and ap-
plicable. [6] In addition, human-related factors also need to be addressed and efforts
to change the consumer and user behaviours need to be considered for a successful
energy transition.
Nowadays, most of the developed technologies that harvest renewable energy
produce electricity. Along with the development of such technologies, it is neces-
sary to develop storage solutions to deal with the intermittency of renewable energy
sources. [7] Moreover, electricity cannot be the only available energy carrier. In fact,
there are sectors which will continue relying on liquid fuels, for example the trans-
port sector with the use of planes and ships. [8] An attractive solution would be the
development of processes to produce liquid fuels from renewable sources (’renew-
able fuels’). One of the most investigated renewable fuel is hydrogen, which could
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be potentially used as alternative liquid fuel instead of fossil fuels and as a chemical
storage system. [9]
Solar Energy
Solar energy is a renewable primary source of energy, meaning that it requires only
capture prior to its use. Electricity and fuels, such as hydrogen, are instead sec-
ondary sources of energy, also called energy carriers, because they have to be trans-
formed from a primary source into some other forms prior to use. Energy carriers
are considered fully renewable only when they are obtained from renewable pri-
mary sources of energy.
At the moment, most hydrogen and electricity are derived from fossil non-renewable
resources. However, sustainable production technologies to derive electricity and
hydrogen directly from solar energy are being investigated using photovoltaic (PV)
technologies.
Electricity - photovoltaic systems
PV uses semiconductor materials to convert solar radiation (photons) into electric-
ity. Technical challenges in the field have origins in the chemical and electrochemical
characteristics of the material used to harvest sunlight and convert it into electricity.
Once a suitable system has been identified, engineering must optimise its cost, effi-
ciency and reliability.
The efficiency and cost of technologies currently available make PV electricity
generation very attractive. At the moment, it is used for both major installations
(solar-farms) and smaller local installations (rooftop-solar PV). PV systems can be
grid-connected or stand-alone systems depending on whether the electricity pro-
duced is fed into the national grid or only used by the property/household. At
the end of 2018 the cumulative global PV installed capacity reached 480.3 GW, an
increase of about 20 % with respect to the total installed PV capacity of 2017. [10]
Large-scale versus lab-scale The current photovoltaic large-scale market is dom-
inated by mature silicon based technologies. In contrast, lead halide perovskites
have been of great interest in the lab-scale PV research area because of the use of low
cost materials and inexpensive and convenient solution-based fabrication methods.
Most importantly, halide perovskite solar cells can achieve very high power conver-
sion efficiencies, which increased from about 3 % to over 20 % in less than a decade,
showing an unprecedented improvement in PV technologies. [11]
Fuels - H2 production
Hydrogen is considered a clean fuel as water is the only product of its combustion
and for this reason it became particularly attractive as a transportation fuel for cars
and in fuel cells for electricity production. A major challenge that goes along with
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hydrogen is associated to its storage and transmission arising from its volatility and
diffusivity. [12]
Large-scale versus lab-scale About 95 % of the current H2 production comes from
fossil fuel sources by steam reforming and water-gas shift reactions. [13] One of the
most studied processes to obtain hydrogen from renewable sources is direct pho-
tocatalytic splitting of water using photovoltaic devices to capture solar radiation.
Hydrogen produced from renewable energy sources is nowadays two to three times
more expensive than hydrogen from fossil fuels, limiting its large scale manufactur-
ing. [9]
Thesis objectives and contents
Sunlight can be directly converted into electricity using photovoltaic energy. Among
the new generation of photovoltaic materials, halide perovskites have been in the
spotlight thanks to the high power conversion efficiencies achieved in photovoltaics.
Some of the main reasons for their success are the use of abundant materials and low
cost solution-based fabrication, high absorption coefficients and defect tolerance. On
the other hand, one of the main challenges for the fabrication of reliable commercial
perovskite applications is the material and device instability.
This thesis explores some of the degradation mechanisms of perovskite photo-
voltaics and looks at different approaches and solutions to improve their stability.
Below the contents of the following chapters are summarised:
Chapter 1 introduces basic concepts and materials that will be discussed in the fol-
lowing chapters. It also gives an overview of the behaviour of perovskite materials
and the degradation mechanisms that challenge their application.
Chapter 2 describes the methods for materials and sample fabrication and the tech-
niques and theories applied to the studies presented in this thesis.
Chapter 3 investigates the use of surface treated perovskite films for higher mois-
ture resistance solar cells. Different materials are used for thin film surface passi-
vation and the photoinstabilities of perovskite films with and without surface treat-
ment are discussed by studying the photoluminescence properties.
Chapter 4 looks at the incorporation of large and bulky cations in standard per-
ovskite absorber films to passivate the grain boundaries for the generation of solar
cells with improved moisture resistance.
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Chapter 5 presents the use of fully-inorganic CsPbBr3 perovskite for the produc-
tion of solar cells with higher thermal stability. The use of alternative architectures
(metal-free and hole transport material-free) based on carbon is demonstrated, re-
sulting in improved solar cell devices stability and potential scalability.
Chapter 6 describes the use of compact graphite sheets for the generation of wa-
ter resistant perovskite-based devices. The high water stability of these encapsu-
lated devices is demonstrated by developing CsPbBr3-based photoanodes to drive
the oxygen evolution reaction in photoelectrochemical water splitting.
Chapter 7 briefly explores the fabrication of multi cation and mixed halide per-
ovskite materials for the fabrication of wide-bandgap semiconductors which are sta-
ble under illumination.
Chapter 8 summarises the conclusions taken form the observations and results
presented in the thesis.
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Halide perovskite solar cells have been of great interest in the past
decade due to the high performance achieved, with conversion ef-
ficiencies that have now reached over 24 %. A brief summary of
the current literature on the stability of halide perovskite solar cells
will be provided in this chapter. Section 1.1 will introduce structural
properties of halide perovskites and their use in photovoltaic appli-
cations. Section 1.2 will outline the main degradation mechanisms
and introduce strategies to improve the stability of perovskite so-
lar cells. Finally, section 1.3 will introduce the production of solar
hydrogen via photoelectrochemical water splitting, highlighting the
material properties needed for the fabrication of efficient photoelec-
trodes.
1.1 Halide perovskites
The first observations and considerations on halide perovskites were published by
Topsoe in 1884, [1] however their extraordinary opto-electronic properties were dis-
covered in the 90s, when Mitzi et al. demonstrated that perovskites could be used in
light emitting devices (LEDs) and thin-film transistors. [2, 3] Interest in perovskites
increased considerably after they were used in solar cells. The first halide perovskite-
based solar cell was reported in 2009 and had an efficiency of 3.8 %. [4] Perovskite so-
lar cells (PSC) achieved over 20 % efficiency in only a decade with the current world
record set at 24.2 %. [5] Most of the initial research focused on pursuing higher con-
version efficiencies. Recently, attention has turned to issues that hinder the commer-
cial viability of perovskite solar cells, in particular their instabilities and degradation
mechanisms.
1.1.1 Crystal structure
The name perovskite indicates a family of materials with a crystal structure char-
acterised by a ABX3 formula. A is a monovalent cation, X is a monovalent anion
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and B is a cation, generally with a 2+ oxidation state. The typical perovskite lat-
tice structure is shown in figure 1.1 and consists in a network of corner-sharing BX6
octahedra.
Figure 1.1: Typical perovskite lattice structure characterised by a ABX3 formula.
In halide perovskites, B is typically Sn2+ or Pb2+ or a mixture of the two and X
is typically I– or Br– or Cl– or a mixture. The central cation A balances the charge
and it can be an inorganic ion or a molecular organic cation. The selection of the
cation A is limited by the rigid structure shown in figure 1.1. A tolerance factor t





RA, RB and RX are the ionic radii of A, B and X, respectively. [6] In order to have a
stable, three dimensional perovskite structure, t must be a value between 0.8 and 1.
[7]
In the archetypal halide perovskite, methylammonium leadtriiodide (CH3NH3PbI3
or MAPbI3), the A site is occupied by the organic cation CH3NH3+ (MA+), B is the
metal cation Pb2+ and X is I– . MAPbI3 has a tolerance factor t of 0.91 and it has a
black and photoactive tetragonal structure at room temperature. [8]
Other molecules that have been widely investigated as central cations A are for-
mamidinium (NH2CH –– NH2+ or FA+) and caesium (Cs+), which are respectively
larger and smaller than MA+. Figure 1.2 shows the correlation between the ionic
radius of the cation, the tolerance factor of the structure and the crystal structure of
the material. Due to larger and smaller t, FAPbI3 and CsPbI3 tend to form non pho-
toactive yellow perovskites at room temperature with hexagonal and orthorombic
crystal structures, respectively. [7] However, as shown in figure 1.2, the tolerance
factor can be tuned by mixing FA+ and Cs+. If pure FAPbI3 and CsPbI3 are not stable
at room temperature, mixed (FA,Cs)PbI3 instead shows a stable black phase with a
cubic structure. [7]
The choice of the A-site cation has the largest effect on the thermal stability of
the perovskite material. [8] Many reports show that perovskite structures that use
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Figure 1.2: Correlation between the perovskite structure and the tolerance factor t. Im-
age taken from Li et al.. [7]
triple cations (Cs,FA,MA) in the A-site show stable black photoactive phases with
considerably higher thermal stability than single-cation structures. [9, 10, 11] The
choice of the X-site, in contrast, has the largest effect on the optical bandgap of the
material. Br substitution in MAPb(I1 – xBrx)3 has been reported to tune the bandgap
of the material to cover almost the entire visible spectrum. [12]
1.1.2 Photovoltaic application
One of the main advantages of perovskite solar cells is that very high efficiencies can
be achieved through solution-process techniques, which are much less expensive
than any other methods used for other PV technologies. An aspect that significantly
affects the device’s electronic and optical properties and efficiency is the solar cell
architecture.
Device architectures
Perovskite solar cells can be classified as regular (n-i-p) and inverted (p-i-n) struc-
tures depending on which transport material (electron or hole) is deposited on the
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) substrate, being therefore the first material en-
countered by the sunlight. These two structures can then be classified in mesoporous
or planar structures.
The mesoporous n-i-p architecture (figure 1.3 a) comprises a compact electron trans-
port material (ETM) on top of the TCO and a mesoporous (mp) ETM scaffold with
nanoscale pores. The perovskite penetrates into the scaffold and covers it creating
a capping layer. Finally the compact hole transport material (HTM) and the top
electrode are sequentially deposited on top. This structure was the first architecture
tested for perovskite devices and the most efficient reported mesoporous cell up to
date has a PCE of 22.1 %. [13] This structure led to the development of a planar
n-i-p architecture (figure 1.3 b), where the perovskite absorber layer is sandwiched
between a compact ETM and a compact HTM. [14, 15, 16] The advantage of using a
planar architecture is that it is more favourable for scaling up, as the deposition of the
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mesoporous layer represents one extra step to the fabrication. [17, 18] The most com-
mon materials used for ETM and HTM in mesoporous and planar n-i-p structures
are TiO2 and 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)9,9’-spirobifluorene
(spiro-OMeTAD), respectively. [19, 20] An alternative ETM material is SnO2, which
requires lower annealing temperature (up to 180 ◦C) and has better band alignment,
[21, 22, 23] while other polymeric hole conductors that have been demonstrated to be
effective as HTM are poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) and poly-triarylamine (PTAA).
[24, 25] The most common TCO used in n-i-p structures is fluorine-doped tin oxide
(FTO).
Figure 1.3: a Schematic showing the mesoporous n-i-p structure. b Schematic showing
the planar n-i-p structure. c Schematic showing the planar inverted p-i-n structure. d
Schematic showing the fully printed HTM- and metal-free carbon based structure.
In the case of the inverted p-i-n structure (figure 1.3 c), the HTM is first deposited
on the TCO, which commonly is indium-doped tin oxide (ITO), and the ETM and
the top contact are sequentially deposited on top of the perovskite. [26] Devices with
inverted p-i-n architecture are usually constructed with planar structures, however
examples of mesoporous inverted p-i-n devices have been reported. [27, 28] Com-
mon materials used for the HTM in inverted p-i-n architectures are poly(ethylene-
3,4-dioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PEDOT:PSS) and NiOx, while the
most used material for ETM is phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).
For practical application, PV technologies need to be efficient but also scalable.
The architecture that is most compatible with roll-to-roll and other high volume
manufacturing techniques is the fully-printable triple mesoscopic carbon architec-
ture, which is shown in figure 1.3 d. This structure was first reported by Ku et al.
in 2013 and consists of three screen printed mesoporous layers which are then infil-
trated with the perovskite solution. [29] The ETM and HTM are mp TiO2 and mp
carbon, respectively. A layer of mp ZrO2 is screen printed between the ETM and
HTM, serving as a spacer layer. Another spacer material that can be used is Al2O3.
[30]
Hysteresis
One of the most critical issues in perovskite solar cells is the presence of a high hys-
teric behaviour when the current-voltage (IV) curve is measured. The hysteresis
consists of a mismatch of measured current between forward and reverse scan and it
was first reported in 2014. [31] Such phenomenon is critical for both the conversion
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efficiency and stability of perovskite solar cells, therefore its causes and solutions
have been widely investigated over the past few years. [32] Hysteresis in perovskite
solar cells was observed to be affected not only by the voltage scan direction, but
also by preconditioning effects, like delay time and voltage applied prior to mea-
surement, and by the device architecture. [33, 34] For example, it has been reported
that mesoporous n-i-p structures and inverted p-i-n structures show considerably
less-hysteresis than planar n-i-p devices. [35, 36]
One phenomenon that possibly relates to hysteresis is the ferroelectric polari-
sation of perovskites. Spontaneous polarisation of MAPbI3 was reported and self-
organised ferroelectric domains were observed to affect charge extraction and to re-
late to hysteresis. [37, 38, 39] However, other reports disputed the ferroelectric prop-
erties of perovskite materials and their effect on hysteresis, which means that the
link between ferroelectric polarisation and hysteresis is still open to debate. [40, 41]
Instead, it is commonly accepted that the hysteric behaviour is mainly caused by ion
migration and non radiative recombination processes occurring near the interface.
[42, 43, 44]
Both ion migration and non radiative recombination processes are associated
with defects in perovskites. [44, 45] Clear evidence of ion migration was first re-
ported in 2015 and it is believed to cause ion accumulation at the interface, [46]
causing ionic screening and affecting the photogenerated charge carriers collection.
[47, 48] Van Reenen et al. demonstrated that ion migration only cannot explain
the hysteresis measured in perovskite solar cells, but electronic charge traps must
be included in the model to explain such phenomenon. Both ion migration and
charge trapping cause accumulation of electrons and holes at the interface. If the
perovskite solar cell is allowed to stabilise at a bias voltage V<Voc prior to perform-
ing the IV sweep, a large density of trapped electrons and free holes accumulate at
the ETM/perovskite interface, causing strong non-radiative recombination. In con-
trast, when the cell is stabilised at V>Voc, a low density of trapped electrons and free
holes accumulate at the ETM/perovskite interface, reducing non-radiative recombi-
nation. [44]
It has been reported that defects associated with non radiative recombination
processes are most likely originated by iodide vacancies. [49] Such defects are mainly
found at the perovskite/ETM and perovskite/HTM interface and at the surface or
grain boundaries. [50] Therefore, in order to remove hysteric behaviour both inter-
facial and bulk defect engineering is required. The former includes change of the de-
vice architecture and passivation of the interface, [26, 51] for example, it was shown
that the hysteric behaviour could be reduced by modifying the surface of ETM with
an ionic-liquid (both TiO2 and PCBM in standard and inverted architectures, respec-
tively). [16, 52] The latter looks at different perovskite compositions and passivation
of grain boundaries, for example by potassium doping. [53, 54, 55, 56]
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1.2 Perovskite device stability
Perovskite solar cells have shown a tremendous improvement in their conversion
efficiency, reaching a PCE of over 24 % in just a decade. However, perovskite films
and solar cells degrade very quickly. Generally, a warranty of 25 years is required for
a commercial photovoltaic technology. [57] Therefore, emergent solar cells need to
last throughout this time without loosing too much performance. In order to assess
whether a new technology could potentially be transformed into a commercial PV
product, accelerated tests are used. Even though perovskite solar cells adopted the
IEC 61464 qualification standards that require no more than 20 % decrease in the PCE
after 1000 h of testing at 85 ◦C under continuous 1 sun illumination, [58] different
stability test conditions have been reported in the literature. It is therefore difficult to
compare different works. However, the main stability stressors have been identified
and are commonly accepted.
Figure 1.4: Main factors causing halide perovskite solar cells degradation.
Figure 1.4 shows all the external factors that affect perovskite solar cell stabil-
ity. Cells exposed to moisture degrade very quickly because humidity induces irre-
versible degradation to the perovskite material. Due to the high volatily of organic
species used in perovskites, thin-films and devices are very sensitive to tempera-
tures higher than 65 ◦C. Light exposure induces the creation of defects in the mate-
rial. Moreover, a combination of oxygen and light causes rapid decomposition of the
perovskite active layer. Finally, metals used as top contacts tend to react with halide
perovskites, especially in the presence of humidity, light, oxygen and heat.
1.2.1 Humidity
Halide perovskites are highly sensitive to moisture. The presence of H2O impacts
both the perovskite composition and structure, severely affecting the performance
and stability of solar cells. It has been proposed that water diffuses into MAPbI3
films through the grain boundaries. [59] H2O molecules cause deprotonation of
MA+ and protonation of iodide, resulting in weakened bonds between the cation
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and PbI6 and creation of volatile HI. A yellow-coloured PbI2 film is therefore left
behind after exposure of MAPbI3 to high humidity. [8]
Leguy et al. studied the hydration process using X-ray diffraction and the fol-
lowing equations have been suggested to describe the process: [59]
4CH3NH3PbI3 + 4H2O ⇀↽ 4[CH3NH3PbI3 ·H2O]
⇀↽ (CH3NH3)4PbI6 · 2H2O + 3PbI2 + 2H2O
(1.2)
(CH3NH3)4PbI6 · 2H2O→ 4CH3NH3I + PbI2 + 2H2O (1.3)
The monohydrate CH3NH3PbI3·H2O (figure 1.5 b) and dihydrate (CH3NH3)4PbI6·2H2O
(figure 1.5 c) species are intermediate products that can be converted back to CH3NH3PbI3
(figure 1.5 a) upon exposure to dry air (equation 1.2). The former has a 1 dimen-
sional (1D) structure, where isolated [PbI3]– chains are balanced by the intercalated
CH3NH3+ cations, which are stabilised by hydrogen bonds between H atoms of H2O
molecules and N atoms of methylammonium. The latter instead is a zero dimen-
sional (0D) structure with isolated [PbI6]– neutralised by surrounding CH3NH3+
cations. If the hydration process is not blocked, the structure is irreversibly degraded
and CH3NH3PbI3 decomposes into CH3NH3I and PbI2 (equation 1.3). [59, 60]
Figure 1.5: a Structure of CH3NH3PbI3 in its cubic phase b Structure of the monohydrate
phase, CH3NH3PbI3·H2O. c Structure of the dihydrate phase, (CH3NH3)4PbI6·2H2O.
Image taken from reference [59].
Recently, Schlipft et al. monitored the capability of MAPbI3 to incorporate water
when films are exposed to high humidity using in situ grazing incident small angle
neutron scattering. [61] They observed that at low humidity levels (≤58 % RH) water
molecules adsorb on the outside of the crystals but they start to be integrated into
the crystal structure forming monohydrates only at humidity levels ≤73 % RH. The
dihydrated phase formed at humidities≤93 % RH, when the film ends up containing
about 50 vol% of water. The incorporation of water into the perovskite crystal lattice
can also reduce the activation energy for ion migration (both I– and MA+) through
vacancy defects, facilitating the removal of volatile species which leave PbI2 behind.
[62]
The approaches used to improve the stability of perovskite solar cells towards
humidity can be categorised as compositional tuning of the perovskite active layer
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and modification of the device structure.
Compositional tuning Perovskite stability towards moisture can be improved by
strengthening the interaction between the cation and the halide anion. This can be
achieved by replacing MA+ with alternative protonated cations or by modification
of the halide anion with more electronegative and smaller elements, such as F, Cl and
Br. [63] Perovskite solar cells that use mixed compositions of FA+ and Cs+ or MA+
and FA+ are more stable due to weaker hydrogen bonds between H2O molecules
and FA and Cs cations. [64, 65] Another way of improving the moisture stability
is by reducing the protonation of iodine, for example by incorporating thiocyanate
ions in the crystal structure. [66]
The organic cation MA+ can be also substituted with much larger cations, like
phenylethylammonium (PEA+) or n-butylammonium (BA+) cations, [67, 68] to form
2D/3D hybrid structures with general formula A2(MA)n – 1PbX3n+1 (A=larger cation,
X=halide anion). n is an integer that indicates the number of layers of 3D MAPbI3,
surrounded by the bulky organic cation A that acts as a spacer. Figure 1.6 shows
examples of A2(MA)n – 1PbI3n+1 structures with A=PEA and n=1,2,3 and∞. [67]
Figure 1.6: Unit cell structure of A2(MA)n – 1PbI3n+1 with perovskites A=PEA and with
different n values. The perovskite structure evolves from a 2D phase (n=1) to a 3D phase
(n=∞). Image taken from reference [67].
The incorporation of 2D materials in 3D perovskite structures considerably in-
creases the stability of perovskite materials thanks to the hydrophobicity of the larger
cation A. [69] Moisture-induced decomposition is believed to be reduced thanks to
the stronger van der Walls interaction between the large organic cations. [67] More-
over, 3D perovskite grains were observed to grow with higher orientation when
surrounded by 2D perovskite platelets, considerably reducing non-radiative charge
recombination. [68]
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Modification of the device structure The device structure can be altered in or-
der to make the perovskite device more stable towards moisture. Different strate-
gies have been developed and reported, such as passivation of the grain bound-
aries, perovskite surface passivation through interlayers and modification of the
charge transport material to make it more hydrophobic. Grain boundaries have
been successfully passivated with bifunctional conjugated cations, 2D molecules like
PEA, insulating molecules such as tetraethyl orthosilicate and carbon quantum dots.
[70, 71, 72, 73] The added component was found to bond to the uncoordinated Pb in
MAPbI3 structures, reducing the contact between H2O molecules and MAPbI3 and
enhancing the moisture stability of perovskite solar cells.
Extensive work has been done on treating the perovskite top surface to minimize the
interaction with water and improve moisture stability. Alkyl ammonium salts, long
chain polymers and Al2O3 films deposited by atomic layer deposition are just some
of the materials used to treat the surface of perovskite films, enhancing their mois-
ture resistivity. [74, 75, 76, 77] Passivation of the top perovskite surface and grain
boundaries will be extensively discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
Finally, the device structure can be also modified by substituting the charge
transport layer with more hydrophobic materials. For example, poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT), which is a hydrophobic polymer, less permeable than the commonly used
Spiro-OMeTAD, or the insulating poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) combined
with carbon nanotubes have been used as hole transport materials inhibiting the
intrusion of moisture through the structure. [78, 79]
1.2.2 Temperature
The typical perovskite ABX3 structure undergoes phase changes with temperature.
The archetypal MAPbI3 shifts from an orthorombic to a tetragonal phase at −110 ◦C
and from the tetragonal to a cubic phase at 55 ◦C. [80, 81] Even though this phase
change does not seem to particularly affect the photovoltaic properties of the device,
it is still not clear whether repeated phase transitions may damage the material in the
long term. [82] If the black photoactive phase of MAPbI3 is stable at room tempera-
ture, pure FAPbI3 and CsPbI3 materials are instead considerably less structurally sta-
ble and yellow-non photoactive phases dominate over the black photoactive phase
at room temperature. [83, 84, 85, 86]
Thermal treatment at temperatures > 60 ◦C does not only affect the structure,
but it also induces chemical decomposition of the material. Thermal decomposi-
tion consists in the sublimation of the organic and halide components, followed by
decomposition of the remaining metal halides. [87]
CH3NH3PbI3 → PbI2 + [CH3NH3+ + I−] (1.4)
The exact products released upon thermal decomposition of MAPbI3 have been
debated and the following reactions have been proposed. [88, 89, 90]
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CH3NH3
+ + I− → CH3I + NH3 (1.5)
CH3NH3
+ + I− → CH3NH2 + HI (1.6)
Halide perovskite solar cells are particularly sensitive to temperature because of
the high volatility of halide species and organic cations. [87] MAPbI3 films showed
induced degradation already after annealing treatment at 85 ◦C in the dark and un-
der ambient atmosphere. [91] Annealing treatment at 85 ◦C induces morphological
and structural changes, resulting in the conversion of the 3D perovskite structure
MAPbI3 into PbI2 with loss of MAI. It has been reported that thermal degradation
is initiated at the grain boundaries of MAPbI3 through surface-mediated decompo-
sition and formation of defects. [92] Therefore, a way to improve the thermal stabil-
ity of perovskite devices is through passivation of grain boundaries. For example,
adding materials, like n-butylammine and phenetylammonium, have been demon-
strated to create thin 2D layers at grain boundaries that suppressed defect formation
at high temperature, enhancing the thermal stability. [71, 93, 94]
An alternative route to enhance the thermal stability is through the use of al-
ternative cations, like Cs+, or mixed compositions. The thermodynamic stability
of MAPbI3 is enhanced by A-site cation substitution. For example, small positive
or very low negative formation enthalpy of pure MAPbI3 has been reported in the
literature. [95, 96] In contrast, mixed compositions, such as FA/MA perovskites,
exhibit negative formation enthalpy, therefore higher stability against temperature
and chemical degradation. [97] The inorganic cation Cs+ is much less volatile than
the MA+. [10, 98] The thermal stability of CsPbBr3 perovskite films and the effect
of temperature on the photovoltaic performance will be discussed more in details in
chapter 5.
Finally, thermal instabilities of the perovskite devices can also be caused by ther-
mal degradation of the charge transport materials or diffusion of the mobile ions
into transport layers induced by high temperature. [99, 100] Organic hole transport
materials, such as PEDOT and Spiro-OMeTAD, tend to be highly unstable at temper-
atures > 80 ◦C, particularly when additives are added to improve the conductivity.
[101, 102] In contrast, oxide transport layers like TiO2 and NiOx are much more sta-
ble at higher temperatures. Different strategies have been used to enhance thermal
stability of perovskite solar cells, like the use of novel HTM with higher glass tran-
sition temperature, [103] hole-conductor free devices or barrier layers to prevent the
diffusion of mobile ions. The latter two cases will be further discussed in section
1.2.4 and chapter 5.
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1.2.3 Light exposure
Long-term reliability of halide perovskite materials under light exposure must be
assured to fabricate stable solar cells. It is commonly accepted that perovskites man-
ifest light-induced ion migration when exposed to illumination. However, it is still
debated whether ion migration under illumination has a beneficial or detrimental
role on the material’s stability. Indeed some works reported that ion migration un-
der illumination enhanced the material through defect healing. [104, 105, 106] Mo-
bile iodide was reported to fill vacancies in the material, reducing the density of
defects responsible for non-radiative recombination mechanisms. [104, 105] In con-
trast, other reports showed the generation of photoinduced trap states in the mate-
rial, which caused severe degradation. [107, 108, 109] Both phenomena showed the
beneficial role of oxygen. Tian et al. observed a photo-induced healing effect only in
the presence of oxygen [104] and Motti et al. reported a reduced photo-induced trap
states generation when samples were tested in ambient air. [108]
Very recently Motti et al. reported a new model, claiming the coexistance and
competition of both phenomena of degradation and enhancement of perovskites
under illumination. [110] On the one hand, annihilation of Frenkel defects, which
led to healed crystal lattice, was predominantly observed at low temperatures and
when the film was uniformly illuminated through the thickness. [109] On the other
hand, higher temperatures and high initial trap density concentrations induced the
formation of I2 molecules, which preferentially migrated to the surface, creating an
iodine imbalance through the film and triggering reactions that generated defects
in the bulk. Figure 1.7 shows dynamics in MAPbI3 that describe the photo-induced
enhancement and degradation mechanisms modelled by Motti et al..
Figure 1.7: a Ion dynamics in CH3NH3PbI3 film promoting a light induced enhance-
ment of the material by Frenkel defect annihilation. This phenomenon prevails when
probability of I0 species encounters is small. b Ion dynamics in CH3NH3PbI3 film pro-
moting a light induced degradation of the material by formation of I2 molecules on the
surface. This phenomenon prevails when probability of I0 species encounters is high.
Figure taken from [110].
According to this model, degradation is expected to be caused by the formation
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of I2 molecules, which can be originated by the reaction of two filled traps at the
surface and grain boundaries. It has previosuly been reported that grain bound-
aries exhibit faster non radiative recombination and act as defect reservoir. [111]
Therefore, the best way to trigger the photo induced enhancement of the material,
avoiding light induced degradation effects and leaving room for the induced en-
hancement to prevail, was to block undercoordinated surface Pb atoms by using pas-
sivating agents. For example, surface passivation by tri-n-octylphosphine oxide or
poly(ethylene oxide) layers (demonstrated to be efficient surface passivating agents)
has been shown to minimize the formation of I2 degradation products. [112, 75] An-
other suggested approach to reduce iodide diffusion through the film is via partial
A-site substitution. Recently, it was demonstrated that partial guanidinium substi-
tution into MAPbI3 considerably suppressed iodide ion transport. [97]
Oxygen and light effect
The presence of oxygen has been reported to reduce the generation of trap states
observed under illumination and to enhance the photo-induced structural enhance-
ment. [104, 108] Recently it was found that oxygen molecules could strongly bind
to surface iodide vacancies resulting in passivation of carrier trap states. [113] How-
ever, it has also been reported that the presence of both oxygen and light could
be highly detrimental for perovskites, causing rapid decomposition of the mate-
rial. [114, 115] Molecular oxygen was found to diffuse through the bulk and be
adsorbed at vacancy sites, which act as electron traps, forming reactive superoxide
O2 – . O2 – could react with methylammonium in the material, quickly decomposing
the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite absorber to CH3NH2, PbI2 and I2. [114] Thin-film passi-
vation with iodide salts was found to enhance both the film and the device stability.
[116]
1.2.4 Interaction with metals
One issue that concerns the long-term stability of perovskite solar cells is the inter-
action between the perovskite active layer and the metal contacts. The reaction of
metals with halide perovskites is particularly accelerated in the presence of light,
heat and humid air. [8, 117, 118, 119] Metal contact-induced degradation might
occur through two different mechanisms: diffusion of iodine species through the
transporting material to the metal contacts (figure 1.8 a) or migration of metals to
the perovskite active layer (figure 1.8 b).
Diffusion of iodine species was observed in both n-i-p and p-i-n structures through
HTM Spiro-OMeTAD and ETM PCBM. [117, 118] Degraded MAPbI3 products dif-
fused through the transport materials, reaching the Ag electrode and forming AgI
products. The decrease in PCE of cells was mainly caused by: lower conductivity
of Ag, partially degraded to AgI; band alignment mismatch between AgI/transport
material; and deficiency of I in the perovskite active layer. [117] Such phenomena
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Figure 1.8: Diagram of perovskite devices showing possible degradation mechanisms
due to interaction with metal contacts. a Diffusion of metals into the active layer. b
Migration of iodide species into metal contacts through the transport material.
were accelerated by exposure to air or high temperature (85 ◦C), but were also ob-
served when solar cells were stored in the dark and at room temperature in N2.
Kato et al. reported the presence of AgI at the surface but they did not observe
Ag migration to the active layer. In contrast, McGehee and Correa-Baena and co-
workers found that both Ag and Au can diffuse through the transport materials,
reaching the perovskite absorber layer. [119, 120] Ag migration was identified by
XPS spectroscopy techniques and similar results were reported using different per-
ovskite compositions (MAPbI3, FA0.83Cs0.17Pb (I0.83Br0.17)3 and FA0.75Cs0.25Pb0.5Sn0.5I3).
Boyd et al. speculated that metals diffused through the ETM, reacting with the per-
ovskite at the grain boundaries and creating insulating layers that hindered charge
extraction. [119]
Potential solutions to prevent iodine species escaping from the active layer and
metal diffusion into the active layer consist of forming dense, channel-free barrier
layers between the perovskite and metal contacts and designing new architectures
that do not require metals to extract charges. The former approach has been widely
investigated, for example aluminum doped zinc oxide and tin oxide layers proved
to be successful. [121, 122] While an alternative Ag/Au free perovskite solar cell
architecture is the triple mesoscopic porous TiO2/ZrO2/carbon cell.
The mesoscopic triple carbon solar cell was first reported in 2013 by Ku et al.
[29] TiO2 and m-carbon layers are used as ETM and HTM, respectively and ZrO2
is used as a spacer layer between the transport materials to avoid recombination of
photogenerated charges. The advantages of this kind of cells are that metal contacts
do not need to be evaporated on top of carbon and that the device is fully-printable
trough inexpensive and scalable screen-printed techniques. The perovskite active
material in fact is not spin coated, but it is simply infiltrated through the mesoscopic
stack with little waste. [123] Carbon is inert to ion migration and its hydrophobic
nature reduces the contact between water molecules and the perovskite active ma-
terial, boosting the moisture stability of the device. [124, 125] The use of such triple
mesoscopic carbon architecture will be further investigated in chapter 5.
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1.3 Solar hydrogen generation
The current production of hydrogen highly relies on fossil fuels through steam methane
reforming and coal gasification processes. Clean hydrogen can be produced through
the electrolysis of water. However, high energy needs and costs limit its large-scale
application. A straightforward way of reducing the cost consists of combining tradi-
tional photovoltaic devices with standard electrolysers. While this route may lead to
sustainable production of solar hydrogen, at the moment it is not economically com-
petitive with traditional methods that use fossil fuels. [126] Photovoltaics combined
with electrolysis is not the only way of producing solar hydrogen. Two novel alter-
native routes that have been investigated recently are particulate photocatalyst sys-
tems and photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting. [127] PEC water splitting is a
promising alternative method, which contains a direct-semiconductor/liquid inter-
face. The semiconductor harvests solar energy and converts it into excited charges
(electrons and holes) which can directly be used to produce molecular hydrogen
and oxygen from the reduction and oxidation of water. To enable practical PEC pro-
duction of hydrogen, inexpensive, efficient and robust semiconductor materials are
needed.
Water splitting into H2 and O2 is an up-hill reaction which requires a potential of
1.23 eV per electron. Two electrons and 4 holes are needed to produce molecular H2
and O2, respectively according to:
2H2O + 4h
+ → O2 + 4H+ (1.7)
2H+ + 2e− → H2 (1.8)
where 1.7 is the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and 1.8 is the hydrogen evolu-
tion reaction (HER). A PEC cell can contain a single semiconductor photoelectrode
(either a photoanode or a photocathode) combined with a standard metallic elec-
trode or two semiconductor photoelectrodes (a photoanode and a photocathode)
in a tandem configuration. [128] The photoanode is a n-type semiconductor and
is responsible for the OER, while the photocathode is a p-type semiconductor and
looks at the HER. In order to develop unbiased systems, where no potential is ap-
plied through the electrodes, sufficient photopotentials > 1.6 V must be generated
to overcome kinetic limitations and thermodynamic losses. [129]
1.3.1 Photoelectrode material requirements
The most critical aspect in PEC water splitting is the photoelectrode material choice.
The energy bandgap must be wide enough to drive the water splitting reaction
(>1.8 eV) but still allow sufficient absorption in the visible range of the solar spec-
trum. [130] Materials must be chemically stable, without dissolving nor forming
thin oxide layers on the surface that prevent charge transfer at the interface. [128]
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The band edges of the chosen semiconductor must be properly aligned with the wa-
ter reduction and oxidation potentials. More specifically, the conduction band edge
must be more negative than the reduction potential and the valence band edge must
be more positive than the oxidation potential. [130] Once the light has been har-
vested by the photoelectrode and electron/hole pairs have been generated, charges
must be properly transported and extracted at the interfaces. Moreover, the OER
and HER require low overpotentials, which means that once charges reach the inter-
face, they must transfer across the semiconductor/electrolyte interface fast enough.
[131] Finally, the materials used to fabricate the electrodes must be abundant, non
toxic and cheap. [130]
Figure 1.9: Bandgap structures of the most common photoanodes (black) and photo-
cathodes (blue) with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode and water reduction
and oxidation energy levels.
Figure 1.9 shows the bandgap structures of the most common materials used
for the fabrication of photoanodes (TiO2, WO3, α-Fe2O3, BiVO4) and photocathodes
(CuBi2O4 and CuFeO2). TiO2 and WO3 are non-toxic, stable materials with good
electronic properties, however, they have limited absorption due to their wide en-
ergy bandgap. [132, 133] α-Fe2O3 and BiVO4 instead have more suitable energy
bandgap that allows absorption of light in the visible range, but their PEC perfor-
mance is limited by poor charge transport. [133, 134] Fewer metal-oxide materi-
als are available for the fabrication of photocathodes, such as Cu2O, CuBi2O4 and
CuFeO2. Cu2O is one of the most investigated, however it is unstable in aqueous
solution and needs to be protected to avoid photocorrosion during operation. [135]
CuFeO2 is more stable in water, however it is challenging to process and is not com-
patible with large-scale production. [136] In contrast, CuBi2O4 thin films can be
prepared using scalable methods like electrodeposition and spray pyrolysis, but its
PEC performance is limited by poor charge transport. [135]
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Some of the strategies used to enhance the properties of these materials are: dop-
ing to narrow the bandgap, [137] use of co-catalysts to promote charge separation
and facilitate OER and HER, [138] surface modification to enhance light absorption,
[139] and protection of the electrode to avoid surface recombination and degradation
of the material in solution. [140]
Lead halide perovskites are excellent absorber materials which have been widely
investigated in the photovoltaic sector for the generation of clean electricity. Their
limited stability, particularly in the presence of moisture, initially prevented them
from being exploited in aqueous solution for PEC applications. In common with
many other metal oxides that are sensitive to photocorrosion, halide perovskites also
need proper surface protection to avoid dissolution in water. Research into different
encapsulation strategies to protect perovskite materials from water has been under-
going for the past 4 years and successful implementation of halide perovskite-based
photoelectrodes has been reported. [141, 142, 143] These works will be extensively
discussed in chapter 6.
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Different techniques have been developed to fabricate perovskite
solar cells, including one-step and two-step spin-coating, solvent-
assisted solution processes, dual-source vacuum deposition and se-
quential vapour deposition. Once fabricated, perovskite thin films
and devices can be electrically and optically characterised through
many different techniques. A brief theoretical background of the
semiconductors used in photovoltaic applications, and more specif-
ically of perovskites, will be provided in this chapter, together with
an overview of the fabrication and characterisation methods used
in this work. Section 2.1 will introduce the semiconductor physics
and optoelectronic properties of perovskites. Section 2.2 will list all
experimental procedures used to fabricate perovskite thin films and
full devices. Finally, section 2.3 will give a brief theoretical back-
ground of the characterisation techniques used to measure the prop-
erties of perovskite materials and devices.
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Electronic structure
When two atoms are put together into a molecule, their atomic orbitals (AO) com-
bine to form pairs of molecular orbitals (MO), with energies that are higher and
lower than the initial energy levels (figure 2.1 a). In a solid, large number of atoms
come together, forming many MO very close in energy to effectively form a band
(figure 2.1 b). The highest occupied band that contains valence electrons is called the
valence band (VB), while the lowest unoccupied band is called the conduction band
(CB). The VB and CB are separated by a forbidden energy gap, called energy band
gap Eg. [1]
The density of states that describe the valence and conduction bands are usu-
ally complicated functions (sketch in figure 2.1 c), which approach simple parabolic
functions near the edges (figure 2.1 d). For simplicity, the band diagram is usually
represented with flat conduction and valence bands near the surface. [2] The band
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structure of a semiconductor can form either a direct or an indirect bandgap de-
pending on the conservation of the momentum. For example, silicon is an indirect
bandgap semiconductor, which means that the bottom of the CB and the top of the
VB are not aligned, therefore they have different electron crystal momentum. [3]
In contrast, GaAs is a direct bandgap semiconductor and the bottom of the CB and
the top of the VB lie for the same momentum. [4] Several experimental data and
computational calculations determined that halide perovskites are commonly direct
bandgap semiconductors. [5, 6, 7] However, this property has been recently ques-
tioned and evidence of a slightly indirect bandgap in halide perovskites has now
become widely accepted. [8, 9]
Figure 2.1: a Combination of two atomic orbitals to form pairs of molecular orbitals. b N
atomic orbitals split to form bands. c Sketch of the density of states for a semiconductor.
d Parabolic approximation of VB and CB near band edges.
The electrons in the valence band are involved in chemical bondings, therefore
they require at least an energy equivalent to the energy bandgap to be removed
from the VB and jump to the nearest unoccupied level in the CB. When an electron
is removed from the VB, a positively charged vacancy is left behind. If the vacancy
is filled by an electron involved in a neighbouring bond, the vacancy moves. The
movement of valence electrons is therefore equivalent to a movement of positive
holes, which can be characterised with mobility and mass in the same way as con-
duction electrons. Conventionally, it is said that the absorption of photons with
energy higher than Eg leads to the excitation of electron-hole pairs.
The occupation of the bands follow the Fermi-Diract distribution, and the prob-




1 + exp(E−EFkBT )
(2.1)
EF is the Fermi level and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The Fermi level is the en-
ergy state with 50 % chance of being occupied by an electron. The work function
(WF) of a material is an important parameter for electronic materials. It is the energy
required to remove the least tightly bound electron to a state corresponding to a free
electron in the vacuum and it is defined by:
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WF = Evac − EF (2.2)
Evac is the energy level of a free electron in the vacuum (at rest, positioned outside
the solid material considered). [10] The energy Fermi level position depends upon
doping. In the ideal ground state of an intrinsic semiconductor at a temperature
of 0 K, the EF lies exactly in the center of the bandgap, the VB is completely filled
up and the CB completely empty. A p-type semiconductor is defined as a mate-
rial where the majority carriers are holes and electrons are the minority carriers. In
this case, the Fermi energy level is closer to the VB. In contrast, in n-type semicon-
ductors, the majority carriers are electrons and the Fermi level is closer to the CB.
Consequently, the WF of a p-type semiconductor is larger than the WF of a n-type
semiconductor (figure 2.2 a).
Figure 2.2: a Fermi energy levels and WF in p-type and n-type semiconductors. b Split-
ting of the Fermi energies in quasi-Fermi energies upon illumination.
The generation of electron-hole pairs under illumination perturbs the thermal
equilibrium described by the Fermi energy. Indeed, the concentrations of holes and
electrons under illumination depend on the rates at which electron-hole pairs are
generated and recombine (see section 2.1.3 for recombination processes) and the dis-
tribution of electrons and holes can be described by quasi-Fermi energies EFn and
EFp. As illustrated in figure 2.2 b for a n-type semiconductor, the Fermi level for the
majority carriers (electrons) remains essentially the same, while the Fermi energy of
the minority carriers (holes) is considerably affected by illumination. The difference
between the quasi Fermi energies gives the energy of electron-hole pairs.
2.1.2 Absorption
The absorption of a photon with energy E≥ Eg induces the excitation of one electron
from the VB to the CB, resulting in a free electron in the conduction band and a
free hole in valence band. Immediately after the absorption, the photogenerated
carriers are out of equilibrium and free electrons and holes quickly thermalise to
the conduction and valence band edges to reach the equilibrium. After this first
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regime of relaxation, the excess photogenerated carriers return to the ground state
via radiative or non-radiative recombination processes, which will be explained in
detail in the next section.
The free electron-hole pair generation is not the only absorption mechanism
present in perovskite semiconductors. Another possible photoexcitation is given by
excitonic absorption. [11] An exciton is a quasi-particle resulting from the Coulomb
interaction between an electron and hole pair. The magnitude of the Coloumb attrac-
tion between the positive and the negative charge is indicated by the exciton binding
energy Eb. Eb in perovskites ranges between 2 and 60 meV and it is higher in wide
bandgap materials like MAPbBr3 and MAPbCl3 than MAPbI3. [11]
Excitonic absorption results in an absorption enhancement which is beneficial
for solar light harvesting and PV applications. [12, 13] However, the exciton binding
energies reported for halide perovskites are still low enough to let free carriers to
prevail over bound exciton transmission at room temperature, therefore the popu-
lation of excitons in the solar cell operating regime at room temperature is usually
neglected. [14]
2.1.3 Recombination mechanisms
After generation and relaxation of carriers to the band edges (figure 2.3 a), the sys-
tem relaxes back to the ground state through an electron-hole recombination process.
Such recombination can occur through a radiative or a non-radiative process. In a
radiative recombination mechanism (figure 2.3 b) the energy resulting from the re-
combination of an electron-hole pair is released in a form of a photon with energy
E=hν. This process is a bimolecular recombination because two carriers (an elec-
tron and a hole) are needed. Radiative recombination can be directly observed as
photoluminescence (PL), and for a direct bandgap semiconductor the energy of the
emitted photons is centred right at the bandgap Eg.
Figure 2.3: a Thermalisation of electron and hole carriers after photoexcitation. b Carrier
decay to the ground state by radiative recombination. c Carrier decay to the ground
state trap-assisted recombination (Shockley-Read-Hall recombination). d Carrier decay
to the ground state by Auger recombination.
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Non-radiative recombination processes are trap-assisted (figure 2.3 c) and Auger
recombination (figure 2.3 d). Trap-assisted recombination, also known as Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH), occurs when a carrier gets trapped in an intra-gap energy state and
then recombines with a carrier of opposite charge. This process is a monomolecular
decay mechanism because it requires only one carrier (either positive or negative) to
get trapped/released. Finally, Auger recombination involves three different charges:
the energy from the recombination of an electron-hole pair is transferred to a third
charge, which is excited to a higher state. This excess energy is then released in a
form of heat through thermalisation.
At low excitation densities, the photoexcited carriers recombine mainly through
interactions with sub-bandgap trapping states at a monomolecular rate. At higher
excitation densities, these traps saturate and the bimolecular band-to-band radiative
recombination becomes the dominant decay. Finally at very high excitaton densi-
ties the three body interaction becomes more probable and Auger recombination
becomes the dominant decay process. The time dependent carrier depopulation in
a semiconductor can be described with: [15]
dn
dt
= −k1n− k2n2 − k3n3 (2.3)
n is the photoexcited carrier density, k1, k2 and k3 are the monomolecular, bimolec-
ular and three-body recombination rate constant, respectively. These recombination
rates can be experimentally calculated by using time-resolved photoluminescence
spectroscopy techniques. [13]
2.1.4 Defects
Defects in semiconductors are identified as crystallographic defects, which means
interruptions to a perfect crystal lattice and impurities (foreign atoms in the lattice).
Figure 2.4 a is an illustration of a perfect perovskite crystal lattice, while figure 2.4 b-
d show different point crystallographic defects: vacancies, interstitials and anti-site
substitutions, respectively.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of perovskite crystal lattice with orange, pink and blue dots
representing A-, B- and X-site ions, respectively. a Perfect lattice. b Atomic vacancy,
atom is missing from the lattice c Interstitial, atom is occupying the space between atoms
in the lattice. d Anti-site substitutions, atom is occupying the wrong site in the lattice.
Other defects that can be found in ionic crystals are Frenkel defects, a vacancy
and an interstitial of the same ion in a unit cell, and Schottky defects, two vacancies
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of oppositely charged ions in a unit cell. [16] Conventionally, defects can be studied
by calculating their theoretical enthalpy of formation using density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations. The formation energy of defects is calculated by taking into
account both the chemical energy required to form a defect and the energy associ-
ated with the exchange of electrons with the Fermi level of the sysytem. If a defect
is located within the semiconductor bandgap, it can act as a trapping state, being
detrimental for the photovoltaic performance of the semiconductor. [17] In fact, trap
defects can significantly contribute to non-radiative recombination processes, which
are strictly related to the open circuit voltage of the solar cell. [18]
The density of trap states in halide perovskites have been calculated to be be-
tween 1× 1015 and 1× 1016 cm−3. [19] These numbers are considerably higher than
the values reported for polycrystalline silicon, which instead range between 1× 1013
and 1× 1014 cm−3. [20] Halide perovskites are indeed known to be highly defect tol-
erant. One explanation may be that many defects have energy levels which are very
close to the conduction and valence band edges, acting as shallow trap defects. [21]
Meggiolaro et al. recently reported that among all native point defects in perovskites,
the only one that may act as a deep trap is interstitial iodine. [17]
Confocal photoluminescence and scanning electron microscopy have been used to
study the structure and homogeneity of perovskite films, revealing that grain bound-
aries act as reservoir of defects and exhibit faster non-radiative decay. [22]. Recently,
it was found that also strained regions in films act as driving force for defect for-
mation, considerably reducing the local carrier lifetime. [23] For example, one of
the reasons causing the generation of local strains in perovskite films is the cubic-to-
tetragonal phase transition occurring at 57 ◦C. [24]
2.1.5 Semiconductor junctions
Semiconductor junctions are very important to separate charges in many electronic
devices, including solar cells. The simplest type of junction is the semiconductor-
metal contact, also known as Schottky barrier. [1] Figure 2.5 a and b shows the
band energies of a n-type semiconductor and a metal in isolation and when they are
brought together, respectively. When the two materials are isolated, the Fermi levels
are independent from each other, while when they are put together, the Fermi levels
line up. If the work function of the metal is higher than the one of the semiconductor,
electrons will spontaneously move from the semiconductor to the metal, leaving a
layer of fixed positive space charges near the surface, until thermal equilibrium is
reached. The region where the semiconductor carries a net fixed charge is defined
as space charge region. At this point an electrostatic field exists, which results in
effective charge separation, driving electrons to the left and holes to the right.
A barrier similar to the Schottky barrier can be established at the interface be-
tween a semiconductor and a liquid electrolyte. If the electrolyte contains a re-
dox couple, the electronic equilibrium described above can be achieved by elec-
tron transfer across the semiconductor/electrolyte interface (one-electron reaction:
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Figure 2.5: a Band profiles of n-type semiconductor and a metal in isolation. b Band
profiles of the n-type semiconductor-metal junction at equilibrium.
O+e− →R). Like metals, the redox couple has a Fermi level (EF,redox), which can be
defined in terms of chemical potentials:
EF,redox = (µ
0






(µ0R−µ0O) is the difference between the standard chemical potentials of reactants and
products, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and NR and NO are the
number densities of reactants and products, respectively. [2] Under equilibrium, the
charge in the space charge region is balanced by an ionic charge of opposite sign in
the electrolyte, developed in a region called the Helmholtz layer.
2.1.6 Photoelectrochemical process
When photons with energy > Eg are absorbed, electrons are excited creating elec-
tron hole pairs. Under illumination, the local concentrations of holes and electrons
are perturbed from the equilibrium (dark) giving rise to a splitting of the Fermi level.
At this point, assuming a n-type semiconductor is in contact with an electrolyte, elec-
trons flow through the junction from the species R to the semiconductor and a pho-
tocurrent is produced. Such photocurrent will depend on the generation, collection
and reaction of holes in the junction regions. In the ideal case, where all holes gen-
erated in the space charge reach the surface and fast reaction at the surface occurs,
three important length scales can be defined to describe the generation-collection
and generation-recombination problem (as illustrated in figure 2.6 a).
α−1 is the wavelength dependent penetration depth of the incident light, Wsc is the









Dmin is the diffusion coefficient, µmin is the mobility and τmin is the minority carrier
lifetime. If holes are generated within the space charge region, they drift to the sur-
face where they accept electrons from the species R. If carriers are generated within
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Figure 2.6: a Characteristic length scale important to solve the generation-
recombination generation-collection problem in an ideal case (no recombination in the
space charge and at the surface). b Simple kinetic scheme describing the competition
between the arrival of holes at the surface and their removal after recombination in the
space charge and at the surface and in the transfer process. Figure adapted from [25].
c Sketch of the delayed onset of photocurrent density due to the recombination in the
space charge region and at the surface (solid line). Dotted line shows the photocurrent
density in the ideal case where recombination in the space charge and at the surface is
neglected.
region II, holes diffuse to the space charge region before recombining. If light pen-
etrates and is absorbed in region III, electron-hole pairs recombine before reaching
the space charge region. [26]
The assumptions made above are not valid in real systems, where recombination
at the surface and in the space charge play an important role. All real semicon-
ductors contain defect sites, such as impurities or imperfections, which cause lo-
calised energy levels, where carriers can be trapped. Slow reactions cause build-up
of charges at the interface and recombination becomes dominant, especially for low
band bending. [27] Figure 2.6 b shows a simple kinetic scheme of the hole concentra-
tion involved in the redox reaction, which is determined by the difference between
the holes rate of arrival (jG) and their rate of removal by recombination (jrec) and
transfer (Jtr). Both surface recombination and recombination in the space charge
cause a delay in the onset of the photocurrent, as sketched in figure 2.6 c.
2.2 Experimental section
2.2.1 Device fabrication
Devices were built on FTO coated glass (TEC 7 and TEC 15, Sigma-Aldrich). Prior
deposition, substrates were etched with Zn powder (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2 M
HCl. Substrates were cleaned in 2 vol% Hellmanex solution in DI water, DI water,
acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and ethanol, the slides were placed in each solution
for 15 minutes and sonicated. The cleaned FTO coated glass substrates were treated
with UV-ozone cleaner for 20 min before any further deposition. Samples were pre-
pared inside the drybox under N2 atmosphere (unless differently specified).
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Photovoltaic solar cells
This work focused on mesoporous standard devices and planar standard and in-
verted devices. The photoactive material was placed between the charge-selective
transport layers. On top of the final transporting layers, metal contacts were ther-
mally evaporated (100 nm, Au in standard devices and Ag in inverted devices) using
an evaporation mask to have 6 pixels of 0.0625 cm2. In planar carbon solar cells, Ag
paste was used to create the contact. The methods for preparing the photoactive
perovskite material, ETM and HTM are described below.
Photoanodes
Photoanodes were built as planar carbon solar cells. A graphite thermal sheet (RS,
Panasonic, 1600 W m−1 K−1, 180 x 115 mm, 0.025 mm, self-adhesive on one side) was
stuck by hand onto the mesoporous carbon top layer. The device was sealed (except
an active area of 0.25 cm2) with commercial silicone and epoxy resin left to harden
out at room temperature overnight.
2.2.2 Materials
Organic solvents (methanol, acetone, IPA and ethanol) were purchased from VWR.
Deionized water was supplied from a centralised purification system (Dept. of
Chemistry, Bath University). All chemicals were purchased from major commercial
suppliers and were used without any further purification.
Electron transport layers
TiO2 Compact TiO2 layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis, using a hand held
atomiser. 0.2 M solution of titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (75 wt%,
Sigma-aldrich) in ethanol was sprayed onto the substrates held at 500 ◦C (one spray
every 30 s for 10 times). Substrates were then annealed at this temperature for 10 min.
Mesoporous TiO2 layer (2:7 weight mixture of Dyesol’s 30NRD TiO2 paste in ethanol)
was spun onto the TiO2 compact layer (6000 rpm for 45 s) and annealed for 15 min
on a hot plate and further 30 min at 500 ◦C in air.
SnO2 SnO2 solution was prepared by mixing Tin(IV) oxide in H2O colloidal dis-
persion (Afla Aesar) in DI H2O (volume ration 1:5) and sonicated for 10 min. The
solution was then filtered through a 0.22 µm filter and spun onto the substrates at
3000 rpm for 30 s. Substrates were then annealed at 180 ◦C for 1 h.
PCBM When used as ETM in inverted devices, a 20 mg ml−1 solution of PCBM
(95%, Ossila) in chlorobenzene (anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) was stirred at 60 ◦C to
ensure complete dissolution and filtered through a 0.45 µm PTFE filter prior use.
Solution was spun onto the perovskite film at 3000 rpm for 30 s and left dry at room
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temperature. 0.5 mg ml−1 solution of bathocuproine (96%, Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol
was spun onto the PCBM film at 6000 rpm for 30 s.
When used as interlayer on top of SnO2 in standard devices, a 10 mg ml−1 solution
of PC70BM in chlorobenzene was spun onto the SnO2 film at 6000 rpm for 30 s and
left dry at room temperature.
Hole transport layers
Spiro A 73 mg ml−1 solution of spiro-OMeTAD (Sigma-Aldrich) in anhydrous chloroben-
zene was stirred at 60 ◦C to ensure complete dissolution. 28.8 µl ml−1 of 4-tert-butyl
pyridine (96%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 17.5 µl ml−1 of Li-TFSI solution (520 mg LiTFSI in
1 ml acetonitrile, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the solution prior use. Spiro-
OMeTAD was spin coated onto the perovskite film at 4000 rpm for 30 s.
NiOx A 0.2 M solution of nickel acetate tetrahydrate (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) in 2-
methoxyethanol was prepared and stirred at 60 ◦C until complete dissolution. 12 µl ml−1
of ethanolamine (ACS reagent, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the solution, which
was then filtered using a 0.45 µm PTFE filter. NiOx was spin coated onto the sub-
strates at 4000 rpm for 30 s and annealed at 400 ◦C for 30 min.
m-carbon The carbon paste used to make mesoporous carbon layers was given
by our collaborators SPECIFIC, Swansea University (Gwent Electronic Materials).
When planar devices were fabricated, the carbon paste was doctor bladed onto the
perovskite film and annealed at 380 ◦C for 30 min. In mesoporous devices it was
screen printed onto ZrO2 films and sintered at 400 ◦C for 30 min.
Perovskite absorber films
CH3NH3PbI3 Two different recipes were used to deposit CH3NH3PbI3 films de-
pending on whether the antisolvent treatment was used. Perovskite deposition was
performed in a N2 filled dry-box. When no antisolvent treatment was used, the
perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving MAI (Dyesol), PbI2 (99%,
Sigma-Aldrich) and PbCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, an-
hydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) to get 40 wt% solution (MAI:PbI2:PbCl2–4:1:1). The so-
lution was spin coated onto the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s, and then dried at
100 ◦C for 90 min. When the antisolvent treatment was carried out, a 1.25 M:1.25 M
solution of PbI2 and MAI in 4:1 volume ration of DMF:DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide
anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared. The solution was spin coated onto the
substrate at 4000 rpm fro 30 s and 7 s after the start of the spin 200 µl of ethyl acetate
(anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) was deposited directly onto the centre of the spinning
sample. Substrates were then dried at 100 ◦C for 10 min.
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CsPbBr3 1 M of PbBr2 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) in DMF was prepared and stirred at
60 ◦C until complete dissolution. The solution was spin coated onto the substrate
that was pre-heated at 70 ◦C at 2500 rpm for 30 s and further annealed at 70 ◦C for
30 min. The substrate was then immersed in CsBr (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) solu-
tion in methanol (17 mg ml−1) kept at 50 ◦C in a vertical staining jar. After 30 min
immersion, the sample was annealed at 380 ◦C in air for 30 min.
(MAFACs)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 The mixed cation MA/FA/Cs perovskite solution was pre-
pared by dissolving different molar quantities of 0.85 M PbI2, 0.85 M FAI, 0.56 M
MABr, 0.56 MPbBr2 in DMF:DMSO (4:1). The solution was spin coated onto the sub-
strate at 4000 rpm for 30 s and 7 s after the start of the spin 300 µl of ethyl acetate
(anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) was deposited directly onto the centre of the spinning
sample. Substrates were annealed at 100 ◦C for 30 min.
Ir catalyst synthesis
The iridium precursor [Cp*Ir(pyalc)Cl] was synthesised by Dr Ulrich Hintermair
according to previous literature reports. [28] 48 mg (0.1 mmol) were added to 20 ml of
DI water in an open beaker and the clear orange solution was stirred vigorously for
5 min. Under constant stirring, 540 mg (2.5 mmol) of NaIO4 were added to the beaker
and the dark blue solution was allowed to stir overnight at room temperature. A
piece of GS was floated on the unstirred, blue Ir-water oxidation catalyst (WOC)
solution overnight to bind the catalyst. It was then rinsed with DI water and left to
dry at room temperature.
2.3 Characterisation
This section gives an explanation of the techniques used throughout this thesis and
their basic working principles. The characterisation techniques used include stan-
dard PV methods to measure the performance parameters of solar cells, microscopy
techniques to investigate the morphology in nano and micro scale, spectroscopy
analysis to quickly characterise materials and structural properties of thin-films and
electrochemical measurements to measure the performance of photoanode devices.
2.3.1 Solar cell analysis
The extraterrestrial spectrum of solar radiation is characteristic of the radiation emit-
ted from a black body at 5762 K, its spectrum extends from 200 to 3000 nm, with a
peak in the invisible light region at 480 nm. [29] During its passage through the at-
mosphere, the sun radiation is affected by reflection, absorption and scattering due
to the presence of particulates and gas molecules. These processes are wavelength
dependent and the intensity of their effects depends on the thickness of the atmo-
sphere penetrated. The air mass (AM) quantifies the reduction in the power of light
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as it passes through the atmosphere and it is defined as the ratio between the optical





where θz is zenith angle. For example, AM 1.0 refers to the the solar radiation at the
equator.
The efficiency of a solar cell varies with the power of incident light, which changes
at different times, and its spectrum, which is affected by the location. To allow an
efficient comparison between solar cells measured at different times and locations,
a standard spectrum and power density have been defined. The standard spectrum
at the Earth’s surface is AM 1.5 G (G stands for global radiation, consisting of both
beam radiation and diffuse radiation) normalised to give 100 mW cm−2 (1 Sun inten-
sity).
Current-voltage curves Current density-voltage (JV) curves are one of the most
fundamental characterisation techniques for solar cells and measure the current den-
sity (J) as a function of the potential (V) applied between the two terminals of the
device (herein the FTO electrode and the metallic electrode). Typical JV curve of a
solar cell is represented in figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Typical current density voltage curve of a solar cell with main photovoltaic
parameters.
The maximum power is reached at the maximum voltage Vm and the maximum
current density Jm. The maximum current density output is the short circuit current
density Jsc and is obtained when zero bias is applied (short circuit condition), while
the maximum device photovoltage is the open circuit voltage Voc and corresponds
to the point in which the current equals zero (open circuit condition). The fill factor
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The power conversion efficiency PCE is the ratio between the maximum power den-
sity and the standard power density Ps (AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm−2). Jsc, Voc, FF and
PCE are the most important parameters that describe the quality of a solar cell.
In this thesis, photo-electrical measurements were performed at room tempera-
ture, in air, under standard AM 1.5 G conditions and 1 Sun intensity with a solar
simulator (TS SPACE SYSTEMS) and a Keithley 2601A potentiostat. Instrument cal-
ibration was performed with a WPVS reference monocrystalline Si cell with a KG3
filter (Ser. No. 031-2012). The solar cell was pre-poled for 5 s at the initial bias V0
(larger than the Voc) and then swept from V0 to 0 V (reverse scan) and back to V0
(forward scan) with a scan speed of 100 mV s−1.
Stabilised power output Despite the easy acquisition of JV characterisation, this
measurement can be uncertain due to hysteresis when measuring in forward and
reverse directions, which is affected by preconditioning effects. [30] It is therefore
useful to combine JV scans with other methods, such as the stabilised power out-
put over time. This measurement is determined by holding the tested device at a
constant voltage and tracking the power-output over time.
In this thesis, stabilised power output measurements were performed at room
temperature, in air, under standard AM 1.5 G conditions and 1 Sun intensity with a
solar simulator (TS SPACE SYSTEMS) and a Keithley 2601A potentiostat. The solar
cell’s current density was tracked for 60 s while the device was held at Vm.
2.3.2 Microscopy
Microscopy is a technique that uses microscopes to view areas of objects that cannot
be seen with the naked eye. In this thesis scanning probe and electron microscopy
techniques were used.
Atomic Force Microscopy Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe
microscopy technique, which involves the interaction of a scanning probe with the
surface of the sample. This technique provides three-dimensional images of the sur-
face by sensing the force changes as the surface sample is scanned. [31] The force
is monitored by attaching the probe to a cantilever and detecting its deflection. The
larger the cantilever deflection, the higher the force experienced by the the probe.
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In this thesis, AFM images were used for the analysis of surface patterns and
crystal growth of crystalline perovskite thin films and transporting layers. AFM im-
ages were collected with a Nanosurf easyScan 2 FlexAFM system in tapping mode.
The dynamic force mode was used, in which the deflection of the cantilever was
detected by measuring changes in its vibration amplitude. The probe was excited
externally with a sinusoidal signal with a frequency close to the cantilever’s free res-
onance frequency. A force of 20 nN and ContAl-G Tip were used for measurements.
Scanning Electron Microscopy Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is a an elec-
tron microscopy technique that involves the interaction of a high energy electron
beam with the specimen, which generates a number of signals that are then de-
tected by appropriate detectors to generate an image. Electrons have much shorter
wavelength than light, enabling higher resolution images with respect to light mi-
croscopes.
Top-view SEM characterisation is useful to study thin film structures, determining
the surface roughness, the grain size and the presence of voids and cracks. [32]
Cross-sectional SEM images are used to study single and multilayer heterostructure
devices and to determine crystal growth properties and thickness of each layer. SEM
can be also used in conjunction with other techniques, like Energy Dispersive X-ray
(EDX), to study the chemical composition. EDX will be further discussed in section
2.3.4.
In this thesis, SEM images were taken on a JEOL JSM-6480LV at an acceleration
voltage of 10 kV. Higher resolution images were taken with a field emission JEOL
JSM-6301F FESEM at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. An electrical bridge from the
sample surface to the sample holder stub was made using double-sided conductive
carbon tape. 5 nm of Cr was sputtered onto the surface prior scanning.
2.3.3 Structural analysis
X-Ray Diffraction X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is a technique for characterising crys-
talline materials and is based on the resonant interaction of electromagnetic radia-
tion with the lattice of crystalline materials. It provides useful information on the
structure, phase and the preferred crystal orientations of the material.
X-ray diffraction is the scattering of X-ray photons by atoms in a periodic crystal lat-
tice. Since in phase scattered X-rays give construction interference, the characteristic
lattice spacing between crystal planes of a given material can be derived by studying
the diffraction of X-rays using the Bragg’s law: [33]
nλ = 2dsin(θ) (2.8)
n is a positive integer, λ is the wavelength of X-rays, d is the lattice spacing and
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θ is the diffraction angle. During measurement, the beam is directed towards the
sample at various angles, resulting in the diffraction of X-rays. Each diffracted X-
ray corresponds to a certain interstitial lattice spacing d that can be calculated using
Eq. 2.8. The recorded intensities are plotted as a function of the diffraction angle
2θ. Each mineral has a set of unique d-spacings, therefore it is possible to identify
the tested material by comparing the intensities measured with standard reference
patterns.
In this thesis, XRD characterisation was used on known structures (halide per-
ovskite films), therefore the parameters that were particularly interesting were the
peaks’ position and shape. The peaks’ position is studied to confirm the correct
film’s crystal structure and the presence of any residual precursor materials. The
peaks’ shape gives useful information about the crystallinity of the sample and the





where, B is the full width at half maximum of the diffracted beam, K is the shape fac-
tor, L is the linear dimension of the particle and θ is the diffraction angle. According
to Eq. 2.9, the sharper and narrower the peak, the larger the crystal.
In this thesis, a Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Ka source
was used and measurements were taken from 2θ values of 5 to 70◦.
2.3.4 Spectroscopy
Impedance Impedance spectroscopy (IS) technique measures changes in current of
an electrode material as modulated voltage is applied and can be used to study in-
trinsic properties, such as mobilities of charges and bulk generation-recombination.
[35] The electrical impedance indicates the amount of opposition that a system presents
to a current or voltage change and it is expressed in a form of a complex number
Z = Z ′ + jZ ′′, with the impedance Z being frequency-dependent. Conventional
impedance measures Z as a function of the radial frequency ω over a range of fre-
quencies f. Impedance data reported in this thesis were measured by applying 10 mV
single-frequency sinusoidal perturbation around the open circuit and measuring the
phase shift and the amplitude at different frequencies. The excitation signal has the
form
Vt = V0 sin(ωt) (2.10)
where Vt is the voltage at time t and V0 is the amplitude of the signal. The relation-
ship between the radial frequency ω and the frequency f is:
ω = 2πf (2.11)
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A common way to represent impedance data is by plotting the real part on the
X-axis and the imaginary part on the Y-axis of a chart; such plot is known as Nyquist
Plot. On the Nyquist Plot the impedance is represented as a vector of length |Z|.
Impedance plots usually contain one or more semicircles and the intrinsic properties
of the material studied can be obtained by fitting the semicircles using simple equiv-
alent electrical circuits. Nyquist plots of halide perovskite devices usually present
two or three semicircles. [36, 37] A simple equivalent circuit that can be used to fit
the high frequency semicircle is shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Equivalent circuit used to fit the high frequency impedance data represented
as a semicircle in Nyquist plots, with elements representing the recombination resis-
tance Rrec, the cell capacitance Ctot and the series resistance Rser.
Rser is the series resistance of the cell, usually largely associated with the FTO sub-
strate, while Rrec is the voltage-dependent recombination resistance. The total ca-
pacitance Ctot reflects the overall charge storage in the device, which is the sum of
the charge in the contacts (geometric capacitance Cgeo) and the charge associated
with photogenerated electrons and holes in the perovskite layer (chemical capac-
itance Cµ). Cgeo is expected to be practically constant across a range of voltages
measured. In contrast, Cµ is expected to increase exponentially with voltage due
to higher accumulation of free carriers in the perovskite layer. [37] Previous works
in the group showed that the high frequency semi-circle measured by IS was dom-
inated by the value of geometric capacitance and that the resistance extracted was
indeed a measure of recombination. [36]
In this thesis, impedance measurements for different illumination intensities were
made at the corresponding open-circuit voltage using an Autolab PGSTAT30 over a
frequency range of 1 MHz and 5 mHz. Impedance data were fitted using ZView soft-
ware (Scribner Associates).
Photoluminescence Photluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is an effective approach
used to gather information about the optoelectronic properties of a semiconductor.
[38] Steady state PL intensity (IPL) can be obtained by:
IPL = βradnenh (2.12)
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where βrad is the radiative recombination coefficient and ne and nh are the popula-
tion of free electrons and holes. The PL intensity is directly related to the radiative
recombination processes occurring in a semiconductor, and it is extremely sensitive
to small variations in the material properties that normally could not be perceived
by other optical techniques. In this thesis, variations in the defect composition that
induce structural instabilities in the perovskite films were investigated by monitor-
ing the dynamics of PL.
Relative PL quantum yield (PLQY) was obtained from the measured integrated





where, Ipunp is the excitation intensity.
Steady state Photoluminescence (PL) spectra reported in this thesis, as well as the
evolution of steady state PL intensities over time were acquired with a fiber coupled
spectrometer (Ocean Optics Maya Pro 2000) that operated with a silicon photode-
tector array. The samples were mounted in a chamber under vacuum. The excita-
tion source was provided by 405 and 450 nm lasers (specified for each experiment
reported). A software with a graphic interface built in Python was used for commu-
nicating with the spectrometer and acquiring spectra and recording the emission of
the samples over time.
Time-resolved PL (TRPL) measurements were performed with a Time Correlated
Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) setup. The excitation source was an unamplified
tunable Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Chameleon Ultra II, temporal and spectral band-
widths of 140 fs and 5 nm, respectively), which was tuned to a central wavelength
of 700 nm. The measurements were performed with excitation at 2 MHz, which was
achieved using an acousto-optical modulator pulse picker (APE Pulse Select). The
sample was excited with an excitation density of about 7× 10−15 cm−3. The samples
were mounted in a chamber under vacuum, and PL was collected in reflection mode
and focused onto a spectrometer coupled to a N2 cooled photomultiplier.
UV-Visible UV-Visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) is a technique that measures the part
of the solar spectrum that a material absorbs. Optical properties can be measured
on both solids (powder or films) and solutions. When measured on solutions, a
light beam with a varying wavelength passes through a solution in a cuvette. A
direct parameter that can be measured is the transmittance T as a function of the
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where I is the intensity of the light transmitted through the sample and I0 is the
intensity of the incoming light. The transmittance is often measured as a percent-
age T%. If the amount of light reflected can be neglected, the absorbance A of the







and it depends on the concentration of the solution, the path length of the light
through the cuvette and how well the analyte absorbs the light at a certain wave-
length. If the material studied is a film, the absorbance depends on the thickness of
the film.
The equation that relates the energy state E with the frequency ν of the electro-
magnetic radiation is
E = hν (2.16)
where h is the Plank’s constant (6.626× 10−34 J s). The optical bandgap of a semi-
conductor can be determined by using the Tauc plot, [39] which shows the quantity
(αhν)
1
a as a function of E, where α is the absorption coefficient. The factor a denotes
the nature of the semiconductor (i.e. a = 12 for direct semiconductors and a = 2 for
indirect semiconductors). The resulting plot has a distinct linear region and the en-
ergy bandgap can be measured by extrapolating the linear region to the x-axis. The










where t is the thickness of the film.
Methylammonium lead iodide perovskites have been widely considered direct bandgap
semiconductors, however a weak indirect bandgap transition was also reported. [41]
Therefore, the Tauc plot of halide perovskite materials is not considered an absolute
accurate method to calculate the energy bandgap.
The UV-Vis data present in this thesis were measured on thin films with a Perkin-
Elmer Lambda 750S UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer and spectra were acquired from 900
to 300 nm. The values were shown in arbitrary units because the thickness of the
films were not measured everytime. Before acquiring the UV-Vis spectra, a 100%
T calibration was performed. Tauc plots were calculated assuming the perovskite
material to be a direct semiconductor.
X-Ray Photoelectron X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface quanti-
tative technique that measures the elemental composition, chemical state and elec-
tronic state of the elements that exist within a material. In a typical XPS experiment
the surface of the sample is irradiated with photons of a X-ray source (monochro-
mated or not) that interact directly with the core electrons of the material’s atoms.
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As a result of this interaction, ionized states are created and a photoelectron is emit-
ted with a kinetic energy that is detected and analysed. The kinetic energy is given
approximately by the difference between the incoming photon energy and the bind-
ing energy. The kinetic energy is usually plotted as a function of the binding energy
(which increases from right to left). [42]
The small attenuation length of photoelectrons restricts the chemical information ob-
tained to the first few atomic layers. Therefore this technique is not appropriate for
bulk analysis but only surface analysis.
XPS characterisation reported in this thesis was carried out in Swansea Univer-
sity by Dr James McGettrick on a Kratos Axis Supra (Kratos Analytical, Manchester)
instrument with samples connected to the ground. Control XPS spectra of precursor
powders were also collected. XPS was performed at an X-ray power of 225 W using
a monochromated Al Ka source. Step size and pass energy used were 0.1 eV and 20
eV respectively. XPS data were analysed using CasaXPS and the Kratos sensitivity
factor library.
Fourier-transform infrared Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is used
to collect high-spectral-resolution data over a spectral range. It is a quick measure-
ment to identify the presence of certain functional groups in a molecule and the
absorption bands in a material to detect the presence of specific impurities. Most of
the molecules absorb light in the infra-red region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
This absorption is characteristic of the bonds present in the molecule. The frequency
range are measured as wave numbers. An infrared source beam passes through the
sample, which emits signals that are acquired by a detector, and compared to a blank
sample to correct the response for air. The information are translated into a plot with
wave numbers on the X-axis and intensity measured as the percent transmittance of
the IR radiation.
In this thesis, a Perkin Elmer Frontier FTIR instrument was used to measure the
relative transmittance of halide perovskite films in air. Spectra were acquired be-
tween 1000 and 3500 cm−1 wave numbers.
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy is a tech-
nique that measures the elemental composition and chemical characterisation of a
sample. [43] EDX makes use of the X-ray spectrum produced by the atoms of a
solid sample which is bombarded with an electron beam. The emitted X-ray en-
ergy is detected and the related spectral peaks are generated. Each element has a
unique atomic structure allowing a particular set of peaks, therefore the elemental
composition can be derived by analysing the position of the emission spectrum. X-
Ray spectrometers that measure EDX can be added to standard SEM microscopes
allowing to obtain elemental composition coloured maps of SEM images, revealing
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the surface topography. Moreover, quantitative elemental concentrations of selected
areas of SEM images can be obtained.
EDX used to acquire data reported in this thesis is mounted to the 6480LV SEM
microscope described above.
2.3.5 Electrochemistry
Electrochemistry is used to probe reactions that involve electron transfers. [44] For
example, the observed electron flow can correspond to a chemical change which
results from the oxidation or reduction of the studied material. By definition, the
electrode where the oxidation reaction occurs is called anode, while the electrode
where the reduction reaction occurs is called cathode. [45] Electrons are transferred
between the electrical conductor (electrode) and the electrolyte solution, which con-
sists of a solvent in which the active species to be reduced or oxidised are dissolved.
In electrochemical measurements a potentiostat is used as an external source to ap-
ply a voltage to modulate the energy of the electrons in the working electrode. When
studying reactions occurring at the surface of the working electrode, the applied po-
tential is a key parameter that needs to be measured with respect to a fixed refer-
ence potential. Therefore, the electrochemical cell used for any quantitative research
study in electrochemistry is a three-electrode system. The three electrodes used are
the working electrode (WE), that can act as either a cathode or anode, the counter
electrode (CE) and a reference (Ref). The voltage is therefore applied between the
WE and the Ref and the generated current is measured between the WE and the CE.
Some of the common references used in electrochemistry are the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE), the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), the silver/silver chloride
elctrode (Ag/AgCl) and the calomel electrode (Hg/Hg2Cl2). In order to compare
results obtained with different references, it is common to convert the measured po-
tential Vref to the RHE scale VRHE by using the following expression: [46]
VRHE = Vref + E0vsSHE + 0.059pH (2.18)
where E0vsSHE is the potential of the reference electrode with respect to the SHE.
Most of the electrochemical characterisation present in this thesis is used to mea-
sure the photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting performance of halide perovskite
based photoelectrodes. The reactions that take place during PEC water splitting are
driven by the capture of photogenerated carriers at the interface between an elec-
trolyte and the illuminated semiconductor electrode. The electrolyte used in PEC
systems is indeed water. Since pure water is poorly conducting, supporting ions
are commonly added to ensure that the generated current can be carried. Aque-
ous H2SO4 and KOH solutions are commonly used as acid and alkaline electrolytes,
respectively. [46]
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The electrochemical experiments and PEC performance measurements presented
in this thesis were conducted in aqueous solutions 0.1 M KNO3, with the pH ad-
justed by using H2SO4 or KOH. The electrolyte was exposed to air during measure-
ment. The pH of the solution was measured prior to each experiment using a jenway
pH meter. When specified, a buffered solution of K-borate at pH 9 was used.
Cyclic Voltammetry Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is used to study reduction and oxi-
dation processes. One of its application for example consists of evaluating the per-
formance of molecular catalysts. [47] CV measures the current in an electrochemical
cell as the potential is linearly ramped up and down between two potentials E1 and
E2. Figure 2.9 show a typical CV scan of the reversible reduction and re-oxidation of
1 mM Fc+ solution as the applied potential is changed over time.
Figure 2.9: a Typical CV scan of the reversible reduction of 1 mM Fc+ solution to Fc. b
Applied potential in a typical CV scan as a function of time. Figure taken from [44].
Considering a fast single electron transfer reaction: Red→ Ox + e−, the concen-
tration of the two species Ox and Red can be described by the Nerst equation, which
provides a powerful way to predict how the studied system will respond to a change
in the electrode potential. Under the assumption of rapid electrode kinetics, the con-
centration of the oxidized and reduced species can be considered at equilibrium and
the potential is given by:







where, E′0 is the formal potential of the electrode, [Ox] and [Red] are the surface con-
centration of the oxidised and reduced species respectively, R is the gas constant, F
is the Faraday’s constant and n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction.
Figure 2.9 shows the half wave potential E1/2, which corresponds to the halfway
potential between the oxidation and reduction peaks C and F. Assuming that the
diffusion coefficients of Ox and Red are equal, E1/2 can be approximated to the for-
mal potential E′0.
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In this thesis, CV data were measured in a three-electrode system, in the dark
by using a Compactstat IVIUM potentiostat, with a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. Pt and
Ag/AgCl were used as counter electrode and reference, respectively.
Linear Sweep Voltammetry Linear Sweep Voltammetry is a technique that mea-
sures the current at a working electrode while the potential between the working
electrode and a reference electrode is swept linearly with time. In this thesis it is
used to study the PEC water splitting performance. During the measurement, an
external bias is applied with respect to the reference. Typical PEC current-voltage
curves see the current increase with applied bias. [27] The potential at which the
current starts to increase indicates the reaction start point and it is called the onset
potential Von. Conventionally, Von is defined as the potential that corresponds to the
intercept between the dark current and the tangent to the maximum slope of the
current rise under illumination. [48]
LSV data shown in this thesis were measured by using a Compactstat IVIUM
potentiostat under simulated solar illumination (AM 1.5 G filtered 100 mW cm−2)
with 300 W Xe source (Lot-QD). The intensity of the light at the working electrode
position was measured by certified and calibrated SEL033/U photodetector (Inter-
national Light Technologies).
Chronoamperometry Chronoamperometry is an electrochemical technique in which
the applied potential is stepped and the current measured at the working electrode
is monitored as a function of time. A typical chronoamperometry test consists of ini-
tially holding the working electrode at a potential where no faradaic processes occur
and then stepping it to a value at which redox reactions occur. This technique can be
used to monitor the processes occurring at the working electrode over time.
In this thesis chronoamperometry is used to study the stability of the current
generated by the photoanode in both three-electrode and two-electrode PEC config-
urations.
Chronoamperometric data in three-electrode configuration were measured by
using a Compactstat IVIUM potentiostat under simulated solar illumination (AM
1.5 G filtered 100 mW cm−2) with 300 W Xe source (Lot-QD), applying a constant
bias of 1.23 VRHE. Unbiased measurements were conducted in two-electrode config-
urations, with 0 V applied between the working and the counter electrodes.
Incident Photon-to-Current Efficiency The Incident Photon-to-Current Efficiency
(IPCE) is a useful parameter that can be used to identify the performance-limiting
factors in PEC photoelectrodes. It is defined as the fraction of the incident photons











where h is the Plank’s constant, c is the speed of light, q is the elemental charge,
jphoto is the measured photocurrent as a function of wavelength λ and P is the power
density of the incident photons. IPCE is indicated as a percentage value and plotted
as a function of the wavelength of incident light.
IPCE data shown in this thesis were measured in aqueous solution in a three-
electrode system at an applied potential of 1.23 VRHE. A monochromator (MSH-300F
LOT QuantumDesign) without the AM 1.5 G filter was used to change the wave-
length of the light source from 300 to 900 nm with a wavelength increment of 5 nm
every 5 s. The intensity of the monochromatic light was measured by a SEL033/U
photodetector (International Light Technologies).
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Surface treatment techniques to
enhance the stability of perovskite
solar cells
Water has been identified as one of the key reasons for irreversible
degradation of perovskite solar cells. This chapter investigates sev-
eral surface treatment techniques to enhance the stability of per-
ovskite devices. Section 3.1 demonstrates the application of MAPbI3
nanocrystals capped with oleic acid as a hydrophobic protection to
repel water from getting to the perovskite layer and improve the
moisture stability of the solar cell. Section 3.2 shows the effect of pro-
tecting the perovskite absorber with large organic cations to simulta-
neously reduce the moisture-induced degradation and improve the
photo-stability of the material.
3.1 Moisture-induced degradation
The elements that compose halide perovskites are mainly alkylammonium salts and
lead salts, which are both soluble in water. [1, 2] Water molecules easily penetrate the
perovskite structure, changing the stoichiometry of CH3NH3PbI3 into CH3NH3I and
PbI2, [3] and leaving behind yellow-coloured PbI2 films as a decomposition product.
Such degradation does not only have effects on the conversion efficiency of the de-
vice, but issues concerning toxicology become of primary importance, as the product
PbI2 is highly toxic and soluble in water. [4]
One simple route to effectively minimize the moisture-induced degradation of
the perovskite absorber is by coating its surface with an interfacial layer. Such a layer
needs to be thick enough to protect the perovskite from moisture-induced degrada-
tion and thin enough to allow charge tunneling without insulating the perovskite
absorber. [5] Some of the interlayers that demonstrated to enhance the moisture
stability are summarised in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Passivation layers reported in the literature to reduce moisture-induced
degradation of perovskite solar cells
Passivation layer Stability test % degradation ref
Al2O3 SS*, 70 days, RH 40-70% 40% [5]
dodecyl SS, 600 h, RH 45% 20% [6]
tetraethylammonium cations SS, 500 h, RH 55% 10% [7]
fluoroalkyl silane SS, 500 h, RH 30% 20% [8]
pentafluorobenzenethiol SS, 250 h, RH 45% 25% [9]
cyclopropylammonium cation SS, 200 h, RH 60% 46% [10]
*SS: Shelf Stability, solar cells stored in the dark at open circuit between data collection points.
Several reports showed that coating the perovskite absorber with thin hydropho-
bic layers by spin coating effectively changed the hydrophilic properties of the per-
ovskite film surface, reducing the tendency of undesirable chemical reactions with
water. [6, 7, 8, 10] Fluoroalkyl silane coating layers [8], long alkyl chains [6] and alkyl
ammonium salts [7, 10] were successfully assembled on the perovskite surface and
two times larger water contact angles were measured for treated perovskite films.
Solar cells based on these treated films were fabricated and improved shelf stability
was measured for unsealed devices for over 500 h, under relative humidity >45 %.
Improved stability towards high humidity and more efficient devices were also ob-
tained by protecting the perovskite absorber films by directly depositing Al2O3 thin
layers on the surface via ALD [5] and hydrophobic thiols via dip-coating. [9]
3.1.1 Enhancing the hydrophobicity of perovskite solar cells using C18
capped CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals
In this work, the poor humidity resistance of MAPbI3 perovskite films was enhanced
by treating the surface with∼10 nm size MAPbI3 nanocrystals (NCs). The nanoscale
size of these particles was controlled by the long chain ligands oleic acid (OA) and
oleylamine (OLA) that sourrounded the NC’s surface. When MAPbI3 NCs were in-
troduced onto the perovskite films, the hydrophobicity of the surface was improved
by over 75 % with respect to untreated MAPbI3 perovskites. When the pristine per-
ovskite film was exposed to a water droplet, the black colour quickly changed to yel-
low, indicating immediate formation of PbI2. In contrast, the surface treated MAPbI3
film did not change its aspect and it did not turn yellow even when completely sub-
merged in water for over 30 s. XRD measurements confirmed that the tetragonal
perovskite crystalline phase was dominating in films coated with MAPbI3 NCs after
complete immersion in water for 10 s. In contrast, only PbI2 was identified in ref-
erence MAPbI3 films. When only ligands were deposited onto the perovskite film,
a maximum water contact angle of 60◦ was measured, 40 % lower than what has
been measured for NCs treated films. Lower hydrophobicity was probably caused
by poorer coverage of the ligands on the film.
The presence of organic hydrophobic long side chains like OA and OLA at the
perovskite/transporting layer interface may affect the charge extraction. Devices
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with both inverted and standard architectures and different transporting layers were
fabricated to study the effect of capped-MAPbI3 NCs on the photovoltaic proper-
ties of solar cells. MAPbI3 NCs were deposited at the perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD
interface in standard cells and at the perovskite/PCBM interface in inverted de-
vices. Inverted solar cells with NCs incorporated at the perovskite/PCBM inter-
face showed the presence of inverted hysteresis, suggesting that the thin layer of
MAPbI3 NCs acted as an extraction barrier. In contrast, reduced normal hysteresis
was observed when MAPbI3 NCs were deposited at the perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD
interface in standard mesoporous devices, suggesting improved charge extraction.
It was proposed that the presence of MAPbI3 NCs at the interface improved the
band alignment between the perovskite absorber layer and the hole transporting
layer, enhancing the hole extraction. Standard mesoporous solar cells with treated
perovskite surface showed similar conversion efficiencies to the reference MAPbI3,
but with considerably enhanced moisture stability observed for unsealed devices for
over 70 days, under relative humidity >60 %. Larger-area solar cells (0.25 cm2) were
also fabricated achieving PCEs of ∼8 %.
This approach allowed us to easily treat the surface of halide perovskites with
highly hydrophobic long chain ligands-capped MAPbI3 NCs deposited via solution-
based processes to enhance moisture stability and charge extraction of final devices.
MAPbI3 NCs were synthesised in a flow reactor, in ambient conditions and at room
temperature, through a process which could be easily scaled-up for large-scale man-
ufacturing. [11]
The results summarised in this section have been published by Poli et al. (2018). [12]
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Enhancing the hydrophobicity of perovskite solar
cells using C18 capped CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals†
Isabella Poli, *ab Xinxing Liang,a Robert Baker,ab Salvador Eslava bc and
Petra J. Cameron *ab
An important limitation in the commercialisation of perovskite solar cells is lack of stability towards
moisture due to fast degradation of the absorber perovskite layer. One approach to improve the stability
is effective interface engineering by adding materials that can protect the underlying perovskite film. In
this work, we look at the incorporation of C18 capped CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals (MAPI NCs) in
perovskite solar cells with both standard and inverted architecture. Three different solution-processing
techniques were investigated and compared. We show that solar cells with MAPI NCs integrated at the
perovskite–Spiro interface can reach over 10% efficiency. The presence of long chain ligands bound to
the MAPI NCs does not appear to damage hole extraction. Most importantly, the hydrophobicity of the
surface is significantly enhanced, leading to a much higher device stability towards moisture.
Introduction
Recent years have seen remarkable developments in perovskite
solar cells (PSCs) due to their outstanding optoelectronic properties
and the numerous cost-efficient processing techniques explored.1
The great potential of perovskites has been reflected by a very rapid
growth in power conversion efficiencies (PCEs), from 10.9% in
20122 to the current world record of 22.1% in small cells and 19.7%
in 1 cm2 cells.3 The high power conversion efficiency, the cheap
fabrication and the fast development achieved over very few years
make this technology one of the most promising competitors for
silicon based photovoltaics. Despite the high performance, there
are currently several difficulties in implementing perovskite solar
cells as a viable source of energy. The three most important
factors preventing halide perovskite photovoltaics from being
commercialised are their ecotoxicity, their lack of stability1 and
the current–voltage hysteresis effect.4
Standard perovskite solar cells use the highly toxic Pb2+
metal cation.5–7 The use of Pb raises critical environmental
concerns,8 which are made worse by the device instability. The
crystal structure and the chemistry of lead halide perovskite
based materials are highly sensitive leading to fast degradation in
the presence of moisture, heat, light and oxygen.9,10 Long-
term stability towards moisture is currently the biggest challenge.
When exposed to moisture, a hydration process occurs, which
causes current and voltage losses.11 This process is irreversible in
high humidity environments, leading to dissolution of the methyl-
ammonium cation.11 A lot of recent research has focused on
improving the stability of perovskite devices towards high
humidity. Alkyl ammonium salts have been used to improve
the humidity tolerance of perovskite solar cells either by
functionalising the perovskite surface12 or by partly substituting
the alkyl ammonium cation for methylammonium iodide in the
precursor solution.13 Li et al. used 2-aminoethanethiol (2-AET) as
an additive to generate a barrier layer at the surface of perovskite
films; this protected the perovskite crystal structure for over
10 minutes after immersion in water.14 However, the use of
2-AET in a complete solar cell was not investigated. Major
progress has been achieved by using a hydrophobic insulating
fluoro-silane tunneling layer to make water-resistant devices.15
Very recently perovskite solar cells encapsulated with an ultrathin
plasma polymer showed unchanged photovoltaic performance
after immersion in water for 60 s.16 Reduced graphene oxide was
used as hole transport material, replacing Spiro-OMeTAD and
achieving longer stability under light illumination.17 Another way
of enhancing the moisture stability is through 2D/3D hybrid
structures18–21 and cells stable for over one year have already
been reported.22
Another big challenge in the halide perovskite field is the
hysteresis effect. Hysteresis in perovskite solar cells is believed to be
caused by both ion migration and the nature of the contact layers.
Careful selection of the hole and electron transport materials (HTM
and ETM) can reduce the adverse phenomenon.23,24 Optimization
of interfacial charge transfer by interface engineeringmay also limit
surface recombination and benefit the power conversion efficiency.
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Smallmolecules are often deposited at the interface to passivate the
surface, reducing defects that may act as trap states.25 Several
strategies have also been investigated to facilitate electron transfer
between the perovskite and the ETM. Recently, CuInS2 quantum
dots (QDs) were applied on TiO2 nanorod arrays, where they
were believed to facilitate electron injection from the perovskite
absorber layer to the TiO2 scaffold.
26 However, less work has been
done to optimise the interface between the perovskite and the
HTM. In 2016, CH3NH3PbBr0.9I2.1 QDs were incorporated at the
CH3NH3PbI3–HTM interface, where it was suggested that they
facilitated hole transfer.27 Despite the power conversion efficiency
being improved by introducing QDs at the interface, no higher
stability towards moisture was observed in this study. Other inter-
face engineering strategies used to improve hole transfer at the
perovskite/HTM interface were through the use of thiophene
derivatives to passivate surface defects and spray-coating of MoS2
flakes to achieve higher stability and increased performance.28,29
Here, we have simultaneously addressed two important
issues: the optimisation of the perovskite/HTM interface and
the poor water/humidity resistance of halide perovskite films.
C18 capped MAPI NCs were incorporated in both the standard
and inverted perovskite architecture. To our surprise the C18
ligands did not appear to negatively affect charge transfer from the
perovskite film to the HTM in the standard cells. In contrast, when
incorporated in inverted structure devices, inverted hysteresis was
observed, suggesting that the MAPI NCs might act as an extraction
barrier at the CH3NH3PbI3/ETM interface. Standard mesoporous
solar cells with MAPI NCs at the CH3NH3PbI3/HTM interface
reached over 10% efficiency with almost no hysteresis. The
perovskite film with integrated MAPI NCs was much more
hydrophobic. The C18 long chain ligands bound to the MAPI
NCs allowed the cells to have a higher water-resistivity and PSCs
with capped C18 MAPI NCs showed much higher stability
towards moisture with respect to the reference perovskite cells.
Experimental
Materials
CH3NH3I (MAI, Dyesol), PbI2 (PbI2, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), PbCl2
(Sigma-Aldrich), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous,
Sigma-Aldrich). The electron transport material solution consisted
of 200 mm titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (Sigma-
Aldrich) in ethanol. The hole transport material solution consisted
of 85 mg ml1 Spiro OMeTAD (Sigma-Aldrich) in chlorobenzene
(anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich), with additives of 30 mmml1 of t-butyl
pyridine (Sigma Aldrich) and Li-TFSI.
Solvents used for the flow synthesis of the MAPI NCs: 1-octa-
decene (ODE, 90%, Acros Organics), 1-butanol (BuOH, 99%,
Acros Organics), oleylamine (OLA, 80–90%, Acros Organics),
oleic acid (OA, 90%, Alfa Aesar) and toluene (ACS reagent, VWR
International).
Preparation of MAPI NCs
PbI2 was dissolved in ODE (sol. 1) and MAI was dissolved
in a mixture of ODE and BuOH (sol. 2) with OA and OLA added
as ligands. The two solutions were injected through syringe
pumps and mixed through a PFA T-junction. The mixed solution
was then flowed through a 3 m long PTFE tube immersed in a
water bath at 30 1C. The product was collected into an ice bath
and centrifuged at 7000 rpm. The solid material was resuspended
in toluene and centrifuged again for 10 min. The supernatant
solution, the MAPI NCs suspended in toluene, was then further
used to fabricate the devices.30
Preparation of MAPI active layer
Perovskite deposition was performed in a nitrogen filled
glove box.
Method 1. The standard perovskite precursor solutions were
prepared by dissolving MAI, PbI2 and PbCl2 in DMF to get 40 wt%
solution (MAI :PbI2 : PbCl2 – 4 : 1 : 1). 100 ml of precursor solution
was spun onto the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s, then dried at
100 1C for 100 min. The MAPI NCs dispersed in toluene was spun
coated onto the above perovskite layer at 4000 rpm for 30 s followed
by annealing at 100 1C for 2 min, forming the perovskite/MAPI NCs
film. In the reference perovskite film, no MAPI NCs dispersed in
toluene were spin coated on top.
Method 2. The standard perovskite precursor solutions
were prepared by dissolving MAI and PbI2 in DMSO/GBL
(3 : 7 vol ratio) to get 40 wt% solution (MAI : PbI2 – 1 : 1).
100 ml of precursor solution was spun onto the substrate at
5000 rpm for 50 s. At the 25th second 1 ml of MAPI NCs dispersed
in toluene was quickly dropped onto the center of the substrate and
then dried at 100 1C for 10 min. The reference perovskite film was
fabricated using pure toluene as anti-solvent.
Method 3. The PbI2 precursor solutions were prepared by
dissolving PbI2 in DMF to get 40 w% solution. 100 ml of PbI2
solution was spun onto the substrate at 3000 rpm for 30 s, then
dried at 100 1C for 30 min. In the second step, substrates were
dipped in a solution containing MAI for 30 min to allow the
conversion of PbI2 into CH3NH3PbI3. The dipping solution
consisted of a mixture of MAPI NCs dispersed in toluene and
MAI in anhydrous IPA (10 mgml1) (1 : 9 vol ratio). The reference
perovskite film was fabricated using a dipping solution with MAI
in IPA only.
Preparation of devices
FTO glass TEC 15 (Sigma-Aldrich) was etched with zinc powder and
HCl. It was then cleaned in 2 vol% Hellmanex solution in water,
followed by deionised water, acetone, propan-2-ol and ethanol.
Standard mesoporous cells. A compact TiO2 layer was
deposited by spray pyrolysis, using a hand held atomiser to
spray the solution onto the substrates held at 500 1C. Substrates
were then sintered at this temperature for 10 minutes. A
mesoporous TiO2 layer (2 : 7 weight mixture of Dyesol’s
30NRD TiO2 paste in ethanol) was spun onto the TiO2 compact
layer and annealed for 15 min at 150 1C and then a further
30 min at 500 1C. After cooling, substrates were placed in a UV
Ozone treatment for 30 min.
A perovskite active layer was deposited onto the mesoporous
TiO2 layer following the three different methods outlined in the
Experimental section.
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Spiro solution was spun onto the perovskite film at 3000 rpm
for 30 s. To establish the contacts, a 2 mm wide channel of
perovskite was removed from the centre of the substrate. Finally,
a 100 nm thick layer of gold was thermally evaporated using
evaporation masks to make 6 pixels of 0.0625 cm2.
Inverted cells. 0.2 M solution of nickel acetate tetrahydrate
(Sigma-Aldrich) in 2-methoxyethanol was prepared and stirred
at 60 1C until complete dissolution. 12 ml ml1 of ethanolamine
was added to the solution, which was then filtered using a
0.45 mm PTFE filter. NiOx was spun coated onto the UV-ozone
treated FTO substrates at 4000 rpm for 30 s and annealed at
400 1C for 30 min. 1.25 : 1.25 molar solution of PbI2 and MAI in
4 : 1 vol of DMF :DMSO was prepared. 100 ml of precursor
solution was spun onto the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 s.
10 s after the start of the spin, 200 ml of ethyl acetate was
deposited directly onto the centre of the spinning sample.
Substrates were then dried at 100 1C for 30 min. The MAPI
NCs dispersed in toluene was spun coated onto the above
perovskite layer at 4000 rpm for 30 s followed by annealing at
100 1C for 2 min, forming the perovskite/MAPI NCs film. 100 ml
of PCBM solution (20 mg ml1 in chlorobenzene) was spun onto
the perovskite layer at 3000 rpm for 30 s. Finally, a 100 nm thick
layer of silver was thermally evaporated using evaporation masks
to make 6 pixels of 0.0625 cm2. In the control inverted devices,
no MAPI NCs dispersed in toluene was spun coated on top.
Characterisation
PXRD. Powder diffraction patterns were collected using a
Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Ka source.
Measurements were taken from 2y values of 51 to 801.
UV/vis spectroscopy. Thin film optical transmission and
reflectance measurements were performed on a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 750S UV/vis spectrometer, from 900 nm to 300 nm.
Absorption was calculated as a ¼ log 1 R
T
 
J–V curves. JV curves were measured using Keithley 2601A
potentiostat, under 1 Sun intensity and AM 1.5. The voltage was
swept at 100 mV s1 from 1.2 V to 0 V and back to 1.2 V. The
6 pixels were measured independently using a mask to cover
the non-active area.
SEM, TEM and AFM images. Top-view and cross section SEM
images were taken on a JEOL SEM 6480LV, at an acceleration
voltage of 5 kV. Samples for TEM imaging were prepared by
dropping the toluene dispersions of the NCs onto carbon
supported copper grids followed by drying overnight under
vacuum. The TEM measurements were performed on a JEOL
JEM-2100Plus transmission electron microscope with an accelera-
tion voltage of 200 kV. AFM images were taken on a Nanosurf
easyscan 2 FlexAFM system in Phase Contrast mode using a force of
2 nN. A ContAl-G Tip was used for measurements.
PL fluorescence. Photoluminescence spectra were obtained
on a Gilden photonics fluoroSENS fluorimeter. The dispersions
of MAPI NCs in toluene were placed in a 1 cm quartz cuvette and
excited at 365 nm. The integrating time was 100 ms. All the data
were obtained at room temperature and in the air atmosphere.
Results and discussion
C18 capped MAPI NCs were synthesized in toluene with OLA
and OA as coligands in a flow system reactor. A TEM image of
the MAPI NCs is shown in Fig. 1(a). The nanoparticles produced
were of an average size of 10.5  1.5 nm with a cubic morphology.
Normal distribution of the particle size was observed, showing high
homogeneity in the measured data.
The band gap of the MAPI NCs was estimated from the
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum and the UV-vis absorption
spectroscopy, which are both shown in Fig. 1(b). The emission
peak and the onset absorption coincide at 745 nm, which
corresponds to 1.66 eV.
Three different fabrication methods were investigated to
incorporate MAPI NCs in the standard perovskite solar cell
architecture, which are shown in Fig. 2. When using method
1 (M1), MAPI NCs were deposited on top of the pre-crystallised
perovskite layer and, therefore, introduced just at the perovskite/
HTM interface. In contrast, method 2 (M2) used MAPI NCs
dispersed in toluene as anti-solvent. It is therefore likely that
the NCs partially infiltrated the perovskite layer during crystal-
lisation. Finally, when using method 3 (M3) MAPI NCs were
mixed into the MAI solution during conversion of PbI2 into
CH3NH3PbI3 and distributed throughout the material. MAPI NCs
were also incorporated in inverted perovskite solar cells with
NiOx and PCBM used as HTM and ETM respectively. These
devices were fabricated using method 1, where MAPI NCs were
deposited on top of the crystallised perovskite, as shown in
Fig. 2(d).
MAPI NC are capped by oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OLA)
surface ligands. It has previously been demonstrated that the
COO functional group in OA and the lone pair on the nitrogen
in OLA can coordinate with Pb2+ present at the surface of the
MAPI NCs.31–33
Hydrophobic properties
In this work, pure MAPI perovskite material was investigated.
Perovskite devices with compositions of mixed cations and
mixed halides in the active absorber layer are well known to
be much more efficient and stable than pure CH3NH3PbI3.
3,34
The purpose of this work was not to make the highest efficiency
cells, but to have a reproducible baseline where any changes
due to the presence of MAPI NCs could clearly be seen. There-
fore, the cells were not optimised for efficiency as it was more
Fig. 1 (a) TEM images of C18 capped MAPI NCs; (b) absorbance and
photoluminescence of MAPI NCs in toluene.
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important to study the influence of MAPI NCs when incorpo-
rated in the standard and inverted architecture. Moreover, we
were interested in seeing the effect of MAPI NCs on the stability
towards moisture and on the water-resistivity of the surface.
Therefore we decided to use the least stable perovskite material,
which is pure CH3NH3PbI3.
35
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to
verify the presence of the C18 capped MAPI NCs in the
perovskite films. All FTIR spectra, shown in Fig. S1 in the ESI,†
showed N–H and C–H stretching and bending vibrations for
MAPI at around 3130, 2800, 1580 and 1470 cm1, consistent
with previous reports in the literature.36 When C18 capped
MAPI NCs were incorporated in the perovskite film, an new
peak at 2925 cm1 was observed, which was assigned to
stretching of CH2,
33 typical of the C18 long chain ligands oleic
acid and oleylamine used as surface ligands in the fabrication
of MAPI NCs. The peak is particularly visible for films prepared
using M1 and M2. The peak intensity is very small compared to
the peaks for the bulk MAPI, but confirms the existence of C18
capped MAPI NCs in the materials. The hydrophobic properties
of the perovskite films were investigated using contact angle
measurements, which are shown in Fig. 3(a). We found that the
surface of perovskite films deposited using M1 and M2 were
markedly more hydrophobic when the MAPI NCs were incor-
porated in the architecture. Contact angles higher than 1001
were measured. In contrast, films deposited using M3 did not
show improvements in the contact angle, indicating that MAPI
NCs were not on its surface.
The presence of long chain C18 OA + OLA ligands stabilised
NCs at the perovskite surface clearly enhanced hydrophobicity.
In the fabrication of MAPI NCs, the initial concentration of C18
ligands is 15 vol%. The final product is centrifuged and the
solid is re-dispersed in toluene in order to obtain equal volume.
The exact amount of C18 ligands present in the final solution of
MAPI NCs dispersed in toluene is unknown. However, it is
expected to be less than 15 vol%. For comparison, the effect of
depositing just the long chain ligands OA on the perovskite
layer on the surface contact angle was also examined. This was
done to investigate if the ligand alone would impart enhanced
stability. A solution with different concentration of OA dispersed
in toluene, ranging between 10 and 50 vol%, was deposited onto
the perovskite film, using method 1. The contact angle, which is
shown in Fig. S2 in the ESI,† increased when the long chain
ligands were deposited onto the perovskite layer, reaching a
maximum value of 601. However, even when a solution of
50 vol% of OA in toluene was deposited onto the perovskite
film, the surface was less hydrophobic than the one obtained by
introducing MAPI NCs in the perovskite layer or on the surface
(via M1 and M2).
Fig. 3(b) shows photographs of perovskite films deposited
with method 1 without and with MAPI NCs on the surface when
some water was dropped onto the surface. The perovskite films
with MAPI NCs (on the right hand side) remained dark brown,
while, the reference film became quickly yellow. Similar results
were observed when the final solar cells were completely
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the three fabrication procedures used for
the processing of the perovskite solar cells with C18 capped MAPI NCs;
(a) method 1 (M1) with MAPI NCs above the perovskite layer; (b) method 2
(M2) with MAPI NCs embedded in the perovskite layer using an anti-
solvent deposition technique; (c) method 3 (M3) with MAPI NCs embedded
in the perovskite layer using a 2-step deposition technique; (d) inverted
architecture deposited using M1 with MAPI NCs above the perovskite layer
at the MAPI/PCBM interface.
Fig. 3 (a) Contact angle measurements of perovskite films without and
with MAPI NCs for perovskite films deposited with methods 1, 2 and 3;
from the top to the bottom: 1 – 231- 1011; 2 – 541- 921; 3 – 261- 261;
(b) picture of perovskite films without and with MAPI NCs deposited on the
surface (M1) when one droplet of water is put on the surface; (c) picture of
solar cells without (left) and with (right) MAPI NCs after 30 seconds of
immersion in water.
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immersed in water (Fig. 3(c)). The reference perovskite solar
cell (left hand side) underwent a rapid colour change from dark
brown to yellow, indicating a complete dissociation of the
CH3NH3PbI3 phase into the PbI2 phase, while the cell with
integrated MAPI NCs remained dark brown.
XRD patterns of perovskite films with and without MAPI
NCs above the perovskite layer are shown in Fig. 4 (films
fabricated using M1). After the reference perovskite film was
immersed in water for 10 seconds, the PbI2 characteristic peak at
13.21 became the main diffraction peak and the CH3NH3PbI3
phase could no longer be detected. The amount of PbI2 also
increased after the perovskite film with MAPI NCs was immersed
in water for 10 seconds. However, the tetragonal CH3NH3PbI3
phase was still detected and its characteristic peak at 14.71 was
identified as the main diffraction peak, indicating that the
tetragonal CH3NH3PbI3 crystalline phase still dominated.
Photovoltaic performance
Standard and inverted perovskite solar cells with and without
MAPI NCs were fabricated using the methods described above.
Fig. 5(a) shows the average performing standard mesoporous
solar cells fabricated using the three different methods. To
examine the reproducibility of photovoltaic performance,
different samples were fabricated and measured. Table 1 lists
the average values of the main photovoltaic parameters with
95% confidence intervals. The box plots showing the reproducibility
of the performance are shown in Fig. S3 in the ESI.† Stabilised
power output measurements were collected by monitoring the
current when the cell was biased to the maximum power point
voltage determined by the JV sweep and are shown in Fig. S5
(ESI†). All devices showed a stable output over 60 s. The PCEs of
devices with MAPI NCs incorporated at the interface fabricated
using M1 were similar to control cells. While, when methods M2
and M3 were used, the control cells showed a superior perfor-
mance. JV curves showing both the forward and reverse scans are
shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.† Cells deposited with method M1
showed consistently reduced hysteresis with respect to cells
deposited using M2 and M3. The solar cells deposited using the
three different methods have similar VOC, which is slightly larger
than the VOC measured in control cells. Films fabricated with
the anti-solvent technique (M2) show considerably lower photo-
current density and FF, which are reflected in a decreased PCE.
The highest performance is obtained by fabricating cells using the
first methodM1. Cells with larger active area of 0.25 cm2 were also
fabricated and shown in Fig. S8 in the ESI.† Devices deposited
using method M1 showed PCE of 7.8%.
The most efficient cell with a mesoporous standard archi-
tecture and integrated MAPI NCs was fabricated using method
M1 and gave VOC = 0.74 V, JSC = 20.89 mA cm
2, FF = 68.52 and
PCE = 10.6%. Cells fabricated using methods M2 and M3,
where MAPI NCs are expected to be embedded in the perovskite
active layer, showed consistently lower performance. Previous
literature data from Cha et al. showed that the introduction of
very thin layers of MAPbBrxI3x QDs on top of CH3NH3PbI3 can
change the band edge positions of the material, affecting
charge extraction.27 Similar to what we observe here, they found
that QDs embedded in the CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite layer produced
a PCE of only 6.93%, much lower than what measured when QDs
were deposited just at the interface. They attributed the inferior
performance to an increased number of recombination centers
due to a misalignment of the band edge positions, the hydro-
phobicity of the films was not investigated.27
In the preparation of MAPI NCs, long chain ligands play a
crucial role, preventing the aggregation of the perovskite nano-
crystals. However, during the fabrication of quantum dot solar
cells, organic ligands are usually removed because they can
work as insulating barriers to charge transport between the NCs
limiting the PCE of the device.37 Surprisingly, the presence of
C18 capped MAPI NCs did not appear to obstruct charge
extraction in our standard architecture solar cells.
Photocurrent generation is directly related to the light-
harvesting properties of the absorber layer. Gao et al. found
that CuInS2 QDs integrated at the perovskite/ETM interface
could assist light harvesting, increasing the absorbed light and
the device performance.26 To check whether the NCs had
an effect on the absorption properties, UV-vis absorption of
perovskite films with and without MAPI NCs was measured.
The curves, which are shown in Fig. S9 of the ESI,† were found
to be very similar, suggesting that the MAPI NCs did not affect
light absorption in the active layer. This result is fully consis-
tent with what was previously reported in the literature for
perovskite films with MAPbBr3xIx QDs on top.
27
Recently, Yavari et al. observed that the incorporation of
carbon nanoparticles into the perovskite active layer could
boost the surface coverage of the film by enlarging grains
compared to reference perovskite films.38 We investigated
possible changes in the morphology through top-view SEM
and AFM and cross-sectional SEM images. Fig. 5(b) shows cross
section SEM images of perovskite solar cells deposited using
method 2 without and with C18 capped MAPI NCs. NCs can not
be seen in the active layer and the film thickness does not
appear to change. In Fig. 5(c) the surface of perovskite films
with and without MAPI NCs deposited on top (M1) is compared
through top-view SEM images. These films were deposited by
using method 1 to see whether any changes due to the presence
of NCs on the surface could clearly be seen. However, changes
in the surface morphology are negligible. The influence of
the concentration of MAPI NCs on the morphology was also
Fig. 4 XRD patterns of films with and without MAPI NCs as soon as
deposited and after they have been immersed in water for 10 s.
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investigated and showed in Fig. S11 in the ESI† through AFM
images (films deposited using method 1).
To further investigate the effect that MAPI NCs might have at
the interface, different contact layers were used. MAPI NCs were
integrated in an inverted structure with NiOx and PCBM used as
HTM and ETM respectively by depositing them above the
perovskite layer as described in the Experimental section.
Fig. 2(d) presents a schematic of the inverted device. Fig. 6(a)
shows the JV curves of an inverted solar cell with integrated
MAPI NCs measured under forward and reverse scan. Interestingly,
inverted hysteresis was observed, where the VOC measured during
forward scan was much larger than the one measured during the
reverse scan. A similar phenomenonwas observed for all the inverted
cells withMAPI NCs fabricated for this study. Fig. 6(b) shows the VOC
measured by the reverse and forward scan for over 30 different
devices fabricated in different days. In contrast, almost no
hysteresis was observed in the inverted control devices without
MAPI NCs at the CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM interface. A typical JV
curve and box plots of the VOC under forward and reverse scan
are shown in the ESI† in Fig. S13. The champion control
inverted cell without MAPI NCs exhibited VOC = 0.93 V, JSC =
16.74 mA cm2, FF = 69.71 and PCE = 10.89%, with very low
hysteresis. While, very high inverted hysteresis was measured
for the solar cells with MAPI NCs. The most efficient cell with
an inverted architecture and integrated MAPI NCs exhibited
VOC = 0.85 V, JSC = 18.61 mA cm
2, FF = 68.03 and PCE = 10.75%
during reverse scan and VOC = 0.95 V, JSC = 17.67 mA cm
2,
FF = 43.01 and PCE = 7.18% during forward scan.
Recent studies have associated the inverted hysteresis
phenomenon with the presence of an extraction barrier at the
perovskite/ETM interface.39,40 As suggested by Cha et al., very
thin layers of MAPI NCs might change the surface properties of
CH3NH3PbI3, affecting the charge extraction.
27 Electrochemical
experiments can be very useful in understanding the chemical
changes occurring at the perovskite/HTM interface.41 The anodic
part of CV scans of a perovskite film and a perovskite/MAPI
NCs film are shown in Fig. S14(a) in the ESI.† When MAPI
NCs were deposited on the surface, the peak slightly shifted to
lower voltages. The position of the first oxidation peak of the
CH3NH3PbI3 and CH3NH3PbI3/MAPI NCs films was calculated
from the onset potential of the redox waves and it was found to
be 5.32 eV and 5.27 eV respectively. Very recently, Samu et al.
looked at the reduction and oxidation events that occur in halide
perovskites and concluded that CV scans alone can not be used
to determine the band edge positions of CH3NH3PbI3. Other
chemical processes occur in the material within the electro-
chemical window, therefore the measured currents can not be
related to actual carrier injection.42 Even though the exact band
edge positions of CH3NH3PbI3 and MAPI NCs can not be
determined from CV scans, a consistent difference between the
Fig. 5 (a) JV curves of average performing solar cells fabricated using the three different deposition method (only the reverse scan is showed, the forward
scan is in Fig. S4 in the ESI†); (b) cross-section SEM images of perovskite films without and with C18 capped MAPI NCs. Perovskite solar cells fabricated using
the second method M2 via the anti-solvent technique, where the NCs are embedded in the perovskite film; (c) top-view SEM images of perovskite films
without and with C18 capped MAPI NCs. Perovskite films deposited using the first method M1, where the NCs are above the perovskite film.
Table 1 Average PV parameters for mesoporous cells deposited using the
three different methods with 95% confidence intervals
Param. Control M1 M2 M3
JSC [mA cm
2] 19.98  0.26 18.48  0.76 15.40  1.01 18.21  1.08
VOC [V] 0.73  0.01 0.76  0.02 0.76  0.01 0.76  0.02
FF [—] 68.57  4.24 68.22  1.37 61.88  2.99 63.54  2.70
PCE [%] 10.05  0.55 9.61  0.32 7.19  0.21 8.80  0.74
Fig. 6 (a) JV curves of an inverted structure perovskite solar cell with
MAPI NCs incorporated at the CH3NH3PbI3/ETM interface; (b) comparison
of the open circuit voltages measured during forward and reverse scan for
over 30 devices.
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onset potential of the redox events was detected for the studied
films, highlighting different material properties. The inverted
hysteresis observed in the inverted architecture with MAPI NCs
suggested that such interlayer may act as an extraction barrier at
the CH3NH3PbI3/ETM interface. When the same NC layer was
used at the CH3NH3PbI3/HTM interface no change in the shape
of the JV curve was observed suggesting that the NCs are not
detrimental at this interface.
Moisture stability
To investigate the stability of the perovskite solar cells, the PCE
of two devices with and without C18 capped MAPI NCs was
measured 70 days after fabrication. During this time period, the
cells were left in an ambient atmosphere without encapsula-
tion, in the dark, at open circuit with relative humidity (RH)
measured to be 60  10% (also known as shelf-stability). Two
sets of cells were fabricated on the same day and exposed to the
same ageing process. Two solar cells with similar initial PCEs
were evaluated, the JV curves measured on the day of fabrica-
tion and after 70 days are shown in Fig. 7. The PCE of the
reference cell decreased by over 40%. The main parameter
affecting the reduced PCE was the current density. This might
be due to a degradation of the perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 to PbI2,
due to the presence of moisture which caused a decreased light
harvesting. In contrast, the cell with integrated MAPI NCs
decreased by only 10%, showing what we believe to be
enhanced stability towards moisture due to the hydrophobic
nature of CH3NH3PbI3/MAPI NCs layers.
Conclusions
We developed standard mesoporous and inverted perovskite
solar cells with integrated C18 capped MAPI NCs. Inverted
hysteresis was observed in the inverted architecture, suggesting
that the MAPI NCs introduced an extraction barrier at the
CH3NH3PbI3/ETM interface. In contrast, the hole extraction
was not affected when the MAPI NCs were deposited at the
CH3NH3PbI3/HTM interface in standard mesoporous cells.
Three different deposition methods were investigated. MAPI
NCs were deposited just at the CH3NH3PbI3/HTM interface and
embedded in the perovskite active layer. When using method 1,
in which MAPI NCs were above the perovskite layer, solar cells
with PCEs over 10% were measured. While, when using method
2 with MAPI NCs embedded in the perovskite layer, devices
with only 7% conversion efficiency were obtained.
MAPI NCs did not contribute to the light-harvesting, how-
ever they gave the perovskite films higher hydrophobicity with
surface water contact angles that exceeded 1001. XRD measure-
ments showed that the tetragonal CH3NH3PbI3 phase was
retained after the film was immersed in water for 10 s. Such
hydrophobic properties allowed solar cells with MAPI NCs to
be much more stable towards moisture with respect to the
reference perovskite solar cells.
MAPI NCs were fabricated in a flow reactor, in ambient
conditions and at room temperature, therefore, no complex
production steps were added to the PSC fabrication. Flow
chemistry allows fast reactions, clean products and it is a
technique that is very easy to scale-up, which is crucial for
viable and commercial photovoltaic technologies.
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Experimental
Characterisation
Cyclic Voltammetry Cyclic Volatmmetry (CV) scans were per-
formed in a dichloromethane (DCM) solution of 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 at a
scan rate of 20 mV s−1. Ag/AgCl was used as reference electrode and
Pt as counter electrode. The oxidative peak potential of Ag/AgCl vs
the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) is set to 0.197 V and the NHE
vs the vacuum level to 4.5 V [1]. The VB level was calculated accord-
ing to the formula VB=-(Eox+4.697) eV. The oxidation potential Eox
was calculated from the onset potential of the redox wave.
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Fig. S1: FTIR spectra of perovskite films with and without MAPI NCs incorporated




Fig. S2: (a) Surface water contact angles of perovskite films with different concen-
tration of OA in toluene; (b) variation of the contact angle with the concentration
of OA in toluene.
Fig. S3: Photovoltaic parameters shown as box plots for efficiency distributions of
standard perovskite solar cells fabricated using three different deposition techniques.
Cells have been tested under AM 1.5 and 1 sun illumination. The reproducibility is
evaluated by characterising 15, 19 and 13 cells for M1, M2 and M3 respectively
S3
Fig. S4: JV curves of average performing solar cells deposited via the three different
methods M1, M2 and M3. The solid line is the curve measured under reverse scan,
while the dotted line is the one measured under forward scan.
S4
Fig. S5: JV curves of solar cells deposited via the three different methods M1, M2
and M3 (from top to bottom). Stabilised power conversion efficiency was measured
by applying the maximum voltage point calculated during the JV scan for 60 seconds
S5
Fig. S6: JV curves of control mesoporous devices (without MAPI NCs) deposited
via the three different methods M1, M2 and M3 (from top to bottom)
Fig. S7: JV curves of control standard planar device (left) and inverted cell (right)
S6
Fig. S8: JV curves and pictures of perovskite solar cells fabricated using method
M1 and M2. The active area is 0.25 cm2.
(a)
(b)
Fig. S9: (a) UV-vis absorption and (b) Tauc plot of perovskite films without and
with the incorporated MAPI NCs
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Fig. S10: AFM images of perovskite films (a) without and (b) with integrated
MAPI NCs. Films deposited by using the second deposition method M2
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. S11: AFM images of perovskite films with integrated MAPI NCs.
The MAPI NCs dispersed in toluene solution was diluted in order to obtain
less concentrated solutions (NCs+toluene:toluene-65:35 and NCs+toluene:toluene-





Fig. S12: Surface water contact angle of perovskite films with integrated
MAPI NCs. Different concentration of the MAPI NCs solution is used: (a)
NCs+toluene:toluene - 30:70 (92◦) (b) NCs+toluene:toluene - 65:35 (96◦) (c)
NCs+toluene:toluene - 100:0 (99◦)
Fig. S13: (a) JV curves of an inverted structure perovskite solar cell without MAPI
NCs incorporated at the CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM interface; (b) Comparison of the open
circuit voltages measured by the forward and reverse scan for control cells with
inverted architecture
S9
Fig. S14: (a) cyclic voltammetry data of perovskite and perovskite/MAPI NCs
(fabricated by using M1) in a DCM solution of 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 at a scan rate of
20 mV/s; (b) Comparison of the band edge positions of CH3NH3PbI3 and spiro-
OMeTAD and the position of the first oxidation peaks detected for the studied
materials
S10
Fig. S15: sketch of the energy band diagram of an inverted architecture. Higher
CB position of MAPI NCs might create an extraction barrier at the interface that
could cause the inverted hysteresis phenomenon
(a) (b)
Fig. S16: Photos of C18 capped MAPI NCs deposited on a FTO coated glass
under UV-light illumination; (a) Film with no annealing step (b) Film after thermal
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3.1.2 Post-publication commentary
The energy band positions calculated by cyclic voltammetry and discussed in the
paper published by Poli et al. showed that the first oxidation peak of the absorber
MAPbI3 film shifted to lower potentials when MAPI NCs were deposited on the
surface. These results suggested a variation in the VB position, which might have
induced an extraction barrier at the PCBM/perovskite interface. This extraction bar-
rier could have been the cause of the inverted hysteresis effect observed in devices
fabricated with an inverted architecture.
Figure 3.1: a-b Schematic diagrams indicating the influence of iodide vacancy (squares
with + sign) drift on the band energies at short circuit. The vacancies are balanced by im-
mobile cations with negative charges. c-d Schematic diagrams of a perovskite thin film
solar cell at different scan direction conditions giving rise to normal hysteresis (NH). e-f
Schematic diagrams of a perovskite thin film solar cell at different scan direction. The
presence of an extraction barrier gives rise to an inverted hysteresis (IH).
Figure 3.1 shows the influence that iodide vacancies have on the energy band di-
agram of a perovskite N-i-P device under the effect of an electric field (’N’=electron
transport material, ’P’=hole transport material and ’i’=perovskite absorber layer).
At short circuit, a built-in electric field exists in the perovskite layer due to the dif-
ference in the work functions of the P and N contacts. The built-in electric field
results in the migration of iodide ion vacancies towards the HTM/perovskite inter-
face (figure 3.1 a), which partially screen the internal field (figure 3.1 b). [13, 14]
Figure 3.1 c and d show schematic diagrams of the band energies under reverse and
forward scan direction, respectively. The built-in field is not screened under reverse
scan and all photogenerated electrons/holes can drift to the N and P contacts, ex-
cept for some carriers that recombine radiatively or through defects. In contrast,
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when the cell is scanned in forward direction, the internal field within the device
is screened due to accentuated migration of ions, leading to less efficient collection
of charge carriers. Therefore, the solar cell generates lower photocurrent densities
when scanned in forward direction, leading to an effect referred to as normal hys-
teresis (NH). [13] Figure 3.1 e shows a case scenario where an extraction barrier is
present at the ETM/perovskite interface, which can drive photogenerated electrons
to the wrong direction with respect to charge collection. Ion migration accentuated
under forward scan may reduce the extraction barrier at the ETL/perovskite inter-
face, leading to more efficient charge collection (figure 3.1 f). In contrast to what
expected in ’normal conditions’ (diagrams shown in figure 3.1 c and d), higher pho-
tocurrent densities and photovoltages are measured under forward scan directions,
giving rise to a phenomenon referred to as inverted hysteresis (IH).
3.1.3 Contemporary assessment
The paper ’Enhancing the hydrophobicity of perovskite solar cells using C18 capped
CH3NH3PbI3 nanocrystals’ by Poli et al. demonstrated a facile technique to enhance
the moisture stability of solar cells and extraction of charges by tailoring the per-
ovskite surface. In 2016, Cha et al. reported the use of CH3NH3PbBr0.9I2.1 quan-
tum dots (QDs) at the perovskite/HTM interface. In line with our conclusions, they
claimed that the incorporation of CH3NH3PbBr0.9I2.1 QDs enhanced the charge ex-
traction at the interface due to improved band alignment. They also reported steady-
state PL data, claiming that the presence of QDs acted as a passivation layer and
reduced the defect density at the interface. However, the PL spectra presented in the
manuscript exhibited the opposite trend and showed that QDs treatment quenched
the PL intensity, implying the formation of defect states. Moreover, the authors did
not investigate the moisture-induced degradation of MAPbI3 films, nor the stability
of the devices.
Other examples to improve the charge extraction at the perovskite/transport
layer interface used MoS2 flakes, which also prevented metal electrode migration,
[15] and 3-hexylthiophene (HTP) molecules. [16] The latter, in particular, showed
that the transfer of carriers from the perovskite absorber to the HTM Spiro-OMeTAD
was faster with the addition of HTP and that HTP could also passivate surface traps.
However, data about the hydrophobicity of the treated surface were not provided.
Moreover, HTP-treated solar cells degraded by 20 % after 30 days of exposure to
RH=40 % (shelf-stability) even if the triple cation mixed halide perovskite was used
as absorber material, which is intrinsically more stable than MAPbI3. [17, 18]
Finally, while the paper by Poli et al. was under review and consideration for
publication, the use of oleic acid was reported as hydrophobic material to passi-
vate the perovskite absorber and enhance its moisture resistivity. [19] A mixture
of oleic acid and toluene was spin coated on the prepared MAPbI3 films, and the
shelf-stability of the devices was investigated over 4 weeks, showing considerably
reduced moisture-induced degradation with OA-treated perovskites. However the
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fabricated devices showed poor performances, with FF<0.45 already after deposi-
tion. The authors also claimed that oleic acid effectively passivated the surface defect
sites, but no evidence was provided.
3.2 Large organic cations as passivation layers
As discussed in the previous section, moisture induces irreversible degradation of
perovskite films. Modification of the surface by inserting a layer between the per-
ovskite absorber and the charge transport layer is an option to improve device sta-
bility. This section studies the effect that large organic cations deposited on the per-
ovskite absorber have on moisture-related degradation mechanisms and density of
surface defects.
3.2.1 Experimental methods
The experiments presented in this section were carried out by the candidate at the
Centre for Nano Science and Technology (CNST), Italian Institute of Technology
(IIT), Milan. Perovskite films were deposited on non-conductive glass. The sub-
strates cleaning and deposition of MAPbI3 were done in the same way as described
in Chapter 2. However, the fabrication of the samples was carried out in a ni-
trogen filled glove box. MAPbI3 surfaces were treated by spin coating 25 mM of
ammonium iodine isopropanol solution at 3000 rpm for 30 s (anhydrous IPA was
used). The products were then dried at 30 ◦C for 2 min and annealed at 100 ◦C for
10 min. The same concentration of ammonium iodide solution was used to aim
to the same coverage of the passivation film on the perovskite surface. The forms
of ammonium iodide used in this work are phenylethylammonium iodide, tetra-
butylammonium iodide, tert-butylammonium iodide, 5-aminovaleric acid iodide
and n-butylammonium iodide.
For the steady-state PL analysis, excitation light was provided by a continuous
wave CW diode laser (Oxxius laserboxx, wavelength 405 nm). MAPbI3 films were
mounted inside a vacuum chamber and measured under constant pumping (pres-
sure < 1× 10−5 mbar), and PL was collected in reflection mode and focused into a
fiber coupled to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics Maya Pro 2000).
3.2.2 Moisture degradation
Moisture-induced degradation of MAPbI3 films was investigated by functionalis-
ing the perovskite surface with different forms of ammonium iodide. The five dif-
ferent organic cations assembled on the perovskite surface are listed in Table 3.2:
phenyelthylammonium (PEA), tetrabutylammonium (TBA), tert-butylammonium
(t-BA), 5-aminovaleric acid (5AVA) and n-butylammonium (n-BA). The reason for
using these particular large organic cations is that they have been reported to form
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low-dimensional 2D materials when added to the precursor solution (see ref in Table
3.2).
Table 3.2: Organic cations used to treat the MAPbI3 surface. The table lists literature
report examples of using such cations to incorporate 2D structures into 3D perovskites.





n-BA+ [26, 27, 28]
The compositional tuning of the absorber layer with integration of 2D phases into
the 3D structure has been successfully proposed as an approach to increase stability
and lifetime of perovskite solar cells. [20, 25, 27, 28] The presence of 2D layers in-
duces a vertically graded structure of highly oriented 3D perovskites, reducing grain
boundaries, which act as defect reservoirs. [29] Moreover, the hydrophobic nature
of the large cation used can lead to considerably higher moisture stability. [30] Re-
cently, PEA was used to treat the perovskite surface, showing that improved device
stability could be achieved even if the cation was not directly added to the precursor
solution. [31, 32, 33] Recently, Schlipf et al. studied the interaction between water
and 3D/2D films (MAPbI3 films with a 2D top layer of PEA) using in situ neutron
X-ray scattering, revealing that the 2D layer does not prevent the ingress of water
but it inhibits the formation of PbI2 blocking MAI escape. [21]
The large cation used to passivate the surface can diffuse into the perovskite film
and partially convert the perovskite 3D to 2D, in some cases. In others, the 3D-to-2D
phase transition does not occur and the large cation limits itself to be distributed at
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the perovskite surface. The tendency of inducing 3D-to-2D phase transition highly
depends on the activation energy of the process itself. [34] For example, Zhao et
al. found that C4 diammonium iodides induced 3D-to-2D perovskite phase tran-
sition, while C8 diammonium iodides stayed on the perovskite surface because of
the high activation energy arising from its anti-gauche isomeration. [34] Hu et al.
demonstrated that the top layer of a MAPbI3 film could be converted into a layered
perovskite by spin coating an IPA solution containing MAI and PEAI. The presence
of MAI in the solution was crucial to form the layered perovskite and avoid forma-
tion of crystallised PEAI. [31] Finally, fullerenes have been widely investigated to
passivate surface charge trap states in perovskite films. [35, 36, 37] PCBM was first
reported as perovskite surface passivator by Shao et al., who claimed that PCBM
could diffuse into the perovskite film along the grain boundaries after prolonged
thermal annealing. In contrast, without temperature treatments PCBM was found
to remain on the surface of the perovskite film. [38]
Figure 3.2 a shows the UV-Vis spectra of MAPbI3 films right after deposition.
Surface treatments did not induce changes in the optical properties of the absorbers.
All films had the same onset absorption wavelength, which corresponded to an op-
tical energy bandgap of 1.6 eV (3.2 b).
Figure 3.2: a UV-Vis absorbance of MAPbI3 perovskite films with and without surface
treatments. b Tauc plots of MAPbI3 perovskite films, indicating an energy bandgap of
1.6 eV. c Photographs of MAPbI3 perovskite films with and without surface treatments
during exposure to relative humidity of 70 % over 4 days.
Figure 3.2 c shows the appearance of the perovskite films with and without
surface treatments after exposure to high humidity (70%) over 4 days. The bare
perovskite film turned transparent over time due to hydration of the lattice. t-BA
and n-BA covered films did not efficiently avoid this process, and they similarly
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turned transparent over time. The perovskite film covered with n-BA degraded
even faster than the reference MAPbI3, suggesting that n-BA at the surface accel-
erate the moisture-induced degradation. In contrast, PEA, TBA and 5AVA covered
perovskites showed significantly higher stability and films did not change their as-
pect after 4 days of exposure at high humidity. Small hydrated areas appeared at the
edges of the TBA treated film and they may have been caused by uncovered areas.
However, these areas did not grow on larger scale over the 4 days.
Figure 3.3: XRD of as-prepared MAPbI3 films after exposure to relative humidity of 70 %
over 4 and 14 days. The positions of the XRD peaks for MAPbI3, PbI2, MAPbI3·H2O,
TBAPbI3 and 2D materials are marked in the graphs. a Untreated MAPbI3. b PEA-
covered MAPbI3. c TBA-covered MAPbI3. d t-BA-covered MAPbI3. e 5AVA-covered
MAPbI3. f n-BA-covered MAPbI3.
XRD data were collected to provide more detailed information on structural
phase changes of perovskite films on exposure to high humidity. The XRD patterns
of thin films with and without surface functionalisation before and after moisture
exposure for 4 and 14 days are shown in Figure 3.3. All diffraction patterns of the
as prepared films (’0 d’) exhibit the tetragonal crystal structure, for example charac-
teristic peaks at 2θ=14.10◦, 28.50◦ and 31.95◦ are assigned to (110), (220) and (310)
diffraction planes. [39] Diffraction peaks at low angles 2θ <10◦ may be assigned to
the (0l0) lattice planes, typical of 2D materials. [10, 40, 31] The initial 5AVA-coated
perovskite film shows additional peaks at 5.35◦ and 5.75◦, which become consider-
ably less intense after exposure to high RH for 4 days. Instead, a new peak emerges
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at 2θ=8.3◦, indicating that the structural properties of the film changed with expo-
sure to moisture. A similar structural transformation with humidity has been re-
ported in PEA and n-BA based 2D perovskites. [41, 21]
The TBA-coated perovskite film exhibited a very strong diffraction peak at 2θ=7.2◦,
which is assigned to the presence of 1 dimensional 1D TBAPbI3 structure within
thin-film (see Chapter 4 for further details). The diffraction patterns of untreated
MAPbI3 films considerably changed after exposure to high humidity. Moreover, as
a consequence of hydration, additional peaks at 2θ=8.6◦ and 10.5◦ appeared, which
were assigned to the presence of hydrated MAPbI3. [42, 1] As expected from the ap-
pearance of the films shown in Figure 3.2 c, also n-BA and t-BA coated films showed
complete degradation with the formation of peaks indicating hydration of the mate-
rial. In contrast, films passivated with PEA, TBA and 5AVA did not show any change
of the 3D perovskite phases into hydrated or decomposed phases, which indicated
that MAPbI3 treated with these cations are highly durable even under high RH of
70 % over at least 14 days (Figure 3.3 b, c and e).
Unexpectedly, only traces of PbI2 were detected in the XRD patterns, while reflec-
tions of the monohydrate form MAPbI3·H2O were more intense. Similar results were
reported by Leguy et al., who claimed that PbI2 may have been formed in an amor-
phous or nanocrystalline form and pushed out of the hydrate crystals and therefore
not detected with XRD. [1] Another possible explanation about the appearance of
monohydrate MAPbI3·H2O characteristic peaks in bare MAPbI3 films and t-BA and
n-BA treated films may be the excess of MAI, t-BAI and n-BAI present in the film.
Petrus et al. studied the influence of moisture on perovskite films with different
distribution of the precursor material excess and found that MAI-excess samples
did not show the formation of PbI2, instead only the monohydrate MAPbI3·H2O
appeared. [43] In contrast, perovskite films prepared from stoichiometric solutions
or PbI2 excess solutions showed the formation of crystalline PbI2 upon exposure to
moisture. They inferred that the excess cation material AI (either MAI or bulkier
cations, such as t-BAI or n-BAI) may be distributed homogeneously at the grain
boundaries. Upon moisture exposure, A+ and I– vacancies are created as a result of
hydration. Initially, these vacancies are refilled by the excess of AI that is distributed
at the grain boundaries, resulting in improved crystallinity. Once reservoir of excess
AI has been consumed, degradation starts occurring by the formation of hydrated
perovskite species. [43]
3.2.3 Photostability
Surface treatment by PEA, TBA and 5AVA showed reduced moisture-induced degra-
dation upon exposure to high humidity. The modification of the surface by introduc-
ing passivation layers directly on the absorber can lead to the formation of defects
and new electronic states, which can affect the optoelectronic quality of the inter-
face. Therefore, it is important to optically characterise surface treated perovskite
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films by monitoring the quantum yields and dynamics of photoluminescence to in-
vestigate the suppression/formation of new defects at the interface. For example,
poly(ethylene oxide) and tri-n-octylphosphine oxide layers on MAPbI3 have been
reported to effectively suppress non-radiative recombination paths at the surface,
showing longer carrier lifetimes and higher PL intensities than untreated MAPbI3
films. [42, 44] In contrast, surface modification of MAPbI3 with MAPbBr0.9I2.1 quan-
tum dots and with cyclopropylammonium cation induced a PL quenching. [45, 10]
Quenching of the PL may be caused by an increased defect density at the interface,
which would reduce the radiative recombination mechanisms, or by effective charge
transfer.
Dynamics and quantum yields of photoluminescence are very sensitive to de-
fects that affect radiative and non-radiative recombinations. PL dynamics were stud-
ied by exciting the samples with a monochromatic CW laser with different power
densities. Figure 3.4 shows the relative photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)
of MAPbI3 thin films as a function of power density. The solid lines show data col-
lected with increasing excitation intensity, while the dotted lines show data collected
from high to low power densities. All perovskite films showed an increasing trend
of PLQY with power density, indicating that trap states have been filled up with
higher carrier densities. [46]
Figure 3.4: Relative PLQY curves of MAPbI3 films in active vacuum, taken with increas-
ing (solid lines) or decreasing (dotted lines) excitation densities. a Untreated MAPbI3.
b PEA-covered MAPbI3. c TBA-covered MAPbI3. d t-BA-covered MAPbI3. e 5AVA-
covered MAPbI3. f n-BA-covered MAPbI3.
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The PLQY curves of the bare MAPbI3 perovskite film showed high hysteric be-
haviour (Figure 3.4 a). When the perovskite film was characterised from high to
low power densities, a reduced band-to-band radiative emission was measured, in-
dicating the formation of emissive sub-band gap states under photoexcitation. [47]
All capped perovskite films (Figure 3.4 b-f) behaved differently from the reference
MAPbI3. The PLQY still increased with power densities, but the hysteric effect was
considerably reduced. These results inferred that photo-induced non-radiative re-
combination pathways could be reduced by treating the perovskite surface with dif-
ferent large organic molecules. Particularly, using PEA and 5AVA cations, the hys-
teric behaviour totally disappeared, indicating suppression of photo-induced trap
states.
The photoluminescence spectra of MAPbI3 films were compared to evaluate the
emission properties of thin films (Figure 3.5 a). t-BA-capped perovskite films were
less emissive than the reference MAPbI3, indicating that once in contact with the
perovskite film, t-BA might have created loss channels for photogenerated carriers.
[42] PL spectra of n-BA and PEA passivated perovskite films were similar to the
reference sample, while the film coated with TBA was about 1.5 times more emissive
than the reference untreated MAPbI3. Excitingly, the 5AVA-capped MAPbI3 film was
about 100 times more emissive than all the other perovskite absorbers, indicating
that 5AVA thin passivation layers significantly healed defect states on the perovskite
surface by suppression of non-radiative recombination paths.
Figure 3.5: a PL spectra of bare MAPbI3 and surface treated MAPbI3 films. The in-
set shows a close-up of the wavelength axis. b Integrated PL signal of MAPbI3 and
5AVA-capped MAPbI3 films over time measured at 10 mW cm−2. c Integrated PL sig-
nal of 5AVA-capped MAPbI3 over time measured under continuous photoexcitation at
10 mW cm−2.
The integrated PL intensity of MAPbI3 and surface treated MAPbI3 was mon-
itored over long period of time under continuous photoexcitation; Dynamics are
shown in figure 3.5 b. The integrated PL of bare MAPbI3 decreased over time, in-
dicating the formation of photo-induced sub-band gap defect states that quenched
the band-to-band radiative emission. [47] In contrast, the PL intensity of MAPbI3
film treated with 5AVA showed an enhancement over time. Figure 3.5 c shows the
dynamics of the MAPbI3 film treated with 5AVA measured under continuous pho-
toexcitation for over 30 min. These results suggest that the presence of 5AVA on the
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surface blocks the formation of photo-induced sub-band gap states that act as de-
fects. Indeed, band-to-band radiative recombination mechanisms, herein directly
measured by PL, rise over time and reach a plateau after 300 s. Excitingly, the inte-
grated PL intensity remains invariable for more than 30 min, showing that passivat-
ing the perovskite thin film surface prevents the detrimental generation of defects
that lead to photoluminescence decrease and improves the thin-film stability.
3.3 Chapter conclusions
Surface treatment of the perovskite absorber layer was proposed as an effective strat-
egy to improve the stability of perovskite solar cells. The perovskite layer was func-
tionalised by coating the surface with MAPbI3 NCs capped with long chain ligands
OA and OLA. Thanks to the presence of OA and OLA, the thin layer of MAPbI3
NCs became highly hydrophobic and water contact angles >90◦ were measured on
treated MAPbI3 films. The hydrophobic capping layer slowed down the hydra-
tion process, preventing degradation even when the treated-film was completely
immersed in water for 30 s. Applying MAPI NCs as an interlayer between the per-
ovskite and the HTM Spiro-OMeTAD in solar cell devices may have improved the
charge extraction, leading to reduced normal hysteresis. Solar cells with MAPbI3
NCs incorporated at the interface showed enhanced moisture stability for devices
stored in the dark, at open circuit, in ambient conditions with RH > 50 %.
Large organic ammonium cations were also investigated as hydrophobic molecules
to effectively passivate the perovskite absorber surface. In particular, applying thin
layers of PEA, TBA and 5AVA to coat the perovskite surface allowed for reduced
moisture-degradation. Spectroscopic studies demonstrated that the presence of bulky
ammonium cation thin layers on the surface improved the photo-stability of MAPbI3
films, reducing the generation of photo-induced sub-band gap states at the inter-
face. The passivation of surface defects was observed when the surface was treated
with 5AVA, leading to a substantial enhancement of the PL intensity. This study
looked at surface treatment as an effective technique to simultaneously protect the
perovskite absorber from moisture-degradation and passivate surface defects, there-
fore improving the stability of perovskite solar cells.
3.4 Future work
The MAPbI3 perovskite surface has been treated with different molecules to enhance
the photostability and moisture-stability of the material. The hydrophobicity of per-
ovskite films was improved by depositing C18 capped MAPbI3 NCs on the surface
and higher moisture-stability was measured on full devices. In the published arti-
cle, it was speculated that the MAPbI3 NCs may have improved the band alignment,
enhancing the charge extraction and reducing the hysteric behaviour. The valence
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band edge was estimated using cyclic voltammetry (CV). However, electrochemi-
cal studies with halide perovskites may be difficult to interpret. It has been previ-
ously reported that the measured currents in CV scans might correspond to Faradaic
events, like oxidation and reduction of ions, rather than charge carrier injection in
the material. [48] Other spectroscopy techniques, such as XPS, may be more infor-
mative to give absolute values of the VB and CB edge positions. The optoelectronic
quality of the CH3NH3PbI3/MAPbI3 NCs interface should be further investigated
by looking at the photoluminescence dynamics and radiative and non-radiative de-
fect density.
Different bulky cations have been used to treat the MAPbI3 surface making the
perovskite thin films more stable towards moisture. The presence of 5AVA may have
passivated undercoordinated defect sites at the surface enhancing the photostability
of the material. Further understanding of the chemical interaction between the per-
ovskite and the bulky cation may be gained using XPS characterisation. Moreover,
photovoltaic devices with and without 5AVA cation passivation should be fabricated
to see the effects on the photovoltaic performance.
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Chapter 4
Compositional tuning of MAPbI3
absorber layer
The performance of 3D halide perovskites has increased rapidly, how-
ever their commercial application is still limited by poor stability.
Low-dimensional hybrid perovskites have recently attracted much
attention due to higher moisture stability. This chapter investigates
the compositional tuning of the absorber material by combining 3D
perovskite structures with additional bulky organic cations to over-
come the stability issue. Recent achievements in using bulky cations
and additives into 3D perovskite structures in the literature and the
use of the large cation tetrabutylammonium in 3D MAPbI3 are dis-
cussed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the use of different spec-
troscopic techniques to confirm the presence of tetrabutylammonium
within the absorber layer.
4.1 Perovskite stabilisation via compositional engineering
The intrinsic affinity of halide perovskites for moisture leads to poor stability and
fast degradation under ambient conditions. The stability of the absorber material
can be enhanced by tuning its compositional engineering. One approach is to use
different cation mixtures, such as Cs+, FA+ and MA+, which lead to triple cation per-
ovskites with stabilised 3D structures due to decreased moisture-induced volatilisa-
tion of the organic cation. [1, 2]
A different approach consists of combining 3D structures with low dimensional
2D materials forming A2(CH3NH3)n – 1MnX3n+1, where A is a large aliphatic or aro-
matic alkylammonium cation, M is the metal cation and X is the halide anion. n
indicates the number of sheets of inorganic PbX6 octahedra between two organic
cation spacers (A). 2D materials show considerably higher moisture resistivity than
3D perovskites due to the hydrophobic nature of the bulky organic cations and the
highly oriented structure. [3, 4] However, full-2D devices show considerably poorer
performances than cells based on 3D structures due to a wider bandgap, [4] narrow
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absorption and limited charge transport. [5, 6] Therefore, 2D/3D structures can po-
tentially merge the high stability of 2D materials with the good performance of 3D
perovskites. Phenylethylammonium (PEA) and butylammonium (BA) are two of
the most used molecules in 2D and 2D/3D perovskites. Mixed 2D/3D perovskites
based on PEA and BA showed not only improved moisture resistivity due to the
hydrophobic nature of PEA and BA, but also reduced photoinduced trap formation
and ion movement. [5, 3, 7, 8, 9]
A final approach looks at the passivation of moisture-sensitive grain boundaries
of 3D perovskites with large molecules. Butylphosphonic acid 4-ammonium chlo-
ride (4-ABPACl) was used as an additive in the perovskite precursor solution result-
ing in devices with improved performance and moisture-stability. [10] 4-ABPACl
acted as crosslink between neighbouring grains in the perovskite structure. The
additive was shown to improve the infiltration through the mesoporous TiO2 scaf-
fold and the surface coverage, therefore leading to enhanced carrier transport. Simi-
larly, 2-aminoethanethiol (2-AET) was used as a ligand in MAPbI3 perovskite crystal
structures, leading to films with enhanced crystallinity, higher surface coverage and
improved intrinsic water-resistance. [11] However, no results on the device per-
formance and stability were reported with 2-AET addition. Poly-vinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) has also been reported to efficiently passivate defects at the grain boundaries
improving the optoelectronic properties [12, 9] and the moisture-stability of the de-
vices. [13] Finally, terephtalic acid (TPA) was added within the perovskite precursor
solution to form interconnected crystal grains thanks to the strong coordination be-
tween I– and the hydrogen bonds of the hydroxyl groups in TPA. [14]
The use of alkyl ammonium salts to treat the surface of MAPbI3 films was briefly
introduced in Chapter 3. Table 4.1 shows the water adsorption energy and the sur-
face contact angle of MAPbI3 films as deposited (methylammonium - MA) and func-
tionalised with alkyl ammonium salts with four methyl (tetra-methyl ammonium -
TMA) and four ethyl groups (tetra-ethylammonium - TEA) reported by Yang et al.
in 2016. [15]
Table 4.1: Surface properties of MAPbI3 films functionalised with TMA and TEA. These
data have been taken from Yang et al. [15]
Surface Adsorption energy (eV) Contact angle (◦) Tilt angle (◦)
MA -0.52 44.23 33.4
TMA -0.68 67.57 59.5
TEA -0.43 78.28 98.7
The tilt angle was calculated computationally and indicate the angle between
the surface I atom coordinated with one Pb atom and the (100) surface. [15] After
replacing the surface MA with TEA, the tilt angle increased to 98.7◦, resulting in a
more difficult adsorption of water at the surface. These computational results were
confirmed experimentally by a higher water contact angle and good shelf stability
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under high relative humidity 90 % for over 30 days. [15] Tetra-butyl ammonium
(TBA) is expected to behave similarly to TEA, having similar bulky branched struc-
tures along four directions.
The use of TBA to partly replace MA in MAPbI3 absorber materials to improve
the moisture-stability of perovskite devices will be investigated in Section 4.1.1.
4.1.1 Tetrabutylammonium cations for moisture-resistant and semitrans-
parent perovskite solar cells
In this work, the moisture stability of MAPbI3 perovskite devices was enhanced by
modifying the absorber material by partly substituting MA with TBA cations. TBA
was incorporated directly within the precursor solution and perovskite films were
deposited via a single-step spin coating procedure.
Films prepared without MA but only TBA showed strong XRD diffraction peaks
at low angles ∼8◦ and ∼10◦, which could be assigned to low-dimensional 2D struc-
tures. In mixed TBA/MA films, the XRD diffraction peak at∼8◦ coexisted with (110)
and (220) peaks characteristic of the tetragonal phase of the 3D MAPbI3 perovskite
structure. These results suggested that when TBA was incorporated in the absorber
material, 2D and 3D structural phases coexisted. Larger TBA percentages signifi-
cantly decreased the diffraction signals of 3D MAPbI3 while the signal of peaks at
low angles increased.
The presence of TBA affected the crystallisation and morphology of thin films.
Films containing TBA changed colour from yellow to black during annealing more
slowly. Top-view SEM images showed improved surface coverage and reduced pin-
holes density in MA/TBA mixed perovskites. In addition, TBA crystallites were
observed at the perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD interface. No changes were observed in
the energy bandgap, which was calculated to be ∼1.58 eV irrespective of the pres-
ence of TBA. Larger TBA percentages (≥10 %) significantly decreased the optical
absorbance, due to much higher transparency of the film.
To demonstrate the applicability and advantage of TBA-containing perovskites,
full devices were fabricated by sandwiching the MA1 – nTBAnPbI3 films between a
mesoporous TiO2 electron transporting layer and the spiro-OMeTAD hole trans-
porting layer. The short-circuit current density gradually decreased from about 20
to 10 mA cm−2 with increased TBA contents. This behaviour was related to the de-
creased absorption measured for films with TBA contents ≥ 10 %. The open circuit
voltage increased progressively with TBA incorporation, reaching a maximum aver-
age value of about 0.85 V for TBA contents of 5 %.
The device shelf-stability (cells stored in the dark, at room temperature, at open
circuit and under 30 %≤RH≤60 %) was tested for more than 1000 h and enhanced
stability was observed for higher TBA contents, providing evidence of the beneficial
effect on the material stability. Indeed, higher water contact angles were measured
for mixed MA/TBA perovskite films, resulting in enhanced moisture-stability.
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Tetrabutylammonium cations for moisture-resistant
and semitransparent perovskite solar cells†
Isabella Poli,§ ‡ * Salvador Eslava,¶ ‡ and Petra Cameron § ‡ *
Perovskite solar cells have gained increasing interest, especially after reaching performances
which are comparable with mature silicon PV technologies. However, the perovskite crystalline
structure CH3NH3PbI3 is unstable in the presence of moisture, which leads to fast degradation
in ambient conditions. The commercialisation of perovskite solar cells will only be achieved with
the engineering of long term stable materials. We report a modified perovskite absorber layer
obtained by adding methylammonium iodide (MAI) and tetrabutylammonium (TBA) iodide. The
incorporation of TBA improves the film coverage, reducing the number of pinholes. X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis suggests that, in common with other mixed larger cation perovskites, two distinct
phases coexist: a 3D perovskite material and a 2D layered material. The TBA containing per-
ovskite films showed improved hydrophobicity, which contributed to a significantly higher moisture
stability. The cells maintained their original PCE after 45 days in ambient condition without encap-
sulation. In comparison the CH3NH3PbX3 3D perovskite device lost more than 60% of its original
efficiency over the same time.
Introduction
Methylammonium lead halide perovskite is a promising mate-
rial for the development of cheap, solution processed solar cells.
Since the emergence of perovskite solar cells in 2012,1,2 improve-
ments in film morphology and fabrication technique has lead to a
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 22.1%.3 Some of the prop-
erties that allow halide perovskites to be so efficient in photo-
voltaic applications are their good absorption of light in the vis-
ible range, long electron and hole lifetimes and optoelectronic
tunability.4 A lot of research has focused on thin film fabrica-
tion to improve morphology and device reproducibility. Different
lead sources have been investigated5–8 and solvent engineering
strategies developed to improve perovskite crystallinity.9 These
approaches have helped to increase the PCE of halide perovskite
solar cells rapidly.
A big challenge that remains is to ensure the long term stability
of perovskite solar cells under ambient conditions. Perovskite ma-
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terials suffer from very fast degradation when exposed to water
or even moisture in the air.10 Leguy et al. showed that moisture
in air induces a hydration process in CH3NH3PbI3, which causes
strong current drops and voltage losses.11 These losses can be
reversed according to equation 1.
4(CH3NH3)PbI3 +4H2O−−⇀↽− 4[CH3NH3PbI3 ·H2O]
−−⇀↽− (CH3NH3)4PbI6 ·2H2O+3PbI2 +2H2O
(1)
However, high excess of water results in a permanent dissolu-
tion of the methylammonium cation and irreversible degradation
of the perovskite structure (Eq. 2).11
(CH3NH3)4PbI6 ·2H2O
H2O(l)−−−−→ 4CH3NH3I+PbI2 +2H2O (2)
Over the last few years a number of strategies, summarised in
Fig. 1, have been developed to improve the moisture stability of
perovskite solar cells (PSC). The first strategy is encapsulation: a
selection of sealing materials with good high temperature perfor-
mance19 can protect the PSC and allow it to remain chemically
stable20 under normal working conditions. However, encapsula-
tion leads to considerably higher fabrication costs.
A second strategy to improve stability is by introducing new
Journal Name, [year], [vol.], 1–9 | 1
Table 1 Summary of some of the cations used as additives into the perovskite solution found in literature and their impact on the perovskite film and
device
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• 2D materials in the final structure
• higher absorption and slower degradation in air
18
coating layers in the structure. In 2014 the organic HTM Spiro
OMeTAD was replaced with a conducting carbon nanotube-poly
methylmethacrylate (PMMA) composite for the first time.21 This
novel layer was mainly introduced to mitigate thermal degrada-
tion. The adopted PMMA-nanotube composite HTM was found
to protect the perovskite structure and seal in volatile compo-
nents more efficiently than the commonly employed HTM Spiro
OMeTAD, due to its nonhygroscopic nature.21 More recently, flu-
orinated photo-polymer coatings22 and hydrophobic polymers,
such as poly(4-vinylpyridine),23 which form strong hydrophobic
barriers, have been reported. The coating was deposited on top
of the perovskite film once it was dried.
A third way of enhancing moisture stability is through the use
of small molecules adsorbed to the surface of the perovskite crys-
tallites in the film. Young et al. showed how alkyl ammonium
cations can be used to functionalise the perovskite surface. Per-
ovskite films were dipped into alkyl ammonium iodine solution,
improving the humidity tolerance and passivating surface de-
fects.24 Li et al. used 2-aminoethanethiol (2-AET) as a ligand for
MAI and PbI2, adding it into the perovskite precursor solution.
The strong coordination interaction of PbI2-2-AET-(MAI) gener-
ated a very efficient barrier layer, which protected the perovskite
crystal structure for over 10 minutes after immersion in water.25
A similar approach was reported by Sun et al., who added 2-
pyridylthiourea in the perovskite precursor solution, achieving
high conversion efficiencies and relatively better stability.26 The
implementation of these interlayers delayed perovskite degrada-
tion.
The fourth and final approach is very promising as it has been
shown to create perovskite solar cells that are stable for up to
one year17 and importantly achieves comparable performances
to standard 3D perovskite device. In this approach 2D/3D per-
ovskite hybrids are prepared. Several cations have been investi-
gated to make these 2D/3D hybrid structures, which are listed in
Table 1. The first layered 2D/3D perovskite used as absorber layer
was reported in 2014 by Smith et al., using phenylethylammo-
nium (PEA).16 Devices containining (PEA)2(MA)2Pb3I10 showed
enhanced moisture stability, but poor power conversion efficiency
(the best performing cell had a PCE of 4.73%). Later on, Tsai
et al. overcame the issue of poor efficiency, reporting a 12.52%
efficient device using n-butylammonium (BA) spacer cations in
a mixed 2D/3D hybrid structure.15 Very recently, a protonated
salt of aminovaleric acid iodide (AVAI) was added to the precur-
sor solution, showing much higher moisture resistivity in stan-
dard device and one-year stability in carbon-based solar cells.17
Grancini et al. suggested that a 2D/3D junction is generated at
the TiO2/perovskite interface when AVAI is added,
17 allowing the
creation of carbon-based PSC with impressive stability. It is worth
noting that the XRD patterns of the AVAI/MAI mixed perovskites
used to fabricate the solar cells do not show evidence of low di-
mensional perovskite being formed as is seen by others.12,13 The
authors claimed that the 2D layer was too thin to be observed;
however, it could also suggest that AVAI is concentrated in the
grain boundaries, modifying the crystal structure, instead of gen-
erating a 2D/3D junction at the interface. Ma et al. reported a
2D perovskite capping layer, which allowed an increase in mois-
ture tolerance while still keeping high conversion efficiency of a
3D absorber layer.12 A solution of cyclopropylammonium iodide
(CAI) was spin coated on top of the formed 3D perovskite layer,
generating a 2D/3D CA2PbI4/CH3NH3PbIxCl3-x perovksite inter-
face at the perovskite/spiro OMeTAD junction.
Tetrabutylammonium (TBA) and other tetraalkylammonium
cations have been extensively exploited for their amphiphillic
properties in the crystallisation and templating of zeolites and
other porous materials.27 In perovskite solar cells, TBA is one
of the alkyl ammonium cations that has been recently used as a








Fig. 1 Diagram which summarizes the approaches found in literature to
limit the moisture instability of perovskite solar cells
moisture tolerant small molecule to functionalise the perovskite
surface. Pre-formed perovskite films were dipped in solvent con-
taining TBA and the alkyl ammonium cations assembled on top
of the perovskite films. The humidity tolerance of the film was
improved, although solar cells based these films were not fabri-
cated.24 Up to now, TBA has been used as processing additive
to prepare perovskites only once. It was found that introduc-
ing tetrabutylammonium iodide salt into the perovskite precursor
solution, increased coverage and reduced pinhole size.28 It was
speculated that TBA formed a layered organic-inorganic structure
but no evidence was shown in the XRD pattern. Furthermore, so-
lar cells prepared by adding only 1wt% of TBA into the precursor
solution showed very poor PCE of 1.4%.28
In this work, MAI is partly substituted with TBA using differ-
ent molar percentage concentrations. We show that TBA can be
used as an ionic additive in the precursor solution to enhance
the stability of the final device. X-ray diffraction (XRD) anal-
ysis suggests the coexistance of two distinct phases: a 3D per-
ovskite layer and a 2D layered perovskite. TBA might be pushed
towards the surface of perovskite grains, generating 2D sheets
and intra-layers between the perovskite/spiro interface. Mixed
2D/3D structures show comparable photovoltaic performance to
standard 3D MAPbX3, with PCEs over 10%. Above all, they show
better stability compared to the reference device. Higher wa-
ter contact angles were measured for mixed cations films, which
might contribute to the greater moisture stability. When aged
in the dark, under ambient condition (40± 20% relative humid-
ity), the PCE for the TBA containing devices was found to be un-
changed after over 40 days.
Experimental
Materials
CH3NH3I (MAI) was bought by Dyesol Australia. PbI2, PbCl2
and tetrabutylammonium (TBA) iodide were all bought from
Sigma-Aldrich. The standard perovskite precursor solutions
were prepared by dissolving MAI, PbI2 and PbCl2 in N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous, Sigma-Aldrich) to get
40w% solution (MAI:PbI2:PbCl2 - 4:1:1). TBA iodide was added
into the perovskite precursor solutions. Cation A was partly sub-
stituted with TBA instead of MAI with different molar percent-
age concentrations TBA%:MAI% (1:99, 3:97, 5:95, 10:90, 30:70,
100:0). As the concentration of I and Cl in the perovskite film
is uncertain, the abbreviations MAPbX3, (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 and
(TBA)PbX3 are used in the text.
The electron transport material solution consisted of 200 mM
titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) in ethanol. The hole
transport material solution consisted of 85mg/ml Spiro OMeTAD
(Sigma-Aldrich) in chlorobenzene, with additives of 30 µL/mL of
t-butyl pyridine (Sigma Aldrich) and Li-TFSI.
Solar cell fabrication
FTO glass (Sigma-Aldrich) was etched with zinc powder and HCl.
It was then cleaned in 2vol% Hellmanex solution in water, fol-
lowed by deionised water, acetone, propan-2-ol and ethanol.
A compact TiO2 layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis, using
a hand held atomiser to spray the solution onto the substrates
held at 500°C. Substrates were then sintered at this temperature
for 10 minutes. A mesoporous TiO2 layer (2:7 weight mixture of
Dyesol’s 30NRD TiO2 paste in ethanol) was spun onto the TiO2
compact layer and annealed for 15 minutes at 150°C and then a
further 30 minutes at 500°C. After cooling, substrates were placed
in a UV Ozone treatment for 30 minutes. Perovskite deposition
was performed in a nitrogen filled glove box, following a one-
step method. 100 µL of precursor solution was spun onto the
substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds, then dried at 100°C for 90
minutes. Spiro solution was spun onto the perovskite film at 3000
rpm for 30 seconds. To establish the contacts, a 2-mm wide chan-
nel of perovskite was removed from the centre of the substrate.
Finally, 100 nm thin layer of gold was thermally evaporated using
evaporation masks to have 6 pixels of 0.0625 cm−2.
Characterisation
PXRD Powder diffraction patterns were collected using a Bruker
Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source. Measure-
ments were taken from 2θ values of 5° to 80°.
UV/vis spectroscopy Thin film optical transmission and
reflectance measurements were performed on a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 750S UV/Vis spectrometer, from 900 nm to 300 nm. Ab-
sorption was calculated as α = log( 1−RT )
J-V curves JV curves were measured using Keithley 2601A po-
tentiostat, under 1 Sun intensity and AM 1.5. The volatge was
sweept at 100 mV/s from 1.2V to 0V and back to 1.2V. The 6
pixels were measured independently using a mask to cover the
non-active area.
SEM and AFM images Top-view SEM images were taken on a
JEOL SEM 6480LV, at an acceleration voltage of 5kV. AFM images
were taken on a Nanosurf easyscan 2 FlexAFM system in Phase
Contrast mode using a force of 2 nN. A ContAl-G Tip was used for
measurements.
Results and discussion
Perovskite solutions of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 with n=0, 0.01, 0.03,
0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 1 were used to fabricate thin films, in such a
way that some of the MA cations are partially or entirely sub-
stituted with TBA cations. The growth characteristics, optical
properties and film morphology were investigated. Fig. 2 shows
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the chemical structure of TBA ion. In Table 2, the ionic radii of
cations commonly used in organic-inorganic perovskite materi-
als are listed. Formamidinium (FA) and methylammonium (MA)
have similar size and they are considerably bigger than caesium.
When one of these cations or mixtures of them are used to gener-
ate perovskite materials, a tetragonal 3D structure is created. The
ionic radius of (C4H9)4N
+ (TBA) is considerably larger. Being
such a big cation, it is more likely to form a 2D perovskite struc-
ture, like the one created by using n-butylammonium cations.15
Table 2 List of ionic radii of cations commonly used in organic-inorganic
perovskite materials compared to the ionic radius of 4 (C4H9)N
+ (TBA)
Cation name rc [Å] ref
CH3NH3
+ MA 2.70 29
CH3(NH2)2
+ FA 2.79 29
Cs Cs 1.81 29
(C4H9)4N
+ TBA 4.94 30
N+
Fig. 2 Chemical structure of tetrabutylammonium (TBA) cation
Structural properties
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of 2D/3D hybrid per-
ovskite films found in literaure showed consistent peaks at low
angles (2θ <10°).12,13,17,18 Fig. 3 shows XRD patterns of thin
films made with (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 solutions, with n=0, 0.01,
0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 1 (from the bottom to the top).
XRD patterns reveal that the perovskite structure changes con-
siderably when TBA is added to the solution. Diffraction peaks
at approx. 14°, 28° and 32° correspond to the (110), (220) and
(310) crystal planes, assigned to the tetragonal phase of the 3D
MAPbX3 perovskite structure.
9,31 A very strong diffraction peak
at 2θ=7.8° appears in films with TBA-only (100% mol - n=1) and
remains in the final mixed perovskites. The position of this peak is
consistent with the characteristic peak of 2D perovskites observed
in literature when 2D/3D hybrids were formed.12,18
Ma et al., who reported a 2D perovskite capping layer using
a solution of cyclopropylammonium iodide, observed that the
intensity of the diffraction increased with the concentration of
CAI.12 Similarly, the intensity of the diffraction peak assigned to
the 2D perovskite phase (TBA)PbX3 increases with the concen-
tration of TBA. Fig. S1 shows the integrated intensity of the
diffraction peaks with increasing concentration of TBA. In the
mixed perovskite films, the 2D perovskite phase (TBA)PbX3 coex-
ists with the 3D MAPbX3 perovskite phase. TBA containing films
with concentrations higher than 3mol% show preferential growth
along the 2D (TBA)PbX3 perovskite phase direction. The peak at
2θ=7.9°, assigned to the 2D component, slightly decreases when
30mol% of TBA is added to the precursor solution. However, the
intensity of the peaks assigned to the 3D components ([110] and
[220]) decreases similarly, indicating reduced crystallinity of the
film. Figure S2 shows the variation of the ratio between the 2D
peak and 3D peak ([110]); For TBA concentration higher than
5%, the ratio is found to be fairly constant.
Cao et al have previously reported that in the case of mixed
(BA)2(MA)n-1PbnI3n+1, with n > 1, a competition between BA
and MA ions arises in the structure. The former tries to confine
the growth on the planar layer; the latter tries to expand the per-
ovskite outside the layer.13 Assuming TBA behaves similarly to
BA, and referring to the intensity of diffraction peaks in Fig. S1,
it might be concluded that the vertical growth pushed by TBA
cations increases with TBA concentration, suggesting thicker 2D
layers are present. On the other hand, the integrated intensity
of peaks assigned to the 3D tetragonal phase ([110] and [220])
slightly decreases with the concentration of TBA, suggesting re-
duced growth of 3D MAPbX3 crystal.
Neat MAPbX3 films show a small peak at 2θ=12.7° (100),
which is a characteristic peak of PbI2, indicating that PbI2 has not
been fully converted. This peak completely disappears as soon
as some TBA is added to the structure ((TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 so-
lutions with n≥0.01), indicating a full conversion of PbI2. Even
in the XRD pattern of the film with no MAI (100% TBA), there is
no detectable peak of unconverted PbI2, suggesting that a strong
interaction between PbI2 and TBA is formed in DMF solution.
On the other hand, peaks at 2θ=9.7° and 2θ=14.7° are observed
in the (TBA)PbX3 film. The one at 2θ=14.7° is detected also in
mixed perovskite films with TBA concentration higher than 3%.
Fig. 3 XRD patterns of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3, from perovskite precursor
solutions with n=0 (0%), 0.01 (1%), 0.03 (3%), 0.5 (5%), 0.1 (10%), 0.3
(30%) and 1 (100%) respectively. Films have spun onto FTO c-glass
substrates. Peaks originated by the SnO2 underlayer are marked by as-
terisks
Based on XRD measurements, it appears that a 2D phase has
been formed in the (TBA)PbX3 films. Similarly, other large size
cation, such as the ones listed in Table 1, also formed a low di-
mensional 2D perovskite phase.12–18 Mixed perovskite based on
methylammonium and polyethyleneimine (PEI), which is a very
large cation, showed evidence of the formation of mixed 2D/3D
perovskite phase in the XRD pattern.18 Good evidence of 2D
phase coexisting with 3D MaPbI3 phase is given by the presence
of diffraction peaks at low angles. It is open to debate whether
XRD can conclusively say that a 2D/3D mixed phase structure is
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formed, but it is good evidence for the coexistence of 2D and 3D
phases.
Optical properties
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the UV-vis absorption spectra and the
Tauc plot of MAPbX3 and (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 perovskite films
prepared with different concentrations of TBA. The film prepared
with TBA only looked bright yellow and highly transparent and
spectrum is not shown here. The linear regime in the Tauc plot
denotes the onset of absorption that translates into an optical
bandgap of 1.57±0.02 eV for all the samples. This result is fully
consistent with what has previously been reported in literature for
MAPbX3 films.
12,32 Measurements were repeated on three differ-




Fig. 4 (a) UV-vis absorption spectra and (b) Tauc plot of
(TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 perovskite films prepared on glass substrates with
n=0 (0%), 0.01 (1%), 0.03 (3%), 0.5 (5%), 0.1 (10%), 0.3 (30%) and 1
(100%) respectively; (c) images of fabricated (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 per-
ovskite films deposited on glass substrates
In Fig. 4(c), images of the (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 annealed per-
ovskite films prepared with n=0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.3 are
shown. Films with n≤0.05, look fairly similar. They appear to
be black and reflective. At higher concentrations of TBA (n≥0.1),
the color changes and the film becomes more transparent. How-
ever, this net colour change is not related to the thickness of the
films, which has been measured by a profilometer and found to
be consistently between 300-350 nm (Fig. S4). Despite the films
being the same thickness, the absorption of the TBA containing
films is lower. However, SEM images, which are discussed in the
next section, show that coverage is better and fewer pinholes are
observed. The absorption drops when high concentrations of TBA
are added to the precursor solution; this reduction is mainly due
to greater transparency, as shown in Fig. S5. Although the films
prepared with higher concentrations of TBA have higher trans-
mittance, they could be used as semi-transparent PV for window
applications.
Morphology
Fig. 5 shows the top-view SEM images of perovskite films without
and with different concentrations of TBA. Perovskite films were
spin coated on identical substrates and in the same conditions to
compare the different SEM images and investigate the effect that
TBA has on the crystallisation.
Fig. 5 Top surface SEM images of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 perovskite films
with different TBA concentration (n=0 (0%), 0.01 (1%), 0.03 (3%), 0.5
(5%), 0.1 (10%), 0.3 (30%) and 1 (100%) respectively); Films were de-
posited onto a compact layer of TiO2
Neat MAPbX3 shows the typical branch-like perovskite
grains.33 Particularly large and elongated crystals are observed,
fully consistent with what has previously been reported in the
literature for MAPbI3-xClx.
5 Spin-coating the precursor solution
directly onto the compact TiO2 layer results in a dewetting ef-
fect that causes poor surface coverage.34 Fig. S6 shows larger
top view SEM images, and large pinholes on the substrate, which
are coloured in red for easier comparison, are emphasized. When
TBA is used, the elongated crystals disappear and larger more
homogeneous crystallites with enhanced surface perovskite cov-
erage and fewer pinholes were observed. Moreover, the SEM im-
ages show that some small crystals start to form on the surface
of the film, which may be 2D TBA crystallites. When using more
TBA, the number of small 2D TBA crystallites sitting on top of the
perovskite grains increases. Top surface AFM images (a) with-
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Fig. 6 (a) JV curves of average performed devices based on 3D MAPI perovskites (0%) and mixed 2D/3D (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 (with n=0 (0%), 0.01
(1%), 0.03 (3%), 0.5 (5%), 0.1 (10%), 0.3 (30%) and 1 (100%) respectively). Typical JV curve obtained by reverse scan from 1.2V to 0V. (b)JSC and
average spectral absorption of films (absorption data averaged between 450 and 750 nm) as a function of the concentration of TBA; the error bars
indicates upper and lower 95% confidence interval boundaries computed for a normal distribution fitted to the data set (between 11 and 21 different
pixels for each TBA concentration) (c) Photovoltaic parameters shown as box plots for efficiency distributions of perovskite solar cells based on 3D and
mixed 2D/3D with various TBA concentrations tested under AM 1.5 and 1 sun illumination (reproducibility evaluated by characterising between 11 and
21 different pixels for each TBA concentration)
out and (b-f) with TBA as additive are illustrated in Fig. S7. Neat
MAPbX3 film crystals look quite homogeneous, with grains of sim-
ilar size. When TBA is used, a much larger variety of grain sizes
can be seen, with interconnected big crystals and relatively small
crystals. As shown in Fig. S7(g), the addition of TBA changes
the average roughness of the perovskite films. These values have
been measured over 50µm x 50µm size images (Fig. S8) and
averaged over 8 different images. The average roughness indi-
cates the microscopic peaks and valleys that can be found on the
surface, which is found to increase with TBA concentration.
Recent reports have suggested that additives, such as 2-
aminoethanethiol and 2-pyridylthiourea, might slow down crys-
tallisation, allowing the formation of intermidiate phases and
pushing additives from grain boundaries throughout the film to
the surface of the film itself.25,26 It is possible that a similar pro-
cess is also occurring when TBA is added, leading to a high con-
centration of 2D TBA crystallites on the surface. Looking at the
colour change during annealing, it was noticed that when the
TBA cation was added to the precursor solution, the reaction be-
tween the organic iodide and the PbI2 was retarded. This delay
may cause enhanced surface coverage. From Fig. S6 it can be
seen that at the highest TBA concentrations, 2D TBA crystallites
are found in between the larger perovskite grains. In the top-view
SEM of 30mol% in Fig. 5, it can be clearly seen that some TBA
crystallites are found between crystal grains and some of them
can be seen underneath, suggesting a mixed 2D/3D structure.
JV performance
To investigate the photovoltaic performance, J-V curves of PSCs
with and without TBA were measured and are shown in Fig. 6
(a). The curves were obtained under reverse scan, the forward
scan is shown in Fig. S9. The average device performance of
each case has been used as the basis of the comparison. The
corresponding VOC, JSC, fill factor (FF) and power conversion ef-
ficiency (PCE) at reverse and forward voltage scans are summa-
rized in Table 3, together with the champion PCEs obtained. It is
important to note that the cells were not optimised for efficiency
as it was more important to obtain a reproducible baseline for a
standard cell so the effect of TBA could be understood. The effi-
ciency can be pushed to higher values by controlling the crystal-
lization kinetics of perovskites. Several techniques can be used,
including anti-solvent methods where solvents, such as toluene
or chlorobenzene, are dripped onto spinning perovskite to obtain
smooth and compact films.35 However it was not clear whether
the anti-solvent method would change the ratio of 2D to 3D per-
ovskite in the cells with TBA so it was decided to use the sim-
plest preparation method and to sacrifice some efficiency for bet-
ter comparability.
According to literature, when mixed FA/MA cells and triple
cation Cs/FA/MA cells are fabricated, the hysteresis is com-
monly not pronounced.29,36 Similarly, the presence of large
cations, such as cyclopropylammonium and polymericammo-
nium, seemed to reduce the hysteresis effect with respect to stan-
dard MAPbX3 cells.
12,18 It is interesting to note that contrary to
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Table 3 VOC, JSC, FF and PCE of average-performing devices without and
with TBA at different concentration at reverse (rev.) and forward (for.)

































































what found in literature, the presence of TBA does not appear to
reduce hysteresis.
Final devices demonstrate good reproducibility (Fig. 6(c)). JV
curves in Fig. 6(a) shows that initially the average photogener-
ated current increases when a thin 2D perovskite layer is added
(1mol%). This could occur if the 2D perovskite layer passivates
the surface of the film. However, when the amount of 2D per-
ovskite in the film is further increased (TBA concentration higher
than 3mol%), more transparent films were obtained and the pho-
tocurrent decreased. The maximum current that can be extracted
from a device strongly depends on the light absorption. The pho-
togenerated current was found to decrease as the transparency
of the perovskite films increased. JV curves as well as JSC and
film transparency data is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (c). Similarly,
Yao et al. observed that the JSC of mixed methylammonium and
polymeric-ammonium devices was lower than the JSC of the con-
trol MAPbI3.
18 It is possible that the presence of thick 2D per-
ovskite layers reduces carrier mobility, increasing the electron-
hole recombination.10 1mol% was found to be the optimum TBA
concentration to get the maximum extractable current.
The open circuit voltage is improved slightly (by an average
of 0.05 V) following the addition of low concentration of TBA.
SEM images proved that higher coverage is obtained when TBA
is added to the solution, decreasing the pinholes density. Further
increasing the concentration of TBA, pushes the VOC to lower val-
ues, comparable to the one obtained for the reference solar cell
(0% TBA). On the other hand, devices with 10% and 30% of TBA
showed higher FF.
The PCE decreases with the concentration of TBA; the main pa-
rameter affecting a lower PCE is the JSC. A reduction in the pho-
tocurrent was observed for higher transmittance devices, which
is fully consistent with what observed in literature.37,38 Fig. 6(b)
shows the JSC and the spectral absorption as a function of the con-
centration of TBA in the precursor solution. It was found that the
reduction of absorption with increasing concentration of TBA was
mainly due to higher transparency. When compared to the trend
of photocurrent, a linear correlation between optical properties
and JSC was found.
Long term stability
An important advantage of the TBA containing perovskite solar
cells is that we found them to have a higher resistance to mois-
ture. Fig. 7 shows the long term stability of samples without and
with 1mol%, 3mol% and 5mol% of TBA added to the precursor
solution.
Solar cells were stored in the dark, at room temperature and
ambient relative humidity, which varied between 30% to 60%
over time, and tested without encapsulation in an ambient en-
vironment. The variation of the other device parameters (VOC,
JSC and FF) are shown in Fig. S11. VOC and FF were not sig-
nificantly affected by moisture. The photocurrent density of the
device without TBA decreases in just a few days. On the other
hand, the PCE of devices with some TBA starts to drop after
about 45 days, showing much slower degradation. We believe
that the bulky organic TBA delays the ingress of water, slowing
the degradation of the device when stored under ambient condi-
tions. These results reinforce the conclusion that 2D TBA crys-
tallites are present at the surface. The perovskite structure of
mixed cations films decomposed when dipped into water. How-
ever, contact angle measurements using water droplets, showed
that the mixed cations perovskite films had a more hydrophobic
surface (see Fig. 8). This result might significantly contribute to
the greater moisture stability reported.
Days from fabrication
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Fig. 7 Evolution of PCE over time for samples without and with differ-
ent concentrations of TBA ((TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 with n=0 (0%), 0.01 (1%),
0.03 (3%), 0.5 (5%)). Each point is representative of 6 pixels. The marker
indicates the mean value of each set of data. The top and the bottom of
the error bars are upper and lower 95% confidence interval boundaries
computed for a normal distribution fitted to the data set. All the values
have been normalised with respect to the mean value obtained after de-
position (7.13%, 7.36%, 8.73% and 6.65% for 0%, 1%, 3% and 5% TBA
respectively)
After about 45 days the cells with TBA started losing efficiency.
However, degradation and decomposition of the solar cells might
be affected by other factors, such as damage to the Au contacts
due to repeated measurements, corrosion of thin metal layers,19
degradation of the Spiro HTM due to hygroscopic additives39 and
formation of voids in the perovskite layer due to detachment of
the material from the TiO2 layer.
19 Films with TBA look black
after over 100 days, indicating that the formation of PbI2 may
not be the main degradation mechanism (see Fig. S12). Once
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(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 8 Water contact angle measurements of perovskite films (a) without
and (b-f) with various concentration of TBA added to the solution. (a)0%
TBA: 48°; (b)1% TBA: 66°; (c)3% TBA: 71°; (d)5% TBA: 72°; (e)10% TBA:
73°; (f)30% TBA: 69°
water molecules attack the perovskite interface, it has been sug-
gested that CH3NH2 and volatile gases are released, enlarging the
pinholes and causing delamination, which limits charge collec-
tion.39 As water molecules gain acces through pinholes, smooth
and pinhole-free surfaces are expected to show higher stability.40
By optimizing the device with anti-solvent methods, the stability
of mixed TBA-MA perovskite based solar cells is expected to reach
greater heights.
Conclusions
In summary, (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 perovskite films with improved
hydrophobicity have been observed. Tetrabutylammonium was
added to the perovskite precursor solution in different concentra-
tion. The films containing TBA, which is a much larger cation
than MA, showed better coverage and fewer pinholes when com-
pared to a MAPbI3 film. The presence of TBA delayed the forma-
tion of the perovskite phase, retarding the change in film colour
change. X-ray diffraction measurements showed that mixed
TBA/MA films lead to the growth of perovskite films, where 2D
perovskite phase coexisted with the 3D MAPbI3 phase. Top-view
SEM images suggested that 2D (TBA)PbX3 crystallites are de-
posited on the surface when TBA is added. 2D perovskite layers
may result in surface passivation; We estimated that the maxi-
mum extractable current was obtained when a TBA concentra-
tion of 1mol% was used. The TBA containing perovskite solar
cells showed higher moisture stability, with stable PCE after more
than 40 days in ambient conditions without encapsulation. We
suggest that TBA cations might be driven to the surface of per-
ovskite grains. The bulky alkyl chains could act as a hydrophobic
layer on the surface, delaying the degradation of the perovskite
film under ambient conditions.
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Fig. S1: Intensity of XRD peaks assigned to the 2D phase and 3D phase ([110] and
[220]) of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 films made from perovskite precursor solutions with
n=0 (0%), n=0.01 (1%), n=0.03 (3%), n=0.5 (5%), n=0.1 (10%), n=0.3 (30%) and
n=1 (100%)
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Fig. S2: Ratio between the intensity of XRD peaks assigned to the 2D phase and
3D phase (2D/[110]) of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 films made from perovskite precursor
solutions with n=0 (0%), n=0.01 (1%), n=0.03 (3%), n=0.5 (5%), n=0.1 (10%),
n=0.3 (30%) and n=1 (100%)
Table S1: Position and integrated intensity of XRD peaks assigned to the 2D and
3D ([110] and [220]) perovskite phase. XRD patterns analysed using the MATLAB
function PeakFinder
[2D] [110] [220]
N0 Pos[◦] Area Pos[◦] Area Pos[◦] Area [2D]/[110]
0% 7.9 0 14.825 186.95 29.235 74.92 0
1% 7.9 12.26 14.772 35.073 29.189 10.786 0.35
3% 7.93 75.36 14.773 41.304 29.174 13.955 1.82
5% 7.912 132.16 14.758 39.738 29.152 11.7 3.33
10% 7.89 297.34 14.679 106.8 29.153 27.311 2.78
30% 7.82 79.67 14.72 22.16 29.186 7.28 3.59
100% 7.81 2337.4 14.8 0 29.2 0 ∞
Fig. S3: XRD pattern of perovskite film with 100 % TBAI. Films have been spun





Fig. S4: Profilometry of (TBA)nMA1-nPbX3 perovskite films deposited on a compact
layer of TiO2 with (a) n=0 (0%), (b) n=0.01 (1%), (c) n=0.03 (3%), (d) n=0.5 (5%),
(e) n=0.1 (10%), (f) n=0.3 (30%). The values are calculated by taking the difference
between the mean values of the bands R and M respectively
Fig. S5: Transmittance spectra of perovskite films with different concentrations of





Fig. S6: Top wiew SEM images of (TBA)nMA1-nPbX3 perovskite films deposited on
a compact layer of TiO2. (a)0mol%; (b)1mol%; (c)3mol%; (d)5mol%; (e)10mol%;
(f)30mol%. FTO areas have been marked in red using the software Inkscape 0.91
to emphasise the pinholes
S4
(g)
Fig. S7: (a)-(f) AFM images of (TBA)n(MA)1-nPbX3 perovskite films deposited on
a compact layer of TiO2 with different TBA concentration; (g) Average roughness
values extracted using Atomic Force Microscope as a function of TBA concentration





Fig. S8: AFM images of (TBA)nMA1-nPbX3 perovskite films deposited on a compact
layer of TiO2; (a)0mol%; (b)1mol%; (c)3mol%; (d)5mol%; (e)10mol%; (f)30mol%
S6
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Fig. S9: JV curves in forward and reverse scan of perovskite solar cells made





Fig. S10: Trend of photocurrent and PCEs of devices as a function of TBA concen-
tration in the solution precursor. Data are compared to the reduction of absorption




























































Fig. S11: Evolution of the main photovoltaic parameters over time. All the values
have been normalised with respect to the median value obtained after deposition.
Square green markers indicate the film with 1mol% of TBA, while red markers in-
dicate the reference solar cell without TBA added. Cells with similar initial PCE




Fig. S12: (a) Image to show the semitransparent film with 30% TBA added into
the solution (b) Image to show the degradation in air after over 100 days in ambient
condition of films without (left) and with(right) TBA
S9
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4.1.2 Post-publication commentary
New studies published after the publication of ’Tetrabutylammonium cations for
moisture-resistant and semitransparent perovskite solar cells’ by Poli et al. shed
light on the structural properties of mixed MA/TBA perovskite films. In the pub-
lished report, it was speculated that the peak at 2θ=7.8◦ could have been assigned
to 2D perovskite structures. This interpretation can not be valid because typical
XRD patterns of 2D perovskites show several sharp and equally spaced peaks along
2θ, indicating the (00l) reflections. [17] The peak appearing at 7.8◦ is most prob-
ably associated to the 1 dimensional 1D structure of TBAPbI3, where face sharing
[PbI6] octahedral chains are surrounded by the organic cation TBA+. Similar struc-
tures have been observed for the monohydrate CH3NH3PbI3·H2O, GUAPbI3 and
(1-methyl-piperidinium)PbI3 (MPIP). [18, 19, 20]
The XRD data presented in Fig. 3 of the published paper show small shifts in
the diffractograms, which are probably due to misalignment of the sample surface.
Extensive clarifications are given in section 4.2.2.
4.1.3 Contemporary assessment
The paper ’Tetrabutylammonium cations for moisture-resistant and semitranspar-
ent perovskite solar cells’ by Poli et al. demonstrated a facile technique to enhance
the moisture stability of solar cells by incorporating TBA directly in the solution pre-
cursor. TBA had previously been used to treat the MAPbI3 surface but it had never
been incorporated within the precursor solution and used during crystallisation.
Deep crystallographic analysis of the TBA/MA films has not been provided here.
XRD peaks at low 2θ angles have been previously reported in the literature as cor-
respondent to (00l) lattice planes of layered perovskites. [4] However, XRD peaks
at low 2θ angles may also be assigned to the crystallisation of different side phases.
[21, 19, 22] There is no direct evidence that the diffraction peak observed at 2θ=7.8◦
in this work corresponds to the formation of 2D layers on 3D MAPbI3 perovskite sur-
face. It may be that the dominant form of TBA on the perovskite surface is the TBAI
crystal or the one dimensional (1D) form. A deeper investigation on the diffraction
patterns for TBAI, TBAPbI3 and TBA2PbI4 films and powders may clarify it.
In 2018, the TBA cation was used in mixed halide perovskite materials to form
TBA0.4MA0.6Pb(I0.6Br0.4)3. [23] The authors obtained very similar XRD results and
attributed the XRD peaks found at low angles to the growth of 2D phases in the
film. Thin films fabricated with TBA incorporated in the precursor solution showed
improved photostability with considerably decreased halide segregation under illu-
mination.
Soon after the publication of our article, a similar work was published in Na-
ture Energy, where the guanidinium (GUA) cation was incorporated into MAPbI3
perovskites. [24] GUA cation was combined with MA in mixed MA1 – xGUAxPbI3
compositions, with 0≤x≤1. Similar to our work, GUA was incorporated within the
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precursor solution and the films were deposited via a single-step spin coating pro-
cedure. In contrast to our results, new diffraction peaks at low angles of 8.54◦ and
11.31◦ only appeared for x≥0.5 and the authors claimed that for 0≤x≤0.25 GUA was
inserted in the crystal unit, forming a 3D perovskite. The presence of GUA improved
the open circuit potential of the devices and enhanced stability was observed under
continuous illumination and maximum power point tracking. However, samples
were stored in an argon atmosphere and the moisture-stability of the devices was
not reported. Meanwhile, another report on mixed GUA/MA perovskites was pub-
lished, reporting new type of layered 2D perovskites with GUA and MA cations
alternating in the interlayer spacing. [25]
Recently, diethylammonium iodide (DAI) was incorporated into the three-dimensional
MAPbI3 to introduce regions of 2D material. [26] Upon addition of DAI, XRD peaks
at 2θ=7.5◦ were measured, confirming the successful incorporation of 2D material in
the structure. The inclusion of DAI improved the crystallisation of the films, reduced
defects and improved the stability over time. Solar cells with PCE as high as 19.05 %
were reported when 10 % DAI was incorporated in the precursor solution.
The interaction between water and a MAPbI3 perovskite film containing PEA
was investigated using in situ neutron X-ray scattering earlier this year. [27] The
moisture stability of treated MAPbI3 films was improved even though water molecules
did interact with the 2D protecting layers and diffused to the MAPbI3 surface. It was
proposed that the improved moisture stability was due to suppression of migration
of I– and MA+ to the surface, preventing their escape and the irreversible formation
of PbI2 in the film.
4.2 Spectroscopy study of TBA in MAPbI3
TBA was added to the precursor solution at molar ratios and XRD structural anal-
ysis suggested the coexistence of 3D and 1D phases in the perovskite film. In the
article by Poli et al. presented in Section 4.1.1, it was speculated that TBA may have
segregated towards the surface of 3D perovskite grains due to its large ionic radius,
forming TBA-lead halide aggregates at the surface. Indeed higher water contact an-
gles were measured on the surface of the films containing TBA.
More detailed spectroscopic analysis can help in characterising the perovskite
films to better understand the phase formation and distribution within the thin film
perovskite absorber. For example, UV-Vis spectroscopy can reveal the presence of
absorption peaks at low wavelength that can be assigned to low-n perovskite phases.
[8, 7] FTIR can be used to investigate the presence of intermolecular interactions be-
tween the 3D perovskite crystals and TBA crystallites. [28] XRD and XPS can be
used to study the bulk and the surface chemistry of MA/TBA mixed films. Finally,
PL spectroscopy can be used to identify the specific nature and optoelectronic prop-
erties of thin films.
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4.2.1 FTIR and UV-Vis spectroscopy
The presence of TBA in the final perovskite film was further confirmed by FTIR
characterisation. Figure 4.1 a shows the FTIR spectra of reference MAPbI3 and a
thin film with 3 % of TBA. Both spectra show the N-H stretching vibration typical
of MAPbI3 perovskite materials at 3300-3000 cm−1. [14, 29] The TBA-containing film
exhibited additional C-H stretching vibrations between 3000-2800 cm−1 that can be
assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of CH2 and CH3,
indicating the presence of the bulkier TBA cations. [30]
Figure 4.1: a FTIR spectra of MA1 – nTBAnPbI3 with n=0 and n=0.03. b UV-Vis spectra of
MA1 – nTBAnPbI3 with n=0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3. c UV-Vis spectrum of TBA2PbI4.
Figure 4.1 b shows the UV-Vis absorbance spectra of reference MAPbI3 and thin
films with different molar concentration of TBA (1, 3, 5, 10 and 30 % of TBA mea-
sured at low wavelength of 300-600 nm. Films with TBA concentration ≥ 3 %, an
absorption peak at ∼380 nm was observed. The intensity of this peak increased with
TBA content and it can be assigned to the 1D TBAPbI3 phase. Indeed, TBAPbI3
films prepared without MA exhibited an absorption peak at the same wavelength
∼380 nm (Figure 4.1 c).
Both FTIR and UV-Vis spectroscopy provided evidence of the presence of TBA
cations within the perovskite thin film.
4.2.2 XPS and XRD spectroscopy
To further verify the presence of TBA, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) mea-
surements were carried out on MAPbI3 films. Figure 4.2 a and b shows a comparison
of the elemental concentrations in perovskite films without and with 3 % of TBA, re-
spectively. Table 4.2 lists the quantification results taken from XPS survey spectra
shown in figure 4.2 a and b. The identified elements on the surface are iodine, lead,
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, indium and tin. The presence of carbon, nitrogen, iodine
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and lead were expected from the chemical composition of MAPbI3 films. The pres-
ence of indium and tin peaks have been previously reported in perovskite samples
and indicate migration from the ITO substrate to the top layer with time. [31] Un-
fortunately, XPS characterisation was not recorded right after sample preparation,
but spectra were taken on aged samples (films were aged for few weeks in ambient
condition). Therefore, some degradation of the film is expected. However, different
films were fabricated at the same time and aged in the same conditions.
Figure 4.2: a XPS survey spectra of a perovskite MAPbI3 film. b XPS survey spectra
of a perovskite MAPbI3 film with 3 % of TBA. c C1s XPS spectra for reference MAPbI3
and for TBA-containing film (3 %). d C1s XPS spectrum of reference MAPbI3 with fitted
spectral components. e C1s XPS spectrum of MAPbI3 with 3 % TBA with fitted spectral
components.
Figure 4.2 c shows the C1s XPS spectra of the tested samples, while figures 4.2
d-e show the C1s XPS spectra fitted with different spectral components of reference
MAPbI3 and TBA-containing film, respectively. The presence of MA+ cations was
confirmed by the detected hydrocarbon C-H component (284.6 eV) and the amine
C-N doublet (286 eV). As expected, the intensity of the hydrocarbon component
at 284.6 eV (C-H and C-C) and the C-N+ bond at 401.9 eV were higher for the TBA-
containing film due to partial substitution of MA for TBA. The carbonyl doublet C=O
at 288.3 eV may be associated with oxygen and moisture-induced degradation. [32]
It is worth noting that the percentage concentration of C=O of reference MAPbI3 and
TBA-containing perovskites are 8.12 and 6.43 %, respectively, which may suggest a
reduced moisture-induced degradation for TBA-containing films.
XRD analysis of MAPbI3 films with different concentration of TBA confirmed the
coexistence of different phases within the material. [16] The low dimensional peaks
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Table 4.2: Quantification results extracted from XPS survey spectra of a perovskite
MAPbI3 film and a MAPbI3 film with 3 % of TBA.
Material XPS region Position (eV) Area Atomic concentration %
MAPbI3 I3d 619 2.4× 106 55.14
Pb4f 138 1.1× 106 20.87
In3d 413 8.2× 105 16.79
C1s 285 1.7× 105 3.38
O1s 532 1.2× 105 2.54
Sn3d 497 4.5× 104 0.97
N1s 401 1.5× 104 0.31
MAPbI3+TBA I3d 619 1.74× 106 52.55
Pb4f 138 7.9× 105 19.52
In3d 413 5.0× 105 13.65
C1s 285 2.4× 105 6.16
O1s 532 1.3× 105 3.67
Sn3d 497 1.3× 105 3.64
N1s 401 3.0× 104 0.8
are assigned to 1D TBAPbI3 structures, which coexist with the 3D MAPbI3 phases.
The exact position of XRD peaks is an important parameter that may reveal further
structural changes in the film. For example, a gradual shift of the ’perovskite 3D
peaks’ towards smaller angles was observed in MA1 – xGUAxPbI3 on increasing GUA
content. [24] Similarly, the XRD perovskite characteristic peaks of MAxEA1 – xPbBr3
(EA=ethylammonium) moved to lower angles at increasing EA contents. [33] Fi-
nally, similar XRD results were observed with interstitial occupancy of Rb+, K+, Na+
and Li+ ions. [34] This phenomenon commonly denotes a gradual expansion of the
unit-cell volume and it has been observed after either incorporation of larger cation
by direct substitution of methylammonium or extraction of smaller anions (i.e. Br-
extraction that leads to I-rich structures). [24, 35, 36]
A closer inspection of the XRD peaks of MAPbI3 films with different concentration
of TBA revealed a shift to lower angles of both (110) and (220) lattice planes upon
increasing TBA contents (Figure 4.3 a and b, respectively).
Little shifts in (110) XRD peak position may be indication of the expansion of the
unit-cell volume. TBA is considerably larger than MA and therefore it is believed
to sit preferentially at the interface, without occupying the A site cation. It was also
noticed that the (110) and (220) lattice planes had the same shift. Therefore, the
observed XRD peaks shift is more probably caused by misalignment of the sample
surface.
4.2.3 PL spectroscopy
The presence of TBA led to improved moisture stability for the perovskite solar cells.
[16] The higher stability was mainly associated with increased hydrophobicity of the
perovskite films, confirmed by the water contact angle measurements. However, the
improved stability may also be related to an increased photostability upon addition
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Figure 4.3: a Normalised XRD peaks showing the (110) lattice plane on variation of
the TBA content (indicated in percentage). b Normalised XRD peaks showing the (220)
lattice plane on variation of the TBA content (indicated in percentage).
of TBA. Defects in the films affect the radiative and non-radiative recombination
pathways, which can be directly observed through photoluminescence dynamics.
Figure 4.4 a shows the steady-state PL spectra of a reference MAPbI3 film and a
MAPbI3 film containing 3 % of TBA.
The samples were excited with a monochromatic light of 405 nm, in vacuum,
with a power density of ∼80 mW cm−2. The TBA-containing MAPbI3 film was more
emissive than the reference MAPbI3, suggesting a decrease in the density of defects,
probably due to effective TBA-passivation. Figure 4.4 b shows the integrated PL
measured under continuous illumination over time. The same monochromated light
was used but with a lower power density of ∼10 mW cm−2. The integrated PL of
the MAPbI3 film quickly decayed overtime, indicating the generation of photoin-
duced defects that acted as trapping states, therefore increasing the non-radiative
recombination pathways and decreasing the radiative decay paths. In contrast, TBA-
containing MAPbI3 film showed considerably higher stability under continuous il-
lumination, suggesting that the mechanisms leading to PL quenching (non-radiative
recombination through defects) were delayed by the presence of TBA.
Figure 4.4 c shows the steady state normalised PL spectra of MAPbI3 films with
3, 10 and 30 % TBA excited with a monochromated light of 530 nm. On increasing the
TBA content in the MAPbI3 structure, a gradual blue-shift of PL peaks was observed.
A similar shift to lower wavelength of the PL spectrum was previously reported for
MAPbI3 films treated with diethylammonium iodide (DAI) and it was associated
with incorporation of 2D structures originated by the presence of DAI. [26] PL shifts
may also be caused by a variation in the size of thin-film grains, where a decrease
in the grain size should be accompanied by a blue-shift of the PL emission. [37, 38]
The presence of TBAPbI3 features on the surface may have induced the blue-shift
observed in figure 4.4 c.
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Figure 4.4: a Photoluminescence spectra of the MAPbI3 thin films without and with
3 % of TBA, excited at 405 nm (CW laser, power intensity = 80 mW cm−2). b Inte-
grated PL measured over time under continuous CW illumination at a power inten-
sity = 10 mW cm−2. c Steady state photoluminescence spectra of the MAPbI3 thin films
without and with 3, 10 and 30 % of TBA, excited at 530 nm.
4.3 Chapter conclusions
Substituting a much larger cation in perovskites transforms the 3D perovskite into a
structure containing regions of low-dimensional phases, which is significantly more
stable. Different approaches have been reported to incorporate low-dimensional ma-
terials in 3D perovskite structures: adding organic spacers between inorganic sheets
of corner-sharing [BX6]4 – octahedra, depositing passivation 2D perovskite layers at
the interfaces or coating perovskite grains.
In this chapter we showed how MA can be partly substituted with the large TBA
cation. TBA was directly added to the perovskite precursor solution and the thin
absorber layer was deposited via a single-step spin coating procedure. XRD analy-
sis showed that low dimensional and 3D phases coexisted within the structure, with
diffraction peaks at low angles assigned to 1D TBAPbI3 structures becoming more
intense with higher TBA contents. The energy bandgap did not change with differ-
ent molar percentages of TBA, but mixed MA/TBA films with TBA contents ≥10 %
were considerably more transparent, reducing the absorption.
TBA retarded the crystallisation of the absorber and improved the surface coverage.
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Top-view SEM images showed segregated small crystallites on the surface, suggest-
ing that TBA may have segregated towards the boundaries of 3D grains. Mixed
MA/TBA solar cells showed comparable photovoltaic performances than standard
MAPbI3 but enhanced moisture-stability. When aged in the dark, at open circuit,
under ambient conditions (RH up to 60 %), the PCE of TBA-containing devices was
found very stable for over 1000 h. Indeed, the water contact angle of TBA-based thin
films was higher than standard MAPbI3 films, confirming greater hydrophobicity of
the absorber.
FTIR, UV-Vis and XPS spectroscopy confirmed the presence of TBA in the thin
film. CH2 and CH3 stretching vibrations were measured only in TBA-containing
films and an additional absorbance peak at∼380 nm indicated the presence of TBAPbI3
structures in MAPbI3 thin films. TBA-containing MAPbI3 films showed higher PL
signal and more stable integrated PL over time, indicating a decrease in defect den-
sity and reduced photoinduced defect generation.
4.4 Future work
A bulky alkyl ammonium salt was incorporated in the perovskite thin film by partly
substituting the central cation MA for TBA. The presence of TBA improved the mor-
phology of thin films and the device stability by passivating the surface and grain
boundaries. XRD showed possible coexistance of low dimensional and 3D phases
in the material. However, it also showed that the perovskite crystallinity of thin
films decreased upon addition of TBA. This is due to TBA not being incorporated in
the 3D perovskite structure because it is too large, causing a deficiency in the A site
cation. Future work may look at adding TBAPbI3 directly to the precursor solution
MAPbI3, without substituting MA for TBA. This technique may allow the growth of
high crystalline 3D thin films with 1D TBAPbI3 structures at the grain boundaries to
passivate defects and decrease the adsorption of water at the surface.
The XRD diffraction peaks observed at low 2θ angles is believed to be due to
the formation of one dimensional 1D TBAPbI3. Further X-ray diffraction analysis
on crystalline powders may elucidate the structure of the materials that have been
investigated.
The phase distribution throughout the film thickness could be further investi-
gated using steady-state photoluminescence techniques. Several reports have shown
the PL spectra collected under front and back excitation to investigate the distribu-
tion of different phases within thin films. 5-ammonium valeric acid (5AVA), phenylethy-
lammonium (PEA) and butylammonium (BA) cations were found to predominantly
form low-n phases at the bottom of the superstructure (on the glass surface). [39, 8, 7]
In contrast, Li et al. reported a two-step deposition technique to grow quasi-2D/3D
perovskite structures with different n-phases growing from the top to the bottom of
the superstructure. [9] Similarly, it would be interesting to see whether low-n phases
originated by the presence of TBA preferentially formed on the bottom or on the top
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of the film or homogeneously through the thickness.
Another technique that can be used to study the spatial distribution of different n-
regions and obtain the depth profile of different cations is time-of-flight secondary
mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). [40]
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CsPbBr3 and modification of the
solar stack
The most representative halide perovskite absorber MAPbI3 is ther-
mally unstable even at moderate temperatures of ∼60 ◦C. Another
problem that critically affects the long-term stability of perovskite
solar cells is that metals used as top contacts will react with halogens
or halide species, particularly in the presence of heat and light. Such
reaction can be avoided by developing alternative electrode mate-
rials like carbon. This chapter investigates the use of less volatile
fully-inorganic halide perovskite materials for the production of so-
lar cells with higher thermal stability. Section 5.1 compares CsPbBr3
halide perovskite materials to the archetypal MAPbI3 and shows
how CsPbBr3 can be incorporated in standard planar devices with
architecture TiO2/CsPbBr3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au. Section 5.2 presents
the use of fully inorganic CsPbBr3 in carbon solar cells for the gen-
eration of high voltage metal- and HTM-free devices.
5.1 CsPbBr3 for high open circuit voltage solar cells
Previous chapters investigated two different approaches to increase the moisture
stability of perovskite solar cells by treating the absorber surface and by substituting
large cations of the A site in ABX3 structures. Another approach is to totally replace
the fragile organic cation MA+ with more robust inorganic Cs+. [1]
CsPbX3, where X is either I or Br or a mixture of the two, is an all-inorganic
perovskite, which was first reported in 2015 [2] and CsPbI3 cells have now reached
efficiencies of 17.1 %. [3] The room temperature stable phase of CsPbI3 is a non
perovskite δ-yellow phase that does not make high efficiency solar cells. Different
ways have been reported to stabilise the α-black phase of CsPbI3, for example by
introducing HI additives to increase strain in the crystal structures, [4] or through
phenyltrimethylammonium bromide post-treatment. [3] The instability of the α-
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phase of CsPbI3 is mainly due to low tolerance factors t, which can easily be im-
proved by changing the halide I to smaller Br. Indeed, CsPbBr3 is stable at room
temperature in the orthorombic γ-phase. [5]
5.1.1 Experimental methods
The substrates were cleaned and etched as described in chapter 2. CsPbBr3 films
prepared via a two-step deposition technique is the same procedure described in
section 2.2.2. The solution precursor used for the one-step deposition technique of
CsPbBr3 was a 0.4 M equimolar solution of PbBr2 and CsBr in anhydrous DMSO.
100 µl of solution was spin coated on the substrate at 2000 rpm for 30 s and annealed
at 135 ◦C for 15 min in air.
Standard architectures were fabricated using TiO2 and Spiro-OMeTAD as elec-
tron transport material and hole transport material, respectively.
5.1.2 Optical and thermal properties
Figure 5.1 a shows the Tauc plots for MAPbI3 and CsPbBr3 films. CsPbBr3 has an
energy bandgap of 2.35 eV (yellow colour), about 0.8 eV higher than the standard
MAPbI3 (black colour).
Figure 5.1: a Tauc plot of MAPbI3 and CsPbBr3 b UV-Vis absorbance of MAPbI3 as
deposited (’as dep’) and after annealing treatment at 400 ◦C. c UV-Vis absorbance of
CsPbBr3 as deposited (’as dep’) and after annealing treatment at 400 ◦C.
Wider energy bandgap materials absorb smaller parts of the spectrum, therefore
leading to lower photocurrents. However, CsPbBr3 is not only more stable towards
moisture, but since Cs+ is much less volatile than MA+, structures with consider-
ably higher thermal stabilities can be obtained. In fact, CsPbBr3 was found to be
thermally stable up to ∼550 ◦C under a N2 environment. [1] Figure 5.1 b and c
show the absorbance of MAPbI3 and CsPbBr3 films, respectively, after deposition
(’as dep’) and after post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C in air for 30 min. While the
MAPbI3 sample clearly changed from black to semitransparent due to complete de-
composition of the perovskite structure and evaporation of the volatile precursors,
the CsPbBr3 film retained its yellow colour after treatment at 400 ◦C, confirming high
thermal stability.
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5.1.3 Two-step vs one-step solution method
The most common methods used to deposit CsPbBr3 films are solution-based and
vacuum-based methods. [2, 6, 7] Solution-based techniques can follow a two-step
sequential deposition or one-step method. In the two-step method, PbBr2 is first
spin coated to make a layer and then converted to CsPbBr3 by chemical reaction in
solution with CsBr. [2, 1] In the one-step method a single spin coating procedure is
used to deposit a precursor solution containing PbBr2 and CsBr. [8, 9]
Figure 5.2 a shows the XRD patterns of CsPbBr3 films deposited by the two-
step technique after chemical reaction of PbBr2 with CsBr solution (’as dep’) and
after annealing at 400 ◦C. CsPbBr3 films show distinct (100), (110), (200) and (210)
peaks (typical of the orthorombic perovskite structure of CsPbBr3) only after an-
nealing at 400 ◦C, indicating that a post-annealing treatment was crucial to obtain
fully-converted CsPbBr3 films. [10] The next section 5.2.2 will investigate the post-
annealing temperature dependence of the structure and composition of CsPbBr3
films. Figure 5.2 b shows the XRD patterns of CsPbBr3 films deposited by one-step
method after annealing at 135 ◦C (’as dep’) and 400 ◦C. Distinct peaks characteristic
of the orthorombic phase appear after annealing at 135 ◦C, the peaks did not change
after higher temperature annealing.
Figure 5.2: a XRD patterns of CsPbBr3 films deposited via 2-step technique right after
immersion in CsBr and after post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C in air. b XRD patterns
of CsPbBr3 films deposited via 1-step technique after deposition (annealing tempera-
ture at 135 ◦C) and after post-annealing at 400 ◦C. The positions of the XRD peaks for
CsPbBr3, CsBr, PbBr2 and FTO are marked in the graphs. c Photographs of CsPbBr3
films deposited via 2-step (top) and 1-step (bottom) techniques.
The main advantage of using a one-step spin coating methods over two-step
ones is higher reproducibility, due to fewer parameters that need to be controlled.
[9] However, as shown in figure 5.2 c, films deposited by the one-step technique
are considerably thinner due to low solubility of the precursor materials. Films de-
posited by two-step techniques showed improved coverage and higher absorption,
therefore this method was chosen to prepare full devices to investigate the photo-
voltaic properties of CsPbBr3 based solar cells.
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5.1.4 Standard planar solar cells TiO2/CsPbBr3/spiro-OMeTAD/Au
Standard solar cells with a compact layer of TiO2 acting as ETM and Spiro-OMeTAD
acting as HTM were fabricated. The absorber CsPbBr3 was deposited via a two-step
deposition technique. Figure 5.3 a shows the champion current-voltage curve mea-
sured under forward and reverse scan (AM 1.5 G, simulated solar light, 100 mW m−2),
which achieved a PCE of over 5 % (under reverse scan).
Figure 5.3: a JV curve of the champion TiO2/CsPbBr3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au. b Box plots
of PV parameters of TiO2/CsPbBr3/Spiro/Au (42 cells, red line indicates the median
value, red crosses are outlier values
Figure 5.3 b shows the box plots of the main photovoltaic parameters to indicate
high reproducibility of the results. The average PCE was about 3.5 % and the highest
open circuit voltage achieved with such architecture was ∼1.3 V.
Low-power but high-voltage solar cells may find potential niche market oppor-
tunities like indoor application. [11] Another application of such devices may be
found in water splitting applications, where photovoltages higher than the theoreti-
cal thermodynamic limit of 1.23 V are required. [12]
5.2 Metal-induced degradation
One of the widely studied degradation pathways of perovskite solar cells is the re-
action of the absorber perovskite material with the metal contacts. Such degradation
is accelerated in the presence of heat and light and it can occur for different reasons.
First, halogen species and halide products can diffuse through the transport layer to
the metal contacts, corroding the metal and causing deficiency of halides in the ab-
sorber film. [13] Two of the most widely used metal contacts in perovskite solar cells
are silver and gold. Ag is a low-cost candidate, however it has been observed that
silver electrodes quickly turn yellow, and the colour change is accompanied by fast
decrease in the PCE. The colour change is due to the oxidation of silver to AgI due to
reaction with iodine. [14, 15]. Au is considerably more expensive than Ag, however
colour changes within days of cell manufacture were not observed. However, it was
demonstrated that intense UV-radiation induced the release of I2 and volatile MAI
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that could react with metallic gold at room temperature causing precipitation of new
products at the interface that hindered charge extraction. [16]
A second degradation pathway is due to reaction of metals with Pb2+ at the surface,
which converts CH3NH3PbI3 to the monohydrated phase and then to CH3NH3I. [17]
Such redox chemistry degradation was observed for Al electrodes and CH3NH3PbI3
but it is expected to also occur for Cr and Yb metal contacts and CsPbI3 and CsPbBr3
absorber materials.
Finally, metals can diffuse through the transport layer to the perovskite absorber ma-
terial, forming defect states and insulating the active layer. [18] Gold migration was
observed when perovskite solar cells were exposed to temperatures of 70 ◦C. [19]
Similar results were later observed for Ag and Cu contacts. [20]
5.2.1 Architectures to prevent metal-induced degradation
Several approaches can be used to reduce metal-induced degradation of perovskite
solar cells. One approach is through the deposition of barrier layers that can prevent
halide species and metals from diffusing through the transport material. Many stud-
ies reported the use of solution processed interlayers like MoS2 and MoOx, [21, 22]
copper phtalocyanine, [23] ITO, [20] and Al:ZnO/SnO2. [24] The use of such inter-
layers demonstrated improved PCEs stability over time and under exposure to high
temperature.
A second approach consists of designing new metal-free architectures. Carbon is
an attractive and promising alternative material because it is cheap, stable and inert
to ion migration. [25] Some examples of metal-free perovskite solar cells used car-
bon nanotubes between the perovskite absorber and the HTM [26, 27] and carbon
cloth and fibers on top of the HTM. [28] However, the use of an organic HTM is not
particularly effective either, because precursor materials, such as Spiro-OMeTAD,
are highly expensive and operationally unstable. [25, 29]
A very promising alternative is a completely new architecture that is HTM-free,
metal-free and fully printable. Ku et al. introduced a multi-layer mesoporous struc-
ture that included TiO2, ZrO2 and carbon mesoporous (mC-PSC) for the first time in
2013 (herein called the triple mesoscopic carbon stack). [30] The three layers were as-
sembled by screen printing techniques and the TiO2 and carbon mesoporous layers
acted as electron and hole transport materials, respectively, while the ZrO2 was used
as a spacer layer. Initially, the precursor solution of PbI2 and MAI was infiltrated
through the mesoporous stack via a one-step deposition method. However, very
low PCEs were obtained due to poor penetration. [30] Higher pore filling and more
uniform morphology could be obtained by using a two-step deposition technique
where PbI2 was first infiltrated through the mesoscopic stack and then converted
to CH3NH3PbI3 by dipping the substrate into a MAI solution. [31] Another way to
improve the pore filling and achieve higher PCEs was demonstrated by Mei et al. in
2014. The perovskite cell was produced by infiltrating a solution of PbI2, MAI and
5AVA into the mesoporous stack via one-step deposition. [32] Later on, perovskite
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solar cells stable for over 1 year were reported using such one-step technique, with
addition of 5AVA, in these triple mesoscopic carbon cells. [33]
Further optimisation of the mC-PSC pushed the PCE of this kind of architecture
to about 15 %. [34, 35, 36] However, using the archetypal MAPbI3 material, low
voltages of about 1 V were achieved due to the difficulties in controlling the quality
of the film through the multilayer porous scaffold and the numerous nonradiative
recombinations. [37] The use of triple cation precursor solution in fully printable
carbon perovskite solar cells pushed the efficiency to a record 17.02 %, however the
open circuit voltage was still limited to 1.01 V. [38]
5.2.2 Screen printed carbon CsPbBr3 solar cells with high open-circuit
photovoltage
Triple mesoscopic carbon solar cells are fully printable devices which are compatible
with large-scale manufacturing. Therefore, these type of cells constitute an attractive
solution for the fabrication of scalable perovskite solar cells. Despite the fact that
high solar conversion efficiency can be demonstrated, the voltage achieved by the
archetypal MAPbI3 is still low. In this work, the use of wider bandgap CsPbBr3 in
carbon based devices to achieve high voltage perovskite solar cells was investigated.
CsPbBr3 was infiltrated through the triple-mesoporous layers via a two-step tech-
nique to fabricate mesoporous carbon solar cells (mC-PSC). First PbBr2 was infil-
trated through the stack and then converted to CsPbBr3 by dipping the substrate
into a CsBr solution. EDX characterisation confirmed the presence of Br and Pb
throughout the entire scaffold, indicating complete infiltration of the perovskite pre-
cursor solution. After infiltration, different annealing temperatures ranging between
100 and 400 ◦C were tested. It was found that enlarged crystal grains were obtained
at higher annealing temperatures. Moreover, both XRD and XPS characterisation
demonstrated that higher annealing temperatures promote the conversion of pre-
cursor materials PbBr2 and CsBr to the perovskite CsPbBr3. The open-circuit voltage
of mC-PSC increased with the annealing temperature, reaching the highest value of
1.44 V after post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C. These results were confirmed by
impedance spectroscopy analysis, where cells annealed at high temperature (300
and 400 ◦C) reported a higher recombination resistance and lower recombination
rate than low-temperature treated cells (100 and 200 ◦C). The champion mC-PSC
achieved a PCE of 8.2 %.
Fully-printable mesoporous carbon solar cells mC-PSC were compared to a HTM-
free and metal-free planar device (C-PSC). In C-PSC, the absorber material CsPbBr3
was sandwiched between a compact layer of TiO2, acting as ETM, and a doctor
bladed carbon paste layer which acted as HTM and extraction layer. The same
post-annealing treatments were studied. In C-PSC thermal treatment at 400 ◦C was
needed to allow complete release of non-conductive nitrocellulose binder in the thick
carbon electrode, which was entirely eliminated after 400 ◦C. C-PSC with CsPbBr3
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achieved even higher voltages than mC-PSC (champion Voc of 1.45 V) and the high-
est PCE of 5.7 % was measured after post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C.
High voltage and metal-free solar cells were achieved by using CsPbBr3 both
infiltrated in mC-PSC and spin coated in C-PSC. Open circuit voltages as high as
1.45 V were measured, opening the possibility of using such high voltage devices
for photovoltaic indoor applications and to drive water splitting reactions.
The results summarised in this section have been published by Poli et al. (2018). [39]
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Screen printed carbon CsPbBr3 solar cells with high
open-circuit photovoltage†
Isabella Poli, *ab Jenny Baker, c James McGettrick, c Francesca De Rossi, c
Salvador Eslava, db Trystan Watson c and Petra J. Cameron *ab
Screen printed mesoporous carbon solar cells (mC-PSC) are a promising fully printable technology that
does not require organic hole conductors, expensive metal contacts or vacuum processing. However,
when infiltrated with the archetypal CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite, mC-PSCs show low voltage which limits
their use in innovative applications such as indoor light harvesting. Here we investigate both planar (C-
PSC) and mesoporous (mC-PSC) carbon cells, based on all-inorganic CsPbBr3. Pure CsPbBr3 is a yellow
material with an orthorhombic crystal structure at room temperature and a 2.3 eV band gap, which is
not ideal for solar cell applications. However, CsPbBr3 is thermally stable up to over 400 C and high-
voltage planar carbon solar cells, with open circuit voltages of up to 1.29 V and efficiencies up to 6.7%
have been reported in the literature. We focus on the effect of the post-annealing temperature on the
material properties and photovoltaic activity. XPS and XRD results show a non-linear trend with
temperature, with significant improvements in composition between 200 and 300 C. Both the
mesoporous and planar champion devices were obtained after heat processing at 400 C, reaching PCEs
of 8.2% and 5.7% respectively. The average Voc for the planar and mesoporous devices were 1.33 V and
1.27 V respectively with a record 1.44 V for the best mC-PSC.
Introduction
The photovoltaic (PV) market is currently dominated by crys-
talline silicon (c-Si). The price of c-Si modules has fallen
recently, providing cost-competitive power compared to that
delivered by fossil fuel technologies.1 High power conversion
efficiencies (PCE), high stability and low-cost are therefore
necessary for any new technology that wants to break into the
PV market. Halide perovskites emerged as promising new PV
material in 2012.2,3 Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are composed of
Earth-abundant elements and they can be deposited by low-
temperature and inexpensive solution-based methods. Most
importantly, PCEs have increased to a certied 23.3% in just few
years.4
Devices with record-efficiency use Au as back contact
together with organic conductive polymers acting as hole
transport material (HTM). Such architecture strongly limits the
long-term stability of perovskite solar cells. Gold migration
through the HTM into the perovskite material occurs when
PSCs are exposed to high temperatures, irreversibly degrading
the layers.5 Moreover, expensive pure Au is required, domi-
nating the PSCs manufacturing costs.6 A widely used hole con-
ducting polymer is spiro-OMeTAD (‘spiro’). Large-scale
production of this material is prohibitive because it requires
many synthetic and purication steps and uses expensive
catalysts.7 Moreover, spiro is not highly conducting and addi-
tives, such as Li salts, are needed to achieve good device
performance.8 The hygroscopic nature of such additives accel-
erates the degradation of PSCs.9 In order to reduce the detri-
mental effect of using Li salts, PTTA (poly[bis(4-phenyl) (2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl)-amine]) was found as an efficient alternative
HTM.10 However PTTA can still cause inltration problems, as
well as increase the fabrication cost.11
Solar cells without an organic hole conductor and gold as
metal contact have been successfully synthesised.11,12 PSCs
where the contact is a screen printed carbon layer have recently
gained wide interest. In the case of mesoporous carbon devices,
the perovskite is inltrated into a 6–10 mm mesoporous carbon
layer. This architecture was rst demonstrated in 2013 (ref. 13)
using methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPI) and very rapidly
developed to a certied PCE of 15.6%.14–20 5-Ammoniumvaleric
acid iodide (5-AVAI) can be used as an additive to obtain better
pore lling and lower defect concentration.14,21 The highest
PCEs of 15.6% were achieved by adding ammonium chloride
(NH4Cl) to enable perovskite crystals with preferential growth
orientation20 and replacing the most widely used 5-AVAI with
a bifunctional conjugated organic molecule 4-(aminomethyl)
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benzoic acid hydroiodide.19 Printable solar cells with PCEs as
high as 17% were also reported by using triple cation perovskite
TiO2/Al2O3/NiO layered framework and carbon counter elec-
trode.22 Advantages of carbon-based PSCs include good
stability, due to the hydrophobic nature of carbon, and a low-
cost scalable deposition process compatible with fast printing
production.16,23 Recently, near infrared processing was investi-
gated to further improve the commerciability of the technology
by reducing the processing time and allowing the preparation of
larger area modules.24 Inltration of active materials onto large
area carbon surfaces has been demonstrated using a mechan-
ical dispenser and mesh25 and modules up to 198 cm2 in size
have been reported.26 One disadvantage of mesoporous carbon
cells is that the photovoltage measured in this architecture is
still notably low. The highest open circuit voltage reported to
date is 1.05 V.17 In contrast perovskite cells with an organic hole
conductor can have open circuit voltages up to 1.4 V.27 It is
therefore crucial to optimise carbon cells to improve the open
circuit voltage. High voltage solar cells are essential for a variety
of applications, such as charging low-power electronic
batteries,28 indoor applications and photoelectrochemical
unassisted water splitting.29
Most perovskite devices use methylammonium (MA) and
formamidinium (FA) as organic cations. Another limitation in
the commercialisation of organo-lead halide perovskites is their
thermal and moisture instability. MA and FA are not stable in
high humidity ambient conditions and at high temperature,
requiring environmental controls during processing and
encapsulation later.23 The most efficient perovskite devices use
multi cation materials where organic FA and MA are mixed with
the smaller inorganic cation Cs.30 All inorganic CsPbI3 has
a black delta phase and PCEs of 10% have been reported.31
However, the material tends to form a wide bandgap non-
perovskite phase at room temperature.32 The band gap and
phase can be tuned by adding bromide to CsPbI3. The highest
reported efficiency in literature on Cs-based perovskite devices
with mixed halide is 14.6%;33 however at certain I : Br ratios the
material is unstable and separates into iodide rich and bromide
rich regions under illumination.31,34
All-inorganic CsPbBr3 perovskites have recently attracted
attention due to their high thermal stability. Thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) of CsPbBr3 performed under N2 ow
showed a decomposition onset at about 580 C and solar cells
with mesoporous TiO2 as electron transport material ETM,
spiro as HTM and Au as metal contact based on this material
showed PCE of 6.2%.35,36 Very recently CsPbBr3 was also
deposited using a dual-source vacuum evaporation technique
achieving a PCE of 6.95%.37 CsPbBr3 crystallises in the orthor-
ombic space group at room temperature; transitions to the
tetragonal and then the cubic phase occur at 88 C and 130 C
respectively.38 CsPbBr3 has been recently used in carbon-based
architectures as well, showing no performance degradation
over 3 months in humid air.39 Carbon cells with the architecture
FTO/c-TiO2/m-TiO2/CsPbBr3/C (c: compact, m: mesoporous)
achieved PCEs ranging between 5% and 6.7%.39–41 In these
reports the CsPbBr3 lms were annealed at 250 C and the
carbon layer was either screen printed or deposited by doctor
blade technique. The highest voltage measured using this
architecture was 1.29 V.40 Recently it was shown that by adding
carbon and red phosphorus quantum dots at the TiO2/CsPbBr3
and CsPbBr3/C interfaces, improvements in the Voc up to 1.47 V
could be achieved, with the highest PCE measured to be
8.2%.42,43
In this work, we report for the rst time the preparation of
mesoporous carbon CsPbBr3 solar cells (mC-PSC). The mC-PSC
architecture consists of c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/m-carbon with
CsPbBr3 inltrated through the stack. We compare this mC-PSC
to planar c-TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-carbon (C-PSC). CsPbBr3 solar cells
with carbon as top contact (C-PSC) have been previously re-
ported in literature. In contrast, the preparation of mC-PSC by
inltration of CsPbBr3 into printable solar cells has not. Cell
preparation was carried out under ambient atmosphere and the
effect of post-annealing treatment with temperatures ranging
between 200 and 400 C was studied. When annealed at 400 C
enlarged crystal grains and complete conversion of precursor
materials to CsPbBr3 was obtained. Our champion mC-PSC and
C-PSC reached a PCE of 8.2% and 5.7%, respectively. Most
importantly, an extremely high Voc of 1.44 V was achieved for
mC-PSC, with an average of 1.27 V over 20 devices. As far as we
know, this is the highest voltage ever seen using the c-TiO2/m-
TiO2/m-ZrO2/m-carbon structure-based cell, which is notable
for its low voltage. In C-PSC the CsPbBr3 crystal size is not
constrained by the mesoporous carbon material, allowing free
growing of the grains leading to a champion Voc of 1.45 V, with
an open circuit voltage of 1.33 V averaged over 40 devices.
Experimental
Schematics of the fabrication process of mC-PSC and C-PSC are
shown in Fig. 1.
mC-PSC fabrication
TEC 7 uorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates were
etched using a Ron Nd:YVO4 laser (532 nm) at a speed of
150 nm s1. Substrates were cleaned with isopropanol (IPA,
Sigma-Aldrich) and deionised (DI) water and further treated
with O2 plasma. A compact layer of TiO2 was deposited via spray
pyrolysis at 300 C from a solution 1 : 9 of titanium di-
isopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (Sigma) in IPA. 30 NRD TiO2
paste (Dyesol) 2 : 3 terpineol (Sigma) by weight was screen
printed onto the c-TiO2 and cells were sintered at 550 C for
30 min. ZrO2 paste (Solaronix) was screen printed on top of TiO2
and sintered at 400 C for 30 min. A carbon paste (Gwent
Electronic Materials) was screen printed on top of the ZrO2 and
sintered at 400 C for 30min. 1 M of PbBr2 (98%, Sigma-Aldrich)
was dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous,
Sigma-Aldrich) at 70 C and 6 ml dropped onto the active area of
each cell while substrates were heated at 70 C and further
sintered at 70 C for 30 min. The cell was then immersed in
CsBr (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) solution in methanol (17 mg
ml1 kept at 50 C in a vertical staining jar). Aer 30 min
immersion, the sample was annealed at 150 C for 30 min.
18678 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 18677–18686 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018


























































































Devices were further post-annealed at different temperatures
ranging between 100 and 400 C for 30 min.
C-PSC fabrication
FTO glass (TEC 7) (Sigma-Aldrich) was etched with zinc powder
and HCl. It was then cleaned in 2 vol% Hellmanex solution in
water, followed by DI water, acetone (VWR), IPA (VWR) and
ethanol (VWR) before being treated with UV-ozone cleaning. A
compact TiO2 (c-TiO2) layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis,
using a hand held atomiser to spray 20 mM solution of titanium
diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) (75 wt%, Sigma-aldrich) in
IPA onto the substrates held at 500 C. Substrates were then
annealed at this temperature for 10minutes. PbBr2 solution was
spin coated on top of the substrates held at 70 C at 2500 rpm
for 30 s and each cell was further sintered at 70 C for 30 min.
The cell was then immersed in the CsBr solution kept at 50 C in
a vertical staining jar for 30min before being annealed at 150 C
for 30 min. A carbon layer was deposited as top contact by
doctor blading the carbon paste on top of the CsPbBr3 lm.
Devices were further post-annealed at different temperatures
ranging between 100 and 400 C for 30 min.
Characterisation
PXRD. Powder diffraction patterns were collected from
CsPbBr3 thin lms using a Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffrac-
tometer with a Cu Ka source. Measurements were taken from 2q
values of 5 to 80.
UV/vis spectroscopy. Thin lm optical transmission and
reectance measurements were performed on a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 750S UV/Vis spectrometer, from 900 nm to 300 nm.






J–V curves. J–V curves were measured using Keithley 2601A
potentiostat, under 1 sun intensity and AM 1.5. The voltage was
swept at 120 mV s1 from 1.5 V to 0 V and back to 1.5 V. Size of
each cell is 0.25 cm2.
SEM, and AFM images. The cross-section morphology was
studied using a JEOL SEM6480LV scanning electronmicroscope
(SEM) (20 kV acceleration voltage and a magnication of 5000).
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used for
mapping, line scan, point ID and quantitative analysis of the
elemental distribution through an Oxford INCA X-ray analyser.
An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to study the surface
prole and measure the sample topography. The images were
taken on a Nanosurf easyscan 2 FlexAFM system in Phase
Contrast tapping mode using a force of 2 nN. A ContAl-G Tip
was used for measurements.
EIS. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was
measured at open circuit using a Modulab (Solartron analyt-
ical AMETEK). Each sample was scanned from 1  106 Hz to
0.5 Hz at seven different illumination intensities ranging
between 1.47  1015 and 1.47  1017 cm2 s1. A single
wavelength of light with l¼ 465 nm was used. Impedance data
were tted by using ZView soware (Scribner Associates). The
theory behind the EIS with ideality factor calculation is
detailed in the ESI.†
XPS. XPS was carried out on a Kratos Axis Supra (Kratos
Analytical, Manchester) instrument with samples connected to
ground. Control XPS spectra of CsBr and PbBr2 powders were
also collected. XPS was performed at an X-ray power of 225 W
using a monochromated Al Ka source. Step size and pass
energy used are 0.1 eV and 20 eV respectively. No X-ray induced
degradation was observed on the CsPbBr3 lms. XPS data were
analysed using CasaXPS and the Kratos sensitivity factor
library.
Fig. 1 (a–c) Schematic showing the fabrication of a mesoporous carbon solar cell (mC-PSC) and a planar carbon solar cell (C-PSC). The
temperatures within brackets indicate the deposition, sintering and annealing temperatures. The detailed fabrication process is explained in the
experimental section; (b and c) energy band diagram of mC-PSC and C-PSC allowing a semiquantitative comparison of the two architectures.
Band edge positions of the materials were taken from previous literature data.13,44
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 18677–18686 | 18679



























































































CsPbBr3 thin lms were prepared in air using a 2-step method.
PbBr2 was rst deposited, then converted to CsPbBr3 by dipping
into a CsBr solution, followed by annealing at 150 C. The
precursor lms of PbBr2 appeared transparent; the colour of the
lms changed to bright yellow during the conversion in the
CsBr solution. In order to promote the conversion of PbBr2 and
CsBr to CsPbBr3, lms were post annealed at temperatures
between 100 and 400 C. The morphology, structural properties
and surface chemistry were analysed as a function of the pro-
cessing temperature.
TGA analysis of CsPbBr3 lms performed under N2 ow
previously reported in literature showed a decomposition onset
at temperatures higher than 500 C.36 Our lms appeared to be
stable aer annealing at 400 C, showing an unaltered absorp-
tion window (Fig. S1†) and consistent energy bandgap of
2.35 eV. The effects of post-annealing treatment at different
temperatures on the composition and morphology of the
CsPbBr3 lms were investigated. Fig. 2(a) shows X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) patterns of a CsPbBr3 thin lm post-annealed at 100,
200, 300 and 400 C. The XRD patterns show obvious CsPbBr3
peaks at 15.2, 22.1, 30.9 and 34, which correspond to (100),
(110), (200) and (210) planes respectively, typical of the orthor-
ombic crystal structure of CsPbBr3.34,40 However, lms annealed
at 100, 200 and 300 C show the presence of additional peaks
that do not correspond to CsPbBr3. Diffraction peaks marked
with the light-blue and red marker in Fig. 2(a) indicate the
presence of residual PbBr2 and CsBr indicating that full
conversion of CsPbBr3 was not obtained.45–47 The higher pro-
cessing temperatures accelerated the conversion. Aer treat-
ment at 400 C, the characteristic peaks of CsPbBr3 show higher
intensity and the peaks due to residual PbBr2 and CsBr have
disappeared. AFM amplitude images of lms heat treated at 300
and 400 C are shown in Fig. 2(b) (AFM images of lms annealed
at lower temperatures are in Fig. S2†). Films annealed at 300 C
and below show smooth surfaces with crystal grains sizes
ranging between 0.3 and 0.9 mm. The crystal size is not uniform
on the surface, probably because of the high amount of uncon-
verted PbBr2. Previous literature showed that PbBr2 exhibits
a similar smooth surface.40 The morphology considerably
changes when the lm is annealed at 400 C. Enlarged crystal
grains are observed with sizes ranging between 3 and 5 mm.
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried
out to study any variations in the surface chemistry of CsPbBr3
lms processed at different temperatures. Fig. 3(a) shows the
Fig. 2 (a) XRD pattern of CsPbBr3 films post-annealed at 100, 200,
300 and 400 C. The characteristic peaks of CsPbBr3 are marked with
orange. Light blue and red markers indicate the presence of uncon-
verted PbBr2 and CsBr precursor materials. FTO characteristic peaks
are indicated by the black marker; (b) AFM amplitude images of
CsPbBr3 films annealed at 300 and 400 C respectively.
Fig. 3 (a) Comparison of sets of doublets, Cs(4d) and Br(3d), measured
by XPS on perovskite (PVSK) CsPbBr3 films processed at 100 and
400 C; (b) variable surface chemistry of CsPbBr3 as films as a function
of process temperature measured by XPS; all data are presented as
ratios. Data are the average of three measurements, with error bars
indicating the standard deviation.
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XPS spectra of CsPbBr3 lms processed at 100 and 400 C. Raw
data are tted with Cs and Br doublets, the tting spectra are
shown in Fig. S3 in the ESI.† The intensity of the Cs(4d) doublet
at 75.3 eV and Br(3d) doublet at 68 eV drop from 100 to 400 C,
indicating less unconverted CsBr and suggesting that high
temperature annealing is necessary to obtain pure CsPbBr3.
Notably, the peaks present aer annealing at 400 C are sharper
than the ones measured for the lm annealed at 100 C. Sharp
peaks indicate less complex chemistry, as the contribution from
CsBr to the Br(3d) envelope drops. As XPS peaks are known to be
sensitive to the local electronic environment, broad peaks can
indicate disorder or subtle chemical shis due to multiple
similar bonding environments, hence the sharpening of peaks
is consistent with the surface being predominantly one species
(CsPbBr3) at 400 C. The bottom graph in Fig. 3(b) shows the
elemental ratios measured by XPS on different lms. PbBr2 and
CsBr ratios were measured directly from small amounts of
powders of the precursor materials. The predicted Cs : Pb : Br
ratio in the nal perovskite lms is the stoichiometric 1 : 1 : 3
ratio. The ratio Br : Pb at the surface exceeds 3 : 1 when the lm
is annealed at low temperatures, this is due to incomplete
conversion of the precursors. Overall, an excess of CsBr was
measured, especially when lms were processed at 100 and
200 C. When lms were synthesised at 300 and 400 C, the
elemental ratio gets closer to the predicted stoichiometric
perovskite ratio, suggesting that high temperature allows better
conversion of precursors into CsPbBr3. The composition does
not show a linear trend with temperature and a signicant, non
linear improvement in stoichiometry between 200 and 300 C is
observed. The top graph in Fig. 3(b) shows the amount of CsBr
present on the top surface of the perovskite. The Cs content as
CsBr on the surface decreases from about 30% to less than 10%
with increasing annealing temperature. It is important to note
that when the lm is annealed at 400 C a new compound
develops. This compound is found as a Cs doublet at about 78
and 76 eV and it is present only in the lm annealed at 400 C
(see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). The development of extra species is
consistent with loss of electron density from the Cs atoms and
hence possible oxidation of the material. It might be that 400 C
is a borderline temperature that pushes the CsPbBr3 perovskite
very close to the edge of the process window.
To evaluate device performance, solar cells were fabricated.
Two different architectures based on carbon as hole transport
layer were investigated. The rst one is a multi-layer screen
printed mesoporous stack with a carbon top electrode (mC-
PSC). The mesoscopic layers involved are an n-type TiO2 layer,
a ZrO2 layer acting as an insulating spacer and a mesoporous
carbon top contact. CsPbBr3 is introduced by inltration
through the mesoporous stack. In this architecture, the crystal
size of the CsPbBr3 should be determined by the pores of the
mesoporous carbon structure, where the smallest were
measured to be about 10 nm in width.24,48 The second archi-
tecture is a planar carbon solar cell, where the electron trans-
port layer is TiO2 prepared by spray pyrolysis and the hole
transport layer is carbon layer printed directly onto the CsPbBr3.
In this architecture, the CsPbBr3 crystallite size is not limited by
the carbon pore size.
Fig. 4 shows cross section SEM/EDX images of a mC-PSC.
EDX mapping allows a qualitative analysis of the elements
present in the structure, providing details of the solution inl-
tration. In these devices, CsPbBr3 is homogeneously and
uniformly inltrated through the whole carbon layer. The three
different mesoscopic layers are clearly dened and well sepa-
rated from each other.
J–V curves of four different mC-PSC annealed at 100, 200, 300
and 400 C measured under reverse scan are shown in Fig. 5(a).
The original J–V curves measured under forward and reverse
scan are shown in Fig. S4 in the ESI.† The current density has
been normalised to the Jsc to allow easier comparison of the
curves. In all of the devices we observed very little change in the
photocurrent density with post-annealing temperature. Indeed
if the same cell was annealed and then re-measured at each of
the four temperatures the short circuit current remained the
Fig. 4 Cross section SEM/EDX mapping of a mC-PSC device. The
mesoscopic layers of TiO2, ZrO2 and C are indicated by light blue,
purple and red colour respectively. Detection of CsPbBr3 is given by
the green colour, which is assigned to Cs. The blue colour shows the
presence of coated FTO on glass.
Fig. 5 (a) J–V curves of a representative mC-PCS post annealed at
different temperatures under reverse scan. The current density has
been normalised to the Jsc. Original J–V curves can be found in Fig. S4
in the ESI; † (b) box-plots of Voc of mC-PSC annealed at different
temperatures; (c) champion mC-PSC device post-annealed at 400 C.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 18677–18686 | 18681


























































































same, but the ll factor was observed to drop due to repeated
annealing of the same device (see Fig. S5 in the ESI†). The PV
parameter that mainly changes with temperature is the open
circuit voltage, as shown by the Voc trend with temperature in
Fig. 5(b). The voltage improvement is non-linear as a function of
processing temperature, showing a signicant improvement
between 200 and 300 C. Interestingly, this trend corresponds
well with the information on chemical composition obtained by
XRD and XPS shown in Fig. 2 and 3. The composition may
inuence the recombination rate; unconverted CsPbBr3 species
could limit the charge injection and transport, leading to
accumulation of charges and higher interfacial recombination,
which is reected in a decreased Voc.2 Another factor inu-
encing the voltage may be CsPbBr3 grain size. Fig. 2(b) showed
that grains become larger when annealed at 400 C. High
temperature processing may push the inltrated CsPbBr3
material to fully adhere with the carbon particles, improving the
charge injection from the perovskite into the mesoporous
carbon.
Fig. 5(c) shows the champion mC-PSC device post-annealed
at 400 C, exhibiting Voc ¼ 1.44 V, Jsc ¼ 7.75 mA cm2, FF ¼
73.52 and PCE ¼ 8.19%. However, on some occasion loss in FF
was observed for cells annealed at 400 C (Fig. S5 and S8†). XPS
analysis showed that when the lm is processed at 400 C,
additional compounds develop on the surface, which might
suggest oxidation and the edge of the process window. When
processing CsPbBr3 lms at 400 C, oxidation of the material
may be more or less pronounced due to small changes in the
annealing temperature and heating and cooling time which
may lead to more evident losses in the FF. Fig. S9(a)† shows the
J–V curve of a mC-PSC post-annealed at 350 C. No clear
oxidation nor loss in FF are observed and high Voc of 1.35 V can
be obtained. Stabilised power output measurements were also
collected by monitoring the current when the cell was biased to
the maximum power point voltage determined by the J–V sweep,
showing a stable output over 60 s (Fig. S9(b) in the ESI†).
Recently, Liao et al. reported a CsPbBr3-based solar cell with
quantum dots deposited at the ETM/CsPbBr3 and CsPbBr3/
HTM interfaces respectively. They claim that the quantum dots
create intermediate energy levels enhancing charge transfer and
allowing a champion PCE of 8.2%.42 In this work we show that
using a mesoporous architecture where CsPbBr3 is inltrated
through the mesoporous stack and post-annealed at 400 C very
high PCEs can be obtained without complex passivation of the
interfaces.
Photovoltaic parameters shown as box plots for efficiency
distributions of over 20 mC-PSC processed at 400 C are pre-
sented in Fig. S10,† showing that very high voltages are
consistently measured. Most notably, the average Voc is 1.27 V
with the highest being 1.44 V. To our knowledge this is the
highest voltage ever seen using the c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/m-
carbon structure-based cell, showing the potential of this
architechture. Photocurrent densities for mC-PSC were found to
change between 3.5 and 10 mA cm2 over several batches (see
Fig. S10†). We believe that the Jsc of mC-PSC mainly depends on
how good the inltration of CsPbBr3 into the mesoscopic
porous carbon is. Similarly, Wagner et al., who studied the
crystallisation of MAPI inltrated in mesoporous carbon layers,
noticed that the most signicant increase in photocurrent was
observed due to improved alignment of the perovskite surface
to the porous carbon.48 The main parameters affecting the
inltration are believed to be the temperature of CsBr solution
and the dipping time.40 The ramp rate to the high process
temperature is another parameter that may play a signicant
role. Limited performance degradation was observed in mC-
PSCs annealed at different temperatures. Fig. S12† shows the
variation of the main PV parameters over time. During this time
period, the cells were le in an ambient atmosphere without
encapsulation, at open circuit (also known as shelf-stability).
Impedance measurements at open circuit were carried out to
investigate recombination in mC-PSC when post-annealed at
different temperatures. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the impedance
response observed at open circuit for two different mC-PSC
annealed at 100 and 400 C. The Nyquist plots obtained for
each device at all intensities are shown in Fig S13–S16 in the
ESI.† At all intensities three semi-circles were seen in the
Nyquist plots. The semicircles centred on 51.4 and 23.5 kHz are
attributed to the geometric capacitance Cg and the recombina-
tion resistance Rrec. The variation of Rrec with open circuit
voltage is shown in Fig. 6(b). Semilogaritmic plots for mC-PSC
annealed at different temperatures have very similar slopes,
therefore the cells have similar ideality factors ranging between
2.1 and 2.5.49 Interestingly, the cells fall into two groups: at the
same voltage Rrec is lower in the cells annealed at 100 and 200 C
Fig. 6 (a) Example of Nyquist plot of the mC-PSC annealed at 100 and
400 C measured at 1.41  0.01 V. The response of samples annealed
at 100 C was measured at the highest light intensity (l ¼ 465 nm,
1.47  1017 cm2 s1). While, the response of samples annealed at
400 Cwasmeasured at a lower light intensity (l¼ 465 nm, 1.47 1016
cm2 s1); (b) recombination resistance for the different type of
mC-PSC at open circuit under different illumination intensities. Slopes
of the lines shown are 148, 140, 132 and 124 mV per decade for
samples annealed at 100, 200, 300 and 400 C respectively. These
values correspond to an ideality factor m of 2.5, 2.4, 2.2 and 2.1.
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and higher in the cells annealed at 300 and 400 C. The non-
linear trend as a function of temperature corresponds well
with the compositional improvement shown by XPS/XRD and
the change in open circuit voltage shown in Fig. 3 and 5. These
results highlight that the increased open circuit voltage
measured for mC-PSC annealed at higher temperatures may be
due to a decreased recombination rate.
The spectra were distorted at very high frequencies, with an
additional semicircle appearing at the highest illumination
intensities. This high frequency response did not change
following annealing and we believe it is connected to the carbon
contact. This would be expected as all the cells contain a carbon
layer of similar thickness which was pre-annealed at 400 C
(Fig. S17 in the ESI† shows the dependence of the resistance
extracted from the high frequency response on light intensity
and annealing temperature). A third low-frequency (LF) semi-
circle was observed below 5 Hz, which became more dened for
samples processed at higher temperatures. The low frequency
response of perovskite solar cells is still hotly debated in the
literature and is outside the scope of this paper. A similar low
frequency response appeared in the impedance plots of stan-
dard planar MAPI cells and they were assigned to changes in
the recombination resistance due to the motion of ionic
vacancies.50
Fig. 7 shows the cross section SEM/EDX images of a C-PSC.
In contrast to the mC-PSC, the carbon layer is screen printed
on top of the CsPbBr3. Thin layers of c-TiO2 and CsPbBr3 are
both below the thick porous carbon layer, which acts as hole
transport material and top contact.
The effect of post-annealing on the planar C-PSC cells was
also investigated and the results were compared to those for the
mC-PSC. Annealing of C-PSC was carried out aer the carbon
layer was screen printed on top of the CsPbBr3 absorber layer in
order to be consistent with the procedure used for the fabrica-
tion of mC-PSC and allow a proper comparison. Each device was
systematically annealed at 100, 200, 300 and 400 C and the
same cell re-measured at each of the four temperatures. Fig. 8(a)
shows the variation of the main photovoltaic parameters
with annealing temperature. Post-annealing treatment at 400 C
is necessary to get high voltage and any performance. The
conductivity of the carbon paste at different temperatures was
measured using a 4-point probe system (Fig. S18†). The sheet
resistance reaches a plateau at about 250 C. However, the paste
is already conducting at 100 C. Previous TGA and XPS analysis
of the sintered carbon paste showed that nitrocellulose binder
is entirely eliminated aer 400 C.24 Baker et al. showed that
residual non-conductive binder in the carbon layer introduces
a band gap at the interface that affects the injection of charges,
leading to poor performance.24 To verify the reproducibility of C-
PSC, several batches were fabricated and measured on different
days. All cells were made in air with relative humidity (RH)
varying between 15 and 40%. The data obtained from 43 devices
are shown as box plots in Fig. S19 in the ESI.†Mean andmedian
of all PV parameters have very similar values, indicating that the
distribution of data is symmetric. The average open circuit
voltage is 1.33 V, with the maximum measured being 1.45 V.
Liao et al. reported a CsPbBr3 carbon solar cell with a Voc of
Fig. 7 Cross section SEM/EDX mapping of a C-PSC device. The thin
layers of TiO2 and CsPbBr3 are indicated by light blue and green colour
respectively. The thick carbon layer is mapped with the red colour. The
blue colour shows the presence of coated FTO on glass.
Fig. 8 (a) Box plots of main PV parameters of several C-PSC
processed at different temperatures; (b) J–V curves of the champion
C-PSC annealed at 400 C, achieving Voc¼ 1.36 V, Jsc¼ 7.21 mA cm2,
FF ¼ 58.04 and PCE ¼ 5.7%.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 18677–18686 | 18683


























































































1.47 V by depositing quantum dots layers at the ETM/CsPbBr3
and CsPbBr3/HTM interfaces to enhance the charge extraction.
In cells with unmodied interfaces a Voc of 1.28 V was reported.
In this work, we show that very high voltages can be obtained
using CsPbBr3 as absorber material without interface
modication.
Fig. 8(b) shows the J–V curve of the champion C-PSC, which
exhibited Voc ¼ 1.36 V, Jsc ¼ 7.21 mA cm2, FF ¼ 58.04 and PCE
¼ 5.7% in the reverse direction. The planar device exhibited
hysteresis between the two scanning modes, revealing a PCE of
4.2% under forward scan (which leads to an average PCE of
4.95%). Hysteresis in perovskite solar cells is caused by ion
migration and the severity of the effect is inuenced by the
nature of the contact layers.51,52 Careful selection of the electron
transport material can reduce the phenomenon at room
temperature. Thin layers of mesoporous TiO2 between the
crystalline perovskite and c-TiO2 can result in solar cells with
low hysteresis.52,53
Impedance measurements at open circuit were also carried
out on C-PSCs post-annealed at 400 C. Fig. 9(a) shows the
Nyquist plots of a planar carbon cell post-annealed at 400 C. As
above, an additional semi-circle was observed at the highest
frequencies which is likely caused by the carbon contact. The
semi-circle centred on 2.5 kHz was attributed to Cg and the
recombination resistance Rrec. The recombination resistance
Rrec is shown in Fig. 9(b) as a function of Voc and compared to
the Rrec calculated for a mC-PSC post-annealed at 400 C. Planar
cells show higher Rrec than mC-PSC, suggesting that on average
planar devices should have lower recombination and higher Voc.
Fig. S21† shows the box plots of the main PV parameters of
mC-PSC and C-PSC post-annealed at 400 C, with the
correspondent average values. Only mC-PSC processed at 400 C
were taken into account to allow a proper comparison between
the mesoporous and the planar architecture. Overall, C-PSCs
show higher open circuit voltage than mC-PSC devices, in
agreement with the impedance measurements. On average, an
increase of 0.5 V was measured. AFM images showed that
CsPbBr3 grains enlarge considerably during the post-annealing
treatment, especially at 400 C. With increasing grain size, trap
assisted recombination at the crystallite surface may be reduced
and the open circuit voltage improved.54 In planar devices the
growing CsPbBr3 crystallites are less constrained compared to
mC-PSCs where the CsPbBr3 is inltrated in the mesoscopic
layers of ZrO2 and carbon and the matrix is likely to limit the
crystallite size.
The average photocurrent is higher in mC-PSC. As reported
in previous literature, the morphology of perovskite lms
strongly inuence the performance of C-PSC.40 At 400 C the
grain size of CsPbBr3 increases and the surface becomes much
more rough. High roughness might induce poor contact
between the perovskite and the carbon HTM, resulting in
a lower photocurrent. In contrast, in mC-PSC the contact
between the CsPbBr3 and carbon is expected to be more effi-
cient, as the perovskite material is in intimate contact with the
mesoporous layer. However, the photocurrent of the meso-
porous devices showed a much wider distribution. Similarly to
observations on MAPI graphite-based PSC,48 the inltration of
CsPbBr3 and right alignment of the perovskite material within
the carbon pores are crucial to achieve high photocurrents.
Conclusions
We have investigated planar and mesoporous solar cells using
carbon as the hole extraction material and CsPbBr3 as absorber
material. All-inorganic CsPbBr3 is much less volatile than the
more commonly used organic methylammonium cation,
therefore more thermally stable. The properties of CsPbBr3
lms were investigated as a function of processing temperature,
which was varied between 100 and 400 C. High temperature
annealing was found to be necessary to obtain pure phase
materials and a post annealing temperature of 400 C showed
full conversion of the precursor materials PbBr2 and CsBr into
CsPbBr3. Aer post-annealing at 400 C in air, CsPbBr3 lms
with larger grains were achieved. XPS analysis suggested that
the excess of CsBr decreases (non-linearly) with processing
temperature, showing a clear shi to lower amounts of CsBr
between 200 and 300 C. Extra species were present only at
400 C, suggesting oxidation of the surface and the edge of the
process window.
Two different architectures based on different electron
transport materials and fabrication methods were compared.
mC-PSC devices have a multi-layer screen printed mesoporous
stack with CsPbBr3 introduced by inltration. While in C-PSC
a thin lm of CsPbBr3 is sandwiched between a compact layer
of TiO2 and a mesoporous thick layer of carbon. The photo-
voltage of mC-PSC measured from J–V curves and the recom-
bination resistance extracted from impedance measurements
showed a non-linear trend with processing temperature, with
Fig. 9 (a) Example of Nyquist plot of the C-PSC post-annealed at
400 Cmeasured at open circuit (1.47 V). The response was measured
at a light intensity of l ¼ 465 nm, 1.47  1016 cm2 s1; (b) recombi-
nation resistance for the different type of CsPbBr3 carbon cells at open
circuit under different illumination intensities. Slopes of the lines
shown are 124mV per decade for themC-PSC and 131 mV per decade
for the C-PSC, corresponding to ideality factors of 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively.
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signicant improvements between 200 and 300 C, corre-
sponding with the compositional improvements observed with
XPS. The champion mC-PSC reached a PCE of 8.2% with
a remarkable Voc of 1.44 V. C-PSC achieved good performance
only when annealed at 400 C. High temperature processing
allows the complete release of non-conductive binder in the
thick carbon electrode and higher voltages and FF. The cham-
pion C-PSC reached a PCE of 5.7%. Very high Voc were consis-
tently measured on many devices (over 40 cells) fabricated in
different batches, with an average of 1.33 V.
This is the rst time such high photovoltages have been
measured for c-TiO2/m-TiO2/m-ZrO2/m-carbon structure-based
cell. Very promising results using CsPbBr3 for solar cell appli-
cations have been shown. The possibility of working with fully
printable devices that tolerate high temperatures opens up new
research to forward the commercialisation of perovskite solar
cells.
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Experimental
All data created during this research are openly available from the
University of Bath data archive at https://doi.org/10.15125/BATH-
00530.
Device fabrication The screen printed mesoporous stacks used in this
work were fabricated at SPECIFIC, University of Swansea. The per-
ovskite CsPbBr3 was then infiltrated and cells characterized at Uni-
versity of Bath. Planar devices were fully fabricated in Bath. Both
types of cells contained spray pyrolysis titania blocking layers which
were deposited using slightly different techniques according to the op-
timum procedure in each lab.
EIS theory Impedance measurements at open circuit at different il-
lumination intensity were carried out on both mC-PSC and C-PSC.
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At all intensities three semi-circles were seen in the Nyquist plots. We
believe that the impedance response observed at high frequency is as-
sociated to the carbon contact (Chf and Rhf). Cg is the geometric
capacitance which is voltage-dependent. The parallel resistance that
accompanies Cg is attributed to the recombination resistance Rrec.
Previous studies have shown that the chemical capacitance associated
to the photogenerated electrons and holes in the perovskite layer is
negligible [1].
Recombination is represented by the voltage-dependent recombination





where, Jrec is the recombination current density. The variation of the







where q is the elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
T is the temperature.
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Optical properties First, we wanted to check the thermal stability of
CsPbBr3 at 400
◦C by measuring the optical properties of a film before
and after annealing treatment at 400 ◦C. Fig. S1(a) shows the UV-Vis
absorption spectrum of CsPbBr3 before and after post-annealing treat-
ment at 400 ◦C. For comparison, the absorption spectra of MAPbI3
are also shown. The absorption window of CsPbBr3 does not change
with the annealing treatment, showing high thermal stability. In con-
trast, MAPbI3 completely evaporates. CsPbBr3 has an absorption
onset of 530 nm, which corresponds to an energy bandgap of 2.35 eV,
as confirmed by the Tauc plot showed in Fig. S1(b).
Fig. S1: (a) Absorption spectra of CsPbBr3 and MAPbI3 thin films before and after
annealing treatment at 400 ◦C; (b) Tauc plot of MAPI and CsPbBr3 films. The
energy bandgap values measured through the intercepts with the x is are 1.58 and
2.35 eV respectively
S3





Fig. S3: High resolution XPS spectra of CsPbBr3 films processed at 100 ◦C (a) and
400 ◦C (b) for Cs(4d) and Br(3d). CsBr content decreases with temperature. A
higher binding energy component appears on the Cs(4d) spectrum when the film is
processed at 400 ◦C, suggesting that the material is close to the edge of its process
window. This extra component is consistent with loss of electron density from the
Cs atoms and hence possible oxidation of the material. Notably, the peaks present
after annealing at 400 ◦C are sharper than the ones measured for the film annealed
at 100 ◦C. The sharp peaks indicate less complex chemistry, as the contribution
from CsBr to the Br(3d) envelope drops, the FWHM of the Cs(4d5/2) peak also
drops from 0.97 eV to 0.87 eV, and the FWHM of Pb(4f7/2) peak also drops from
1.00 to 0.81 eV
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Fig. S4: JV curves of 4 different mC-PSC fabricated in the same batch and each
one post-annealed at a different temperature (100, 200, 300 and 400 ◦C)
JV curves m-PSC JV curves of an average performing mC-PSC are
shown in Fig. S5(a). The main PV parameters and the curves meas-
ured under forward scan are shown in Table S1 and Fig. S6. The
same device was systematically annealed at 100, 200, 300 and 400 ◦C
and tested after each temperature. Four different batches were meas-
ured following this procedure. This experiment allowed us to mon-
itor the variation of main PV parameters on the same device as a
function of the post-annealing temperature. The PV parameters that
mainly change with temperature are the open circuit voltage and the
fill factor. The Voc trend with temperature is shown in Fig. S5(b).
Box plots of the other PV parameters are shown in Fig. S7. The Voc
increases with annealing temperature, while the FF drops-off. Voltage
and fill factor compensate each other and the PCE does not change
considerably with annealing temperature.
Table S1: Average PV parameters for CsPbBr3 mC-PSC showed in Fig. S6
Parameter 100 200 300 400
Jsc [mA/cm2] 6.78 6.73 6.58 6.67
Voc [V] 1.21 1.24 1.29 1.35
FF [-] 55.14 59.31 52.79 48.29
PCE [%] 4.53 4.96 4.47 4.35
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Fig. S5: (a) JV curves of an average performing mC-PCS post annealed at
different temperatures; The device with the highest open circuit voltage was
post-annealed at 400 ◦C and exhibited Voc=1.35 V, Jsc=7.7 mA cm
−2, FF=50.5
and PCE=5.2 %. The most efficient cell was annealed at 200 ◦C and exhibited
Voc=1.26 V, Jsc=7.6 mA cm
−2, FF=58.7 and PCE=5.6 %.(b) Box-plots of Voc of
mC-PSC annealed at different temperatures
Fig. S6: Forward and reverse scans of a mC-PSC systematically processed at differ-
ent temperatures (JV curves measured after each annealing step)
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Fig. S7: Box plots of main photovoltaic parameters of mC-PSC. Each cell was
sistematically annealed at 100, 200, 300 and 400 ◦C and measured after each tem-
perature
S7
EQE of mC-PSC Very little changes in photocurrent were observed
with post-annealing temperature. This results is further confirmed by
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements shown in Fig.
S8. The integrated photocurrent of samples processed at different
temperatures does not considerably change and very similar short cir-
cuit current values are achieved. The EQE spectrum of the sample
processed at 400 ◦C shows lower intensities at 300-350 nm. This can be
related to partly oxidation of the CsPbBr3 material due to fast heating
that might have damaged the mesescopic layers TiO2 and ZrO2.
Fig. S8: (a) EQE spectra and integrated current of 4 different mC-PSC devices post-
annealed at different temperature after fabrication; (b) JV curves of the mC-PSC
devices tested for EQE spectra acquisition
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mC-PSC annealed at 350 ◦C XPS analysis showed that when pro-
cessing CsPbBr3 films at 400
◦C, sometimes oxidation of the material
occurred, indicating that the material is close to the edge of its pro-
cessing window. This phenomenon may be more or less pronounced
due to small changes in the annealing temperature and heating and
cooling time which may lead to more evident losses in the FF. When
processed at an intermediate temperature between 300 and 400 ◦C,
such as 350 ◦C, the infiltrated CsPbBr3 remains homogeneously yel-
low through the carbon layer and no sign of clear oxidation is observed.
Fig. S9 shows the (a) JV curve of a mC-PSC post-annealed at 350 ◦C
and the (b) stabilised power output measurement over 60 s. The cell
was biased to the maximum power point voltage determined by the
JV sweep, which is 1.11 V.
(a)
(b)
Fig. S9: (a) JV curve of a mC-PSC post-annealed at 350 ◦C; (b) Stabilised power
output measurement over 60 s
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Fig. S10: Box plots of main photovoltaic parameters of mC-PSC post-annealed at
400 ◦C. Over 20 devices fabricated in different batches were measured
S10
Fig. S11: Variation of the main photovoltaic parameters of mC-PSC annealed at
different temperatures overtime. During this time the cells were left in an ambient
atmosphere without encapsulation, in the dark, at open circuit (also known as shelf-
stability)
S11
Fig. S12: Variation of the main photovoltaic parameters of a mC-PSC overtime.
During this time the unencapsulated cell was monitored under continuous illumin-
ation, at short circuit conditions and HR of 50 %
Fig. S13: Nyquist plots measured at open circuit under different illumination in-
tensities for a mC-PSC device post-annealed at 100 ◦C
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Fig. S14: Nyquist plots measured at open circuit under different illumination in-
tensities for a mC-PSC device post-annealed at 200 ◦C
Fig. S15: Nyquist plots measured at open circuit under different illumination in-
tensities for a mC-PSC device post-annealed at 300 ◦C
S13
Fig. S16: Nyquist plots measured at open circuit under different illumination in-
tensities for a mC-PSC device post-annealed at 400 ◦C
Fig. S17: High frequency recombination obtained by fitting the HF semicircle of
EIS measured at open circuit at different illumination intensities of mC-PSC post-
annealed at different temperatures
S14
Fig. S18: Sheet resistance of a film of carbon paste measured with a 4-point
probe. The resistance was measured after annealing the carbon film at different
temperatures
Fig. S19: Box plots of main photovoltaic parameters of C-PSC annealed at 400 ◦C.

















































































































Fig. S20: Nyquist plots measured at open circuit under different illumination
intensities for a C-PSC device post-annealed at 400 ◦C
S16
Fig. S21: Box plots of the main PV parameters measured for mC-PSC and C-PSC
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5.2.3 Contemporary assessment
The paper ’Screen printed carbon CsPbBr3 solar cells with high open-circuit photo-
voltage’ by Poli et al. demonstrated for the first time the fabrication of fully-printed
mesoporous carbon CsPbBr3 solar cells. [39] The reported mC-PSC with the typical
structure TiO2/ZrO2/carbon infiltrated with CsPbBr3 achieved the highest open-
circuit voltage (1.44 V) reported with such architecture.
In the publication, we showed that the highest photovoltage was achieved in
devices post-annealed at 400 ◦C, however XPS characterisation suggested that such
thermal treatment in air may have caused oxidation of the CsPbBr3 surface. In order
to avoid oxidation of the material but still allowing high photovoltages, CsPbBr3
films have been later processed at 380 ◦C.
Few months before our publication, Duan et al. reported the fabrication of CsPbBr3
planar carbon cells with graphene quantum dots and ternary CuInS2/ZnS quantum
dots deposited at the TiO2/CsPbBr3 and CsPbBr3/carbon interface, respectively to
achieve cells with Voc as high as 1.522 V. [40] Right after the publication of our work,
the same group published a CsPbBr3 carbon solar cell with even higher photovolt-
ages. The CsPbBr3 absorber material was sandwiched between the ETM (TiO2) and
the HTM (carbon) and Pb was partly substituted with lanthanide ions. When 3mol%
Sm was incorporated in the perovskite crystal structure, solar cells with an impres-
sive Voc of 1.594 V were achieved. [41]
The paper by Poli et al. showed that the average photocurrent density measured
in mesoporous carbon devices was higher than the one measured in planar carbon
cells, but with much wider distribution. Very recently, our collaborators Dr Trystan
Watson et al. from SPECIFIC reported an extensive study on the penetration of mate-
rial and spatial device uniformity in triple mesoscopic carbon solar cells. In order to
gain a full picture of the infiltration of perovskite through the stack and its effect on
PV parameters, they combined multi-mapping techniques, such as photolumines-
cence (PL), electroluminescence (EL), Raman and photocurrent mapping, with cross-
sectional SEM characterisation. [42] They observed that the penetration of MAPbI3
perovskite via two-step method (similar to the one used for CsPbBr3) was much
more complex than the one-step process, leading to much stronger discontinuities
in perovskite through the cell volume. Indeed, isolated grains separated by areas
with low concentration of perovskite were mapped. In contrast, one-step infiltration
was shown to achieve homogeneous and almost full infiltration (up to 98 % of the
cell’s area using MAPbI3+5AVA solution). The photocurrent map in two-step infil-
trated cells revealed large variations in photocurrent across the cell area. Moreover,
it was also observed that dense microscale carbon flakes could prevent perovskite
infiltration in some areas, affecting light collection and the generated photocurrent.
Gratzel et al. recently reported a detailed study on the kinetics of perovskite for-
mation in sequential deposition techniques. In the latter study it was found that
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unconverted PbI2 was present in the mesoporous layer. [43] It is possible that unre-
acted PbBr2 is also present in the mC-PSC cells reported in our study (with ∼15 µm
thick mesoporous layers), reducing the converted materials and the absorption of
light. The low predictability of this phenomenon may explain the large variability
of results reported by Poli et al.
5.3 Chapter conclusions
Fully inorganic CsPbX3 perovskite materials are more stable towards moisture and
heat due to the use of less volatile and more robust Cs+ as central cation in the per-
ovskite structure. While the black-phase of CsPbI3 is highly unstable at room tem-
perature, CsPbBr3 has a stable orthorombic structure at room temperature. CsPbBr3
has a wide bandgap of 2.35 eV, it has a yellow colour, and it can be stable up to 550 ◦C
under a N2 environment. Two-step solution-based deposition techniques generated
films with good absorption and coverage and complete conversion of precursor ma-
terials was achieved after post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C. Solar cells with the
standard architecture TiO2/CsPbBr3/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au achieved average PCEs of
3.5 % and open-circuit voltages as high as 1.35 V.
One of the degradation mechanisms of perovskite solar cells is the reaction of
the absorber material with the top metal contacts and subsequent fast degradation of
the organic HTM. Therefore, new architectures which were HTM-free and metal-free
have been developed. The most widely studied in the literature is the triple meso-
scopic carbon cell with the typical architecture TiO2/ZrO2/carbon (mC-PSC). When
this architecture is infiltrated with the archetypal MAPbI3, low voltages of ∼1 V are
measured. In this project, the use of inorganic CsPbBr3 in mC-PSC was investigated.
The structural properties and morphology of CsPbBr3 films was studied as a func-
tion of the post-annealing temperature treatment. Enlarged crystal grains and com-
plete conversion of PbBr2 and CsBr into CsPbBr3 were obtained upon post-annealing
treatment at high temperature (400 ◦C). The champion CsPbBr3-based mC-PSC mea-
sured a PCE of 8.2 %. The average Voc was 1.27 V with a record 1.44 V for the best
mC-PSC.
5.4 Future work
The effect of post annealing treatment in air of CsPbBr3 films was investigated. XPS
analysis showed that the material was partially oxidised after annealing at 400 ◦C,
while no oxidation was measured after the material was treated at 300 ◦C. It was
therefore concluded that the optimum post-annealing temperature may be between
300 and 400 ◦C. Further XPS analysis should be carried out to precisely measure the
limit temperature to avoid oxidation of the material.
The complexity of two-step sequential deposition techniques and the formation
of dense flakes in the carbon layer may prevent a proper solution infiltration, leading
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to wide distribution of photocurrent densities in CsPbBr3 mesoporous carbon solar
cells. The sequential deposition should be better controlled to obtain more uniform
PbBr2 clusters through the mesoscopic layers and consecutive CsPbBr3 growth. The
use of alternative solvents, like DMSO or GBL, may enhance the infiltration of PbBr2
through the mesoporous pores. Moreover, the conversion of PbBr2 into CsPbBr3 by
chemical reaction in solution with CsBr may be optimised looking at different re-
action time and solution temperature. One-step technique could also be attempted
trying to optimise the penetration by using additives, such as 5AVA in the case of
MAPbI3. Finally, the formulation of the carbon layer formation could also be opti-
mised to obtain more uniform flake-free layers.
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Improving tolerance to humidity
through encapsulation: graphite
sheets to protect halide perovskite
devices and drive oxygen evolution
in water
Several approaches to protect halide perovskites from water have
been investigated, including surface treatments and compositional
tuning. This chapter investigates the use of commercial graphite
sheets to effectively protect halide perovskite solar cells from high
humidity, even when completely submerged in water. As a proof
of concept, halide perovskite-based devices have been used in the
photoelectrochemical production of oxygen from water. Section 6.1
shows the use of high voltage CsPbBr3-based photoanodes encapsu-
lated with commercial graphite sheets to produce durable and stable
photocurrents in water. Furthermore, the versatility of the proposed
method is demonstrated with the addition of a water oxidation cat-
alyst to improve the photoelectrochemical performance. Section 6.2
investigates how the same encapsulation technique can be success-
fully used for the fabrication of MAPbI3-based photoanodes.
6.1 Enhancing water stability of halide perovskite devices
The use of halide perovskites is still limited by their inherently instability in water.
The lattice structure can in fact be easily broken by the presence of water leading to
irreversible decomposition of the material. [1] The previous chapters of this thesis
have shown different approaches to improve the moisture resistivity of halide per-
ovskite solar cells. Other techniques reported in literature included teflon coating,
[2] plasma vacuum assisted deposition of ultrathin polymers (adamantane) on top
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of Au metal contacts [3] and the use of polymer-functionalised single-walled carbon
nanotubes embedded in an insulating polymer matrix as hole transport material.
[4] Particularly, the last two techniques showed identical device performance before
and after exposure to water for 60 s.
Even though promising water resistant properties have been reported for halide
perovskite solar cells, stabilities in water for very limited time were achieved. This
limited stability prevented not only the commercialisation of photovoltaic devices
but also their use in different applications, like photoelectrochemical water splitting,
where intimate contact between the absorber device and the aqueous medium is
required. [5] In order to achieve higher stabilities in water, perovskite solar cells
require proper thin film encapsulation.
6.1.1 Encapsulation of halide perovskites for photoelectrochemical water
splitting
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is an attractive pathway to produce so-
lar fuels, such as hydrogen, directly using the energy coming from the sun. PEC
systems require the intimate contact of the absorber device with the aqueous elec-
trolyte. Therefore, materials which are stable in water must be found to develop
efficient, durable and scalable PEC cells for the generation of solar fuels.
Halide perovskites have been widely investigated for photovoltaic applications.
The interest in exploiting such fascinating and promising materials in PEC systems
has grown recently. The key challenge is to find an inexpensive and efficient way
to protect the unstable halide perovskite absorber in water. Only a few reports have
been published so far, showing different protection mechanisms, which have been
detailed in the timeline shown in figure 6.1 and in table 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Timeline of recent state-of-the-art of halide perovskite photoelectrodes for
the generation of solar fuels. The absorber material used and the highest lifetime re-
ported for each study are indicated. See table 6.1 for references.
The first reports used thin layers of Ni deposited by magnetron sputtering, how-
ever operation times lower than 30 min under continuous illumination were ob-
served. [6, 7, 9] Later on, other metals have been reported as successfull encap-
sulation materials, for example field’s metal (FM), a fusible InBiSn alloy, and Ti foil
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Table 6.1: Encapsulation techniques reported in the literature to use halide perovskites
in PEC systems for the generation of solar fuels.
Absorber material Electrode Encapsulant lifetime ref
CH3NH3PbI3 Photoanode Ni 15 min [6]
CH3NH3PbI3 Photoanode carbon nanotubes/Ni 30 min [7]
CH3NH3PbI3 Photocathode FM1 1.5 h [8]
CH3NH3PbI3 Photocathode TEAI2/Ni 30 min [9]
CH3NH3PbI3 Photoanode FM 6 h [10]
CH3NH3PbI3 Photocathode Ti foil 12 h [11]
(Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 Photocathode FM 20 h [12]
CsPbBr3 Photocathode Ag paste/FM 1 h [13]
CH3NH3PbI3-5AVA Photoanode C paste/Ag paste/C paste 12 h [14]
CsPbBr3 Photoanode C paste/graphite sheet 34 h This study
1: Field’s metals.
2: Tetraethylammonium iodide.
allowed operational time of up to 20 h and 12 h, respectively. [12, 11] Ag paste, com-
bined with FM or conductive carbon paste has also been employed as protecting and
conducting layer for the unstable halide perovskite absorber. [13, 14]
Up to date, most reported studies of halide perovskites for PEC applications
have used expensive metals or vacuum-based deposition techniques to protect the
sensitive absorber from water. Moreover, the archetypal CH3NH3PbI3 and triple
cation (Cs,FA,MA)PbI3 have been mainly employed in PEC systems, achieving high
photocurrents but low photovoltages. These systems require high overpotantials to
drive the water splitting reactions.
6.1.2 Graphite-protected CsPbBr3 perovskite photoanodes functionalised
with water oxidation catalyst for oxygen evolution in water
In this work, an inexpensive, metal-free technique, compatible with large-scale man-
ufacturing was developed to protect halide perovskites from high humidity. This
novel coating material consisted of a mesoporous conductive carbon paste and a
commercially available conductive graphite sheet (GS). To prove the effectiveness of
this encapsulation technique, halide perovskite devices were tested in the harshest
condition: submerged under water. Charges were generated and extracted through
the electron and hole transport layers even when the device was completely sub-
merged in solution and the photovoltaic parameters measured before and after 2 h
of operation in water were unchanged.
Given the high water resistivity of this architecture, CsPbBr3 protected by lay-
ers of carbon paste and GS were used as photoanodes in PEC systems for the evo-
lution of oxygen from water. 1.23 V is the voltage required to overcome the ther-
modynamic barrier for water splitting, in practice higher voltages are necessary to
compensate for kinetic limitations and losses from solution. For this reason, inor-
ganic CsPbBr3 was chosen as we have been able to make solar cells with open circuit
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voltages of up to 1.45 V. [15] Stabilities of over 30 h of continuous operation in wa-
ter with currents above 2 mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE were achieved. The encapsulated
CsPbBr3-based photoanode was very stable across a wide range of pH (3-13) with
positive photocurrents that rose steeply from 0.6 VRHE.
The PEC performance of the photoanodes was enhanced by functionalising the
electrolyte-facing surface with an Ir-based water oxidation catalyst (WOC). The cat-
alyst was deposited on the surface by simply floating the GS on top of the activated
WOC solution at room temperature for 16 h. The presence of the WOC caused the
onset potential to shift to lower potentials by ∼100 mV due to accelerated charge
transfer and the photocurrent measured at 1.23 VRHE was about 30 % higher than the
WOC-free device. A faradaic efficiency for O2 evolution higher than 80 % was mea-
sured (photoanode at applied 1.23 VRHE), indicating that the observed photocurrent
was mainly due to O2 production.
The results summarised in this section have been published by Poli et al. (2019). [16]
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Metal-halide perovskites have been widely investigated in the photovoltaic sector due to
their promising optoelectronic properties and inexpensive fabrication techniques based on
solution processing. Here we report the development of inorganic CsPbBr3-based photo-
anodes for direct photoelectrochemical oxygen evolution from aqueous electrolytes. We use
a commercial thermal graphite sheet and a mesoporous carbon scaffold to encapsulate
CsPbBr3 as an inexpensive and efficient protection strategy. We achieve a record stability of
30 h in aqueous electrolyte under constant simulated solar illumination, with currents above
2mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE. We further demonstrate the versatility of our approach by grafting a
molecular Ir-based water oxidation catalyst on the electrolyte-facing surface of the sealing
graphite sheet, which cathodically shifts the onset potential of the composite photoanode
due to accelerated charge transfer. These results suggest an efficient route to develop stable
halide perovskite based electrodes for photoelectrochemical solar fuel generation.
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About 1 billion people still lack access to electricity, whichhas significant implications for healthcare, business andfood growing1. Stand-alone photovoltaic (PV) systems
might help electrify geographical areas with no grid access.
However, the intermittent nature of solar energy requires the
development of systems to store excess energy to be used
whenever the sun is not available. Storage in the form of
hydrogen has gained wide interest in recent years2. At present,
hydrogen production still relies on fossil fuels and is mostly based
on methane steam reforming and electrolysis3. The electricity
used to drive conventional electrolysers can come from PV
devices or wind turbines, reducing the reliance on fossil fuels.
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is an emerging tech-
nique that uses semiconductors submerged in aqueous solution
to directly split water into oxygen and hydrogen using sunlight.
The feasibility of both small and large scale PEC water splitting
has been shown to be technologically and economically viable4.
The development of efficient PEC electrodes can save in con-
struction costs as the PV power generator and electrolyser are
combined in just one system5. However, the development of
efficient visible-light absorber materials that are inexpensive and
stable in water is still challenging6,7.
Halide perovskites are promising materials for solar photo-
voltaic energy conversion thanks to their low cost, easy proces-
sability and high efficiency, with the current world-record
efficiency standing at 23.7%8. Unfortunately, lead halide per-
ovskites are extremely moisture sensitive and need to be protected
from high humidity environments9,10, severely limiting their use
for direct PEC water splitting applications. Several approaches
have been used to improve the stability of halide perovskite solar
cells towards humidity, such as the use of more hydrophobic alkyl
ammonium salts11,12, surface passivation by hygroscopic poly-
mers, carbon nanotubes and long chain ligands13–16 or through
2D/3D hybrid structures17–20. However, none of these techniques
have thus far succeeded in protecting perovskite films when
submerged in water for extended periods of time as required for
application in direct water splitting.
The first example of sunlight-driven water splitting with halide
perovskite tandem cells showed a solar-to-hydrogen (STH) effi-
ciency of 12.3%21. Two CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells were connected
in series and combined with Ni electrodes coated in a layer of
NiFe. The NiFe was used as bifunctional catalyst for both the
oxygen and hydrogen reactions, and in the following years other
examples of water splitting driven by halide perovskite solar cells
have been reported22–24. As a result of the inherent moisture
sensitivity of most halide perovskite materials, the use of halide
perovskites as photoelectrodes in direct contact with aqueous
electrolytes remains less explored. The first example of a halide
perovskite solar cell used as a photoanode was reported in 2015,
where a CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite-based device was protected with
a thin Ni layer deposited by magnetron sputtering25. Promising
initial photocurrents of 12.5 mA cm−2 were achieved that gra-
dually dropped to 2.5 mA cm−2 within 15 min using S2− as a
sacrificial reductant. The same Ni encapsulation technique was
later integrated with carbon nanotube/polymer composite pro-
tection layers26 and additional alkyl ammonium salts27 to extend
the operational stability to tens of minutes. A more efficient
encapsulation was later demonstrated by Crespo-Quesada et al.,
who reported a CH3NH3PbI3-based photocathode protected by a
low-melting alloy of Bi, In and Sn (Field’s metal, FM), achieving
stability for about 1.5 h under continuous illumination28. The
same encapsulation technique was then used to fabricate a
CH3NH3PbI3 halide perovskite-based photoanode that lasted up
to 6 h29. FM was also used to protect a cesium formamidinium
methylammonium (CsFAMA) halide perovskite-based photo-
cathode in tandem with a BiVO4 photoanode that showed
stabilities of up to 20 h30. Finally, Zhang et al. reported a
CH3NH3PbI3-based photocathode encapsulated with Ti foil
sputtered with Pt, which operated for 12 h under continuous
illumination in water31. While some of these results appear
promising, all of the approaches reported so far rely on expensive
materials or sophisticated fabrication techniques.
Initial results on PEC water splitting with halide perovskite
materials used the archetypal CH3NH3PbI3 and CsFAMA triple-
cation mixed halide perovskite that produces photovoltages
around 1 V, which alone is below 1.23 V required for water
splitting. Wider-bandgap materials can provide higher photo-
voltages in the range required for water splitting. CsPbBr3 for
instance, a fully inorganic compound stable up to 500 °C under
N2, has an energy bandgap of 2.3 eV, and solar cells with very
high open-circuit voltages have been reported32–40. For example,
we have used CsPbBr3 in mesoporous carbon solar cells to obtain
efficiencies of 8.2% and open-circuit voltages up to 1.45 V41.
Recently, CsPbBr3 was used to fabricate a photocathode for
hydrogen generation that lasted more than 1 h in water but it
used again the expensive Field’s metal encapsulation42.
Here, we present the first report of efficient and stable light-
driven water oxidation using CsPbBr3-based photoanodes in
aqueous solution. A 20-μm-thick mesoporous carbon (m-c) layer
combined with a commercial hydrophobic graphite sheet (GS) is
used to effectively protect the highly moisture-sensitive CsPbBr3
from degradation in water. The TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS electrodes
operate in water across a very wide pH range (2–13), exhibiting
photocurrents of up to 3.8 mA cm−2 at an applied bias of 1.23
VRHE in acidic solution. Even more impressively they are stable
for 30 h of operation with currents above 2 mA cm−2 at 1.23
VRHE in aqueous alkaline electrolyte (pH 12.5) under continuous
simulated solar illumination of 1 sun (AM 1.5 G). We further
show the versatility of our photoanode architecture by functio-
nalising the GS surface with an Ir-based water oxidation catalyst
(WOC). The catalyst lowers the onset potential of the photoanode
by ~100 mV. The photovoltage measured in aqueous solution is
1.2 V at pH 3.5 and higher than 1.3 V at pH 8.8–12.5. For the first
time for a perovskite-based photoanode the Faradaic efficiency
of light-driven water oxidation can be assessed, showing our
CsPbBr3-based photoanodes to perform photoelectrochemical O2
evolution from water with a record efficiency of 82.3%.
Results
CsPbBr3 perovskite device preparation. CsPbBr3 is a fully
inorganic halide perovskite material, inherently unstable in water
like most other organic–inorganic halide perovskites. Supple-
mentary Fig. 1a, b shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
and UV-vis absorption of a CsPbBr3 film before and after it was
dipped in water for 1 s. The initial XRD spectrum was in good
agreement with the orthorombic perovskite structure43, however,
after immersion in water, its distinct (100), (110) and (200) dif-
fraction peaks rapidly disappeared and peaks characteristic of the
precursor materials PbBr2 and CsBr appeared. While pristine
CsPbBr3 has a bandgap of 2.35 eV with an absorption onset
corresponding to 530 nm giving rise to its yellow colour, after
immersion in water only a semitransparent white material
remains (PbBr2). Therefore, in order to use CsPbBr3 in aqueous
PEC cells for solar water splitting, effective protection strategies
need to be developed as for any other halide perovskite.
We prepared our perovskite photoanodes based on the
architecture of a standard carbon perovskite solar cell. Generally,
perovskite solar cells are made using an absorber material
sandwiched between an electron transport layer (ETL) and a hole
transport layer (HTL). In these cells, a compact layer of TiO2
deposited by spray pyrolysis and a doctor-bladed mesoporous
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carbon layer (m-carbon or m-c) were used as the ETL and HTL,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1a (Supplementary Fig. 2 shows a
schematic energy band diagram). CsPbBr3 solar cells with similar
carbon-based architectures have already shown good stability
over 3 months in humid air, thanks to the hydrophobic nature
of the m-carbon HTL44. Indeed, the water contact angle (WCA)
of the mesoporous carbon layer used here exceeded 90°
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Figure 1b shows a cross-sectional
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the as-prepared
CsPbBr3 structure with a 20-μm-thick m-carbon layer acting
as conducting contact. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping
images of the CsPbBr3 solar cell are shown in Supplementary
Fig. 4, confirming the formation of a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c stack.
Figure 1c shows the FTO|TiO2|CsPbBr3 interfaces with thin
layers of TiO2 and CsPbBr3 of about 50 and 350 nm, respectively.
We first prepared photoanodes with a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c
configuration (schematic illustration in Supplementary Fig. 5a),
where the 20 μm-carbon layer aimed to provide waterproof
protection to the moisture-sensitive CsPbBr3. Supplementary
Fig. 5b shows the current density-voltage (JV) curve of a typical
TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c solar cell measured under AM 1.5 G. and solar
simulated light at 100 mW cm−2. As shown in Supplementary
Fig. 5c and Supplementary Note 1, the TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c
photoanode in pH 9 aqueous electrolyte exhibited a photocurrent
density of ~0.4 at 1.23 VRHE. Chronoamperometry was performed
at pH 9 and 13 at 1.23 VRHE and is shown in Supplementary
Fig. 6a and Supplementary Fig. 7. Promisingly, the photoanode
retained 70% of its initial value over 20 min testing and H2
bubbles were generated on the Pt counter electrode (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6b). The photocurrent density was also measured with
monochromatic light, showing that CsPbBr3 was still absorbing
visible light at wavelengths λ < 530 nm after 15 min of immersion
in water at pH 9 (see Supplementary Fig. 6c). This photocurrent
density could not be assigned to the TiO2 layer or to the
formation of PbBr2 since a control photoanode consisting of
TiO2|PbBr2|m-c generated a maximum of 0.067 mA cm−2 at
1.23 VRHE (Supplementary Fig. 8).
Protection of perovskite device in water. In order to more
efficiently protect CsPbBr3 from water, a 25 μm self-adhesive
graphite sheet (GS) was placed on top of the mesoporous carbon
layer, to create TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS photoanodes (see Fig. 2a).
While the mesoporous carbon acts as an effective HTL due to its
intimate contact with the perovskite absorber layer, the GS offers a
more compact seal that can protect the halide perovskite more
efficiently from liquid water percolation (see Hg porosimetry of
m-c and GS in Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Note 2
showing differences in porosity). Similar to mesoporous carbon,
the GS is distinctly hydrophobic (measured WCA is 98°, shown
in Supplementary Fig. 10) and it offers excellent thermal and
electrical conductivity (1600Wm−1 K−1 and 20,000 S cm−1,
respectively). Figure 2b shows that the JV curves of the TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS measured as solar cells before and after 2 h of
PEC operation in water were unchanged, indicating extraordinary
water stability. As shown from the linear sweep voltammetry













Fig. 1 Configuration of CsPbBr3 devices. a Structure of standard carbon solar cell (illuminated through the FTO glass as indicated by the yellow arrows).
Electron-hole (e−/h+) pairs are generated in the CsPbBr3 thin layer, then e− and h+ are collected in the TiO2 and m-carbon layers, respectively. b Cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the as-prepared CsPbBr3 perovskite solar cell (scale bar 10 μm). c Magnification of the cross-

















































Fig. 2 TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS as solar cell and photoanode. a Schematic illustration of the CsPbBr3 photoanode for PEC O2 evolution: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS
uses commercial conductive GS on the m-carbon layer; The photoanode is illuminated through the FTO glass. b Photovoltaic current density-voltage curves
measured under simulated AM 1.5 G solar light (100mWcm−2) before and after 2 h of immersion in water. Curves shown are measured in reverse scan.
c Typical linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measured under PEC conditions at a scan rate of 20mV s−1, measured in 0.1 M KNO3 at pH 4.3, under
continuous simulated AM 1.5 G solar illumination, 1 sun
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0.6 VRHE on, achieving a photocurrent density of 2.5 mA cm−2 at
1.23 VRHE.
The wavelength dependence of the incident photon-to-current
efficiency (IPCE) measured in aqueous solution in Fig. 3a showed
an onset wavelength of 530 nm for the TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS,
which corresponds exactly to the onset light absorption of
CsPbBr3 in Supplementary Fig. 1b. An IPCE efficiency of about
70% was measured at 500 nm. In contrast, an IPCE efficiency
lower than 10% was measured at 500 nm for the TiO2|CsPbBr3|
m-c in water (Supplementary Fig. 11), suggesting that the
CsPbBr3 partially degraded when protected by the m-c layer on
its own. The GS, however, proved to be a particularly effective
encapsulation layer which did not hinder charge transport. This
was confirmed by the JV curves of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c measured
before and after applying the GS on the surface, which are
shown in Supplementary Fig. 12 and Supplementary Table 1. The
Voc, Jsc and FF of the device decreased by only about 5% after
the GS was applied on the surface, confirming that holes could
be properly extracted through the GS layer. Photographs in
Fig. 3b show O2 and H2 gas bubbles evolving from the GS active
area of the CsPbBr3 based photoanode and the Pt counter
electrode, respectively.
Figure 3c shows chronoamperometry recorded at an applied
potential of 1.23 VRHE in electrolyte at pH 12.5. The TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS photoanodes were stable under chopped
illumination in basic aqueous electrolyte for more than 5 h and
the photoanode’s current increased from 1.5 to 2 mA cm−2
during this time. This represents the first example of halide
perovskite-based photoeletrodes, protected with inexpensive
protection layers, which can demonstrate stable photocurrents
for hours.
To investigate the long-term stability of the CsPbBr3-based
photoanode, chronoamperometry was recorded at a constant
applied potential of 1.23 VRHE in aqueous solution (0.1 M KNO3)
under continuous illumination. The evolution of the photo-
current density with time at different pH until the end of life is
shown in Supplementary Fig. 13. The device achieved a lifetime of
34 h in an alkaline electrolyte and 23 h in near-neutral solution,
while the longest lifetime tested in acidic solutions was 7.8 h.
Figure 3d shows a photograph of the PEC cell after 18 h of
operation, with oxygen bubbles still emerging from the active
area of the photoanode inside the PEC cell. The end of life of
all devices tested at different pH was always caused by
delamination and fracture of the GS surface (Supplementary
Fig. 14). In contrast to previous reports in the literature, which all
reported constant decreasing photocurrent under continuous
illumination29,31, we observed an increasing photocurrent during
the measurement, especially in near-neutral pH, where the
photoanode’s current density gradually increased under illumina-
tion reaching a peak of 2.5 mA cm−2 after 16.7 h (Supplementary
Fig. 13). We believe that soaking effects are responsible for
causing the increase in photocurrents. Tensile strength measure-
ments showed that the GS material used to encapsulate the
moisture-sensitive perovskite layer does experience changes in its
mechanical properties when exposed to aqueous electrolyte at pH
7 (as shown in Supplementary Fig. 15). The decrease in stiffness
observed likely reflects swelling during soaking that can expose a







































Fig. 3 TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS PEC performance in water. a Incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) measured in aqueous 0.1 M KNO3 solution with the
pH adjusted to 12 with KOH; electrode was subjected to monochromatic light irradiation at 1.23 VRHE. b Photographs of the PEC cell under operation,
showing H2 and O2 gas bubbles evolving from the counter electrode (Pt) and the photoanode, respectively. c Chronoamperometric trace recorded at
an applied potential of 1.23 VRHE in KOH electrolyte solution at pH 12.5, under chopped simulated solar light irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 100mWcm−2).
d Photographs of the photoanode immersed in the electrolyte solution after 18 h of continuous operation, showing oxygen bubbles evolving from the
active area
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oxidation performance. To further verify this effect of soaking,
we tested a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS photoanode with intermittent
electrolyte soaking in the dark at open circuit. The results in
Supplementary Fig. 16 show that the photocurrent density
increased every time the photoanode was illuminated again
following a period of soaking. Another possible explanation for
the increase in photocurrent is possible structural modification of
the CsPbBr3 due to halide migration under light soaking45.
Mosconi et al. proposed that Frenkel defects ðVþx =Xi Þ in halide
perovskites heal during irradiation due to lower energy barriers
for halide (X) migration in the photoexcited state46. Indeed, we
previously showed that the efficiency of CsPbBr3 carbon solar
cells increased under light soaking41. Gradual increase in current
over time has been also recently reported for two dimensional/
three dimensional perovskite carbon solar cells and triple-cation
perovskite devices47.
In order to further optimise the photoanode and enhance the
stability of the GS when exposed to aqueous electrolyte, we
measured the performance of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS using a 70-
μm-thick GS (GS70). Even though a thicker GS was used, charges
were still efficiently extracted when testing the device as a solar
cell before PEC testing (Supplementary Fig. 17 and Supplemen-
tary Table 2). Figure 4 shows chronoamperometry of TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS70 photoanodes recorded at a constant applied
potential of 1.23 VRHE in aqueous solution (0.1 M KNO3, pH 7)
under continuous illumination. The photoanode exhibited
photocurrents above 2 mA cm−2 for about 30 h. Eventually, the
silicone-epoxy resin sealing on the slide edges partly degraded in
the electrolyte solution, letting some water pass through it, which
slowly degraded the CsPbBr3 material to PbBr2 (Supplementary
Fig. 18). The GS70 was still intact at the end of the experiment
and as mentioned above the failure was due to degradation of the
sealant. In contrast, failure in devices with GS25 protecting layers
occurred due to fracture of the GS after extended operation in
water. This clearly indicates that thicker GS protection layers,
along with better sealing materials, can extend the lifetime of
these composite photoanodes even further.
Functionalisation of GS with a water oxidation catalyst. To test
the versatility of our encapsulated perovskite-based photoanodes
and to further improve their efficiency at lower potentials,
the addition of an iridium-based water oxidation catalyst
(WOC)48–50 was explored. The [Ir(μO)(pyalk)(H2O)2]22+ cata-
lyst chosen has previously been shown to rapidly and irreversibly
adsorb to the surface of indium tin oxide (ITO) and α-Fe2O3 as a
minimally thin molecular monolayer50–53. Grafitingly, we also
found it to robustly bind to graphitic surfaces after simply floating
the GS on an activated WOC solution at room temperature for
16 h (Fig. 5a). Supplementary Fig. 19 shows EDX mapping images
and the elemental composition of the GS|WOC, providing direct
evidence for the presence of the Ir-WOC on the surface and
showing its localisation around oxidic edges on the GS surface50.
Evidence for the presence of the catalyst was also provided by
electrochemical measurements of the GS|WOC sheet. Figure 5b
shows cyclic voltammetry (CV) with a clear catalytic wave for
water oxidation starting at about 1.4 VRHE54. As previously
reported for the Ir-WOC in solution49 and on ITO surfaces50, the
quasi-reversible redox process centred around 1 VRHE appears in
acidic media and corresponds to the IrIII/IrIV redox couple50.
Comparing CVs of both bare and functionalised GS across a pH
range of 2–13 (Supplementary Fig. 20) showed the overpotentials
for oxygen evolution to increase with increasing pH for both
materials, but with distinctly lower overpotentials in the presence
of the Ir-WOC at all pH values (Fig. 5c).
These pre-functionalised GS|WOC sheets could easily be used
to fabricate TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC photoanodes as illu-
strated in Fig. 6a using a straightforward procedure under
ambient conditions. When measured as a photoanode in aqueous
solution at pH 2.5, a cathodic shift in the onset potential Von of
100 mV was observed with respect to unfunctionalised TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS (Fig. 6b). Moreover, the PEC photocurrent
density was found to rise faster with applied potential compared
with TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS, a clear sign of improved hole
transport and O2 evolution kinetics as seen previously for the
same Ir-WOC on haematite photoanodes52. The shift in the Von
to more negative potentials was observed also at higher pHs 4 and
7 (Supplementary Fig. 21 and Supplementary Note 3) and it was
in agreement with Tafel plots (Supplementary Fig. 22). Supple-
mentary Fig. 23 shows CVs for complete TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|
WOC photoanodes at pH 2.5, 4 and 7. The photocurrent density
was higher and the onset potential shifted to more negative values
at low pH, as already evidenced by the overpotential trend
observed in Fig. 5c as a function of pH.
Open-circuit measurements were performed in the dark and
under illumination in different electrolytes (Fig. 7a). The
difference between the dark open-circuit voltage and that under
illumination determines the photovoltage ΔVph of the photo-
anode52. TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC
showed similar open-circuit potential (OCP) and ΔVph at
equilibrium, showing again that the enhanced activity of TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC is not a thermodynamic effect but the
result of enhanced charge transfer kinetics. When 1.23 VRHE were
applied in a three-electrode PEC system, similar water oxidation
photocurrents for photoanodes with and without WOC were
obtained (Supplementary Figs 24 and 25 and Supplementary
Note 4). The long-term performance and stability of TiO2|
CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC showed the addition of the WOC to
afford almost 20% higher initial photocurrents of 3.5 mA cm−2
and nearly three times longer lifetime of 17 h in acidic electrolyte
than the bare TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS under the same conditions
(Fig. 7b).
O2 production with functionalised perovskite photoanode. The
amount of O2 produced over time by a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|
WOC was enough to be monitored using an oxygen probe in the
headspace of a gas-tight PEC cell. Figure 8a shows the detected
and predicted O2 evolution as a function of time under con-
tinuous simulated solar light illumination (1 sun, AM 1.5 G) at an
applied voltage of 1.23 VRHE, with the predicted amount of O2
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Fig. 4 Long-term stability of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS70 in water.
Chronoamperometric trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS70 recorded at an
applied potential of 1.23 VRHE. 0.1 M KNO3 electrolyte solution pH 7, under
continuous simulated solar light irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 100mWcm−2)
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Supplementary Fig. 26 and Supplementary Note 5. Figure 8b
shows the Faradaic efficiency of the light-driven water oxidation,
which reached values as high as 82.3% using this unoptimised
small-scale laboratory setup (Supplementary Discussion). This
value compares favourably with other photoanode materials
such as WO3 and TiO255,56, and represents the first successful
measurement of a Faradaic efficiency of a stable perovskite-based
photoanode in aqueous solution.
The photovoltages of about 1.35 V measured in neutral to
alkaline media (pH= 8.8 and 12.5 V) exceeded the thermody-
namic 1.23 V required for electrolysis of water. In practice, most
PEC devices require photovoltages in the range of 1.7–2 V to
effectively overcome the kinetic limitations of proton reduction
and water oxidation at the electrolyte interface and drive unbiased
solar water splitting57,58. Indeed, when an unbiased two-electrode
measurement was performed with TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS and Pt
electrodes at pH 2.5, very low photocurrent of 0.05 mA cm−2 was
measured (Fig. 9a). Excitingly, when a surface functionalised
TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC was tested under the same condi-
tions, a photocurrent of 0.1 mA cm−2 was sustained for more
than 5 min (Fig. 9b).
Unfortunately the corresponding amount of O2 produced was
below the detection limit of our oxygen probe (theoretically we
generated 28 nmol after 2 h in de-aerated solution, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 27), but the photocurrents observed for TiO2|CsPbBr3|
m-c|GS|WOC constitute an exciting glimpse at the possibility of
unbiased solar water splitting that might become possible with
these photoanode architectures after some further optimisation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a straightforward
versatile and highly effective approach for the fabrication of
stable inorganic halide perovskite-based photoanodes using an





















































Fig. 6 TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC as solar cell and photoanode. a Schematic illustration of the CsPbBr3 photoanode for PEC O2 evolution: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-
c|GS|WOC uses commercial conductive GS functionalised with an Ir-based catalyst. The photoanode is illuminated from the back side. b Linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) of a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS and a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC measured at a scan rate of 20mV s−1, in a 0.1 M KNO3 electrolyte
solution with pH 2.5 (pH adjusted with H2SO4)


















































































Fig. 5 Formation of the WOC and functionalisation of the GS surface. a Oxidative activation of the iridium precursor (top) and functionalisation of the
GS surface (bottom). b Cyclic voltammetry (CV) scan of GS and GS functionalised with the Ir-WOC measured in 0.1 M KNO3 at pH 2.6, with scan rate of
50mV s−1. The inset shows a close-up of the potential axis, where the IrIII/IrIV couple can be seen. c Electrode overpotentials at 10 μA cm−2 as a function
of the pH of the solution. The error bars represent standard deviation
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available graphite sheet as hole transport and protection layers.
This encapsulation technique was effective in increasing the
photocurrent density of the CsPbBr3-based photoanodes from
0.4 to more than 2mA cm−2 at 1.23 VRHE, and at the same time
protected the perovskite from degradation by the aqueous
electrolyte. The so-sealed photoanodes worked efficiently in
aqueous electrolytes with IPCE values above 70% for direct light-
driven water oxidation in aqueous solution, showing good activity
over a wide pH range of 2–13. Photocurrents above 2 mA cm−2
were obtained for 30 h of continuous illumination in alkaline
aqueous solution. We have also demonstrated the versatility of
our photoanode device by effectively functionalising the
electrolyte-facing surface of the GS with an Ir-based WOC to
improve the onset potential of the photoanode by 100 mV in
acidic solutions via improved charge transport kinetics. High
Faradaic efficiencies for O2 evolution of up to 82.3% were
achieved over 2 h of continuous simulated sunlight irradiation
with such a TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC photoanode.
These composite cells are remarkably easy to synthesise
without the need for high temperature or vacuum techniques.
A working device could be fabricated by a single person using
standard laboratory techniques and inexpensive materials and
methods. The GS protection strategy used here for oxygen
evolution in water can also be used to enhance the lifetime of
perovskite solar cells, where the flexible nature of graphite may
allow for roll-to-roll processing for efficient large scale manu-
facturing. We believe that this design represents a promising
lead for using inexpensive, high performance but inherently
moisture and water-sensitive perovskite materials in integrated
photoelectrochemical cells for solar energy conversion. The
flexibility of the underlying perovskite material and option of
adding matched oxygen-evolution catalysts allows for a high
degree of variability that promises application in a wide range
of different architectures.
Methods
Photoanode fabrication. FTO glass TEC 7 (Sigma-Aldrich) was etched with zinc
powder and HCl (2M). It was then cleaned in 2 vol% Hellmanex solution in water,
followed by de-ionised (DI) water, acetone (VWR), 2-propanol (IPA, VWR) and
ethanol (EtOH,VWR) before being treated with UV-Ozone cleaning (in ProClea-
ner PLUS for 20 min). A compact TiO2 layer was deposited by spray pyrolysis,
using a hand-held atomiser to spray 0.2 M solution of titanium diisopropoxide bis
(acetylacetonate) (75 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) in EtOH onto the substrates held at 500
°C. Substrates were then sintered at this temperature for 10 min. PbBr2 solution (1
M in DMF) was spin coated on top of the substrates held at 70 °C at 2500 rpm for
30 s and each cell was further sintered at 70 °C for 30 min. The cell was then
immersed in the CsBr solution (17 mgml−1 in methanol) kept at 50 °C in a vertical
staining jar for 30 min before being annealed at 150 °C for 30 min. A carbon paste
(black carbon+ graphite, Gwent Electronic Materials) was doctor bladed as top
contact on top of the CsPbBr3 film. Devices were further post-annealed at 380 °C
for 30 min in air for the mesoporous carbon (m-c) layer formation. A graphite
thermal sheet (RS, Panasonic, 1600Wm−1 K−1, 180 × 115 mm, 0.025 mm, self-
adhesive on one side) was stuck by hand onto the mesoporous carbon top layer.
The device was finally sealed (except an active area of 0.25 cm2) with commercial
silicone and epoxy resin left to harden out at room temperature overnight.
















































Fig. 7 Comparison of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS with and without Ir-WOC.
a Open-circuit potential (OCP) of photoanodes measured in 0.1 M KNO3
solutions with different pH; Measurements performed in the dark are
shown with solid symbols, while the ones performed under illumination are
shown with open symbols; The photovoltage ΔVph measured for each
sample is given. b Chronoamperometric trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|
WOC recorded at an applied potential of 1.23 VRHE. The electrolyte was
0.1 M KNO3 adjusted to pH 2.5 with H2SO4, under continuous simulated
solar light irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 100mWcm−2)
b
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Fig. 8 O2 evolution performance on TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC.
a Detected (open square) and predicted (close square) O2 production under
continuous simulated solar light irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 100mWcm−2), in
0.1 M KNO3 adjusted to pH 3.5 with H2SO4. b Faradaic efficiency for O2
evolution
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Ir catalyst preparation. The iridium precursor [Cp*Ir(pyalc)Cl] was synthesised
according to previous literature reports59. Forty-eight milligrams of the precursor
(0.1 mmol) was added to 20 ml of DI water in an open beaker and a clear
orange solution was stirred vigorously for 5 min. Under constant stirring, 540 mg
(2.5 mmol) of NaIO4 were added to the beaker and the dark blue solution was
allowed to stir overnight at room temperature. A piece of GS was floated on the
unstirred, blue Ir-WOC solution overnight to bind the catalyst. It was then rinsed
with DI water and left to dry at room temperature.
Device characterisation. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected
using a Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source. Measure-
ments were taken from 2θ values in the range 5–80°.
Thin film UV-vis optical transmission and reflectance measurements were
performed on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750S UV/Vis spectrometer, from 900 to 300
nm. The absorption coefficient was calculated as α ¼ ln ð1RÞ2T
 
.
The cross-sectional microscopy morphology was studied using a JEOL
SEM6480LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) (20 kV acceleration voltage
and a magnification of 5000) and a JEOL JSM-6301F Field emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM) for high resolution imaging.
Solar cell JV curves were measured using Keithley 2601A potentiostat, under
simulated sunlight AM 1.5 G (100 mW cm−2) with a solar simulator Class AAA
with a HMI Lamp (200W/70V). A WPVS reference cell (Fraunhofer ISE) in
accordance with international standard requirements of IEC 60904-2 was used to
calibrate the light. The cell was held at 1.5 V under illumination for 5 s before
scanning in reverse. The PV performance was not confirmed from independent
certification laboratories. The voltage was swept from 1.5 to 0 V and back to 1.5 V
at 100 mV s−1.
The PEC performances of the devices were investigated in aqueous solutions
0.1 M KNO3, with pH adjusted by using H2SO4 or KOH. When specified, a
buffered solution of K-borate at pH 9 was used. The measurements were carried
out in a three-electrode system with Pt as a counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as a
reference electrode. The PEC electrolyte was exposed to air during measurement.
The measured potentials versus Ag/AgCl were then converted to the RHE scale
using the Nernst equation ERHE= EAg/AgCl+ 0.059pH+ 0.205. The PEC
performance, such as LSV and chronoamperometry, was measured with a
Compactstat IVIUM potentiostat under simulated solar illumination (AM 1.5 G
filtered 100 mW cm−2) with 300W Xe source (Lot-QD) from the back side. The
intensity of the light at the working electrode position was measured by certified
and calibrated SEL033/U photodetector (International Light Technologies). UV or
IR light reaching the FTO-coated glass TEC7 is not further filtered but the latter
glass may do some UV filtering (absorption spectra of FTO and FTO|TiO2 are in
Supplementary Fig. 28). LSV curves were measured at a scanning rate of 20 mV s−1
and chronoamperometry experiments were conducted at 1.23 VRHE.
IPCE measurements were performed from 300 to 900 nm with the same light
source passing through a monochromator (MSH-300F LOT QuantumDesign)
without the AM 1.5 G filter at an applied bias of 1.23 VRHE. The intensity of the
monochromatic light was measured by a SEL033/U photodetector (International
Light Technologies).
OCP measurement were performed in a 3-electrode PEC cell. The voltage was
measured versus the reference electrode Ag/AgCl when the current flowing
through the system was set to be 0. The photovoltage was calculated by subtracting
the OCP measured in the dark and under 1 sun illumination (AM 1.5 G filtered
100 mW cm−2).
The O2 evolution was probed using a compact fibre-optic oxygen metre
(FireStingO2) using a robust oxygen probe (XB7-546-206) in the three-electrode
system previously purged with N2 in a gas-tight quartz cell. TDIP temperature
sensor was used to give automatic compensation for minor fluctuation in the
PEC cell temperature. The faradaic efficiency was calculated by dividing the
experimental O2 produced and the theoretical O2 calculated from
chronoamperometric traces, assuming that O2 formation liberates four electrons.
The amount of oxygen dissolved in the liquid was calculated according to
Henry’s law (KH= 769.23 atmM−1) and added to the amount detected in the
headspace.
CV scans of GS and GS|WOC were performed using an AUTOLAB potentiostat
in H2SO4 solution (pH 3.5) with 0.5M KNO3 at a scan rate of 20mV s−1. Ag/AgCl
and Pt were used as reference and counter electrodes, respectively.
Ultimate stress and strain was measured using a 50 kN Instron Instrument and
samples prepared according to the standard for tensile testing of polymer thin
films. Sample was 75 mm long and ~6 mm wide along the working region of the
tensile test sample. Stress calculated according to stress= force/area.
Data availability
All relevant data are available from the authors. All data associated with the paper have
been deposited online and can be freely and permanently accessed at https://doi.org/
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Supplementary Figure 1: Instability of CsPbBr3 in water. a XRD patterns of CsPbBr3
films before and after immersion in water for 1 s. b UV-Vis spectra of CsPbBr3 films
before and after immersion in water for 1 s; Picture showing the as prepared CsPbBr3
film.
2
Supplementary Figure 2: Energy band diagram of CsPbBr3-based devices. Schem-
atic of the energy band diagram of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-carbon stack used as photoanode in
a three-electrode PEC system.
3
Supplementary Figure 3: Hydrophobicity of the mesoporous carbon HTL. Water
contact angle of mesoporous carbon layer a doctor bladed and b screen printed onto FTO-
coated glass.
4
Supplementary Figure 4: Elemental composition of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c. Energy dis-
persive X-ray (EDX) mapping of the as-prepared TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c structure. Red col-
our indicates C (m-C top contact), green colour is Cs (CsPbBr3 absorber layer), light blue
colour is Ti (TiO2 ETM) and blue colour is Sn (FTO coated glass).
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Supplementary Figure 5: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c as solar cell and photoanode. a Schem-
atic illustrations of the CsPbBr3 photoanode for PEC O2 evolution: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c. b
Current density-voltage curve measured as a solar cells under simulated AM 1.5 G solar
light (100mWcm−2) before immersion in water. c LSV of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c photoan-
ode measured under chopped simulated solar light in a buffer solution (k-borate, pH=9).
(See Supplementary Note 1).
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Supplementary Figure 6: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c photoanode stability in water. a PEC
current density measured over time at an applied voltage of 1.23 VRHE under chopped
simulated solar light in buffer solution (k-borate, pH=9). b Picture of the three-electrode
system setup used during measurement, with H2 bubbles evolving from the Pt counter
electrode. c PEC current density under monochromatic light measured in a buffer solution
(k-borate, pH=9). Sample B was measured right after immersion while sample A was
measured after it has been tested under chopped light in water for 15min.
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Supplementary Figure 7: TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c photoanode stability over time. a PEC
current density measured over time at an applied voltage of 1.23 VRHE under chopped
simulated solar light in KOH solution pH 13. b Magnification of the response under
chopped light at minutes 8-15.
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Supplementary Figure 8: TiO2|PbBr2|m-c as photoanode. LSV of TiO2|PbBr2|m-c
measured under chopped simulated solar light in a buffer solution with pH=9.
9
Supplementary Figure 9: Porosity of m-c and GS. Hg porosimetry of a m-c and b GS
showing differences in porosity. (See Supplementary Note 2).
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Supplementary Figure 10: Hydrophobicity of GS. Water contact angle of GS.
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Supplementary Figure 11: Effect of GS encapsulation on PEC performance. a
Wavelength dependence of the IPCE for TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS
photoanodes in aqueous buffer solution (k-borate, pH 9) under monochromatic light ir-
radiation at 1.23V versus RHE. b Theoretical integrated photocurrent density obtained
from the IPCE measurement.
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Supplementary Figure 12: Effect of GS25 on photovoltaic proerties. JV curves meas-
ured under reverse (solid line) and forward scan (dotted line) of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c (black
line) and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS (red line). The same device was measured before and
after applying the GS on the surface. Supplementary table 1 lists the main photovoltaic
parameters with the relative percentage decrease after GS was applied on the surface.
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Supplementary Figure 13: Stability as a function of the pH. Chronoamperometric
trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS recorded at an applied potential of 1.23VRHE . 0.1 M
KNO3 electrolyte solution at pH adjusted to 2.5, 7 and 12.5 with H2SO4 and KOH, under
continuous simulated solar light irradiation (AM 1.5 G, 100mWcm−2).
14
Supplementary Figure 14: Fracture of GS causing water infiltration. Photograph of
the device tested at an applied potential of 1.23V versus RHE. 0.1 M KNO3 electrolyte
solution pH 7, under continuous simulated solar light irradiation after 23 h of operation
under continuous illumination.
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Supplementary Figure 15: Effect of soaking on the mechanical properties of GS.
Tensile strength measured for wet GS; The black line indicates GS soaked in aqueous
electrolyte for only 1 s. The blue line instead indicates a GS that has been immersed in
the aqueous electrolyte (0.1 M KNO3, pH 7) for 18 h.
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Supplementary Figure 16: Effect of soaking on the photocurrent density. Chro-
noamperometric trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS recorded in 0.1 M KNO3 solution (pH
7) with an applied potential of 1.23 VRHE . Between each measurement the device was
kept in the electrolyte solution for 1 hour in the dark at open circuit.
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Supplementary Figure 17: Effect of GS70 on the photovoltaic properties. JV curves
measured under reverse (solid line) and forward scan (dotted line) of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c
(black line) and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS70 (green line). The same device was measured
before and after applying the GS70 on the surface. Supplementary table 2 lists the main
photovoltaic parameters with the relative percentage decrease after GS70 was applied on
the surface.
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Supplementary Figure 18: PEC cell with three electrode configuration. Photograph
of the three-electrode PEC cell with TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS70 photoanode used as work-
ing electrode. Water got through the device layers, dissolving the absorber material due
to a leakage through the seal after the silicone-epoxy resin partially degraded in the elec-
trolyte because of the long time immersion in water.
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Supplementary Figure 19: Elemental composition of GS|WOC. EDX mapping im-
ages and elemental composition of GS|WOC, confirming the presence of Ir on the surface.
Top-view SEM images were taken at different magnification. a scale bar 200 µm and b
elemental composition of the area delimited by magenta borders in a (labelled Spectrum
1). c scale bar 40 µm and d elemental composition of the area delimited by magenta bor-
ders in c (labelled Spectrum 1). e scale bar 20 µm and f elemental composition of the area
delimited by magenta borders in e (labelled Spectrum 2).
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Supplementary Figure 20: Effect of pH on the water oxidation of GS|WOC. CV
scans of GS|WOC electrodes performed in 0.1 M KNO3 solution with pH adjusted with
H2SO4 and KOH; scan rate of 50mV s
−1
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Supplementary Figure 21: Effect of pH on the onset potential. LSV of
TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS photoanodes with and without functionalised GS measured in 0.1
M KNO3 with pH adjusted with H2SO4 and KOH at a 4, b 7 and c 12.9. The photocur-
rent density has been normalised with respect to the maximum value obtained. d Onset
potentials of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS (GS) and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC (GS|WOC)
photoanodes as a function of the pH. (See Supplementary Note 3).
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Supplementary Figure 22: Tafel analysis of GS|WOC. Tafel plots of a GS and b
GS|WOC derived from the cyclic voltammograms displayed in Fig 20. c Tafel slopes
of GS and GS|WOC electrodes as a function of pH of the solution
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Supplementary Figure 23: Effect of pH on the TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC PEC
performance. CV scans of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC electrodes performed in 0.1 M
KNO3 solution at pH 2.5, 4 and 7 with a scan rate of 50mV s
−1. The reduction wave for
the IrV/IV couple can be seen on the reverse scan, while it is not detected in the forward
scan. The same behaviour was previously observed on hematite photoanodes functional-
ised with the same Ir-WOC. 1
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Supplementary Figure 24: PV and PEC performance of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS
devices. a PEC current density measured at 1.23V versus RHE averaged over 11 and
7 samples respectively (error bars indicate the standard deviation). b JV curves of the as-
prepared TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c solar cells used to prepare the photoanodes for PEC testing.
The solid line is measured under reverse scan. The dotted line is measured under forward
scan. c Chronoamperometric traces of the resulting photoanodes TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS
and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC recorded in 0.1 M KNO3 with pH adjusted to 3.5 with
H2SO4 under constant illumination. (See Supplementary Note 4).
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Supplementary Figure 25: Statistical analysis of PV and PEC performance of
TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS. a Box plots of the main photovoltaic parameters of the as-
prepared TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c solar cells used to prepare the photoanodes for PEC testing. b
Box plots of PEC J at 1.23V versus RHE of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-
c|GS|WOC. The green markers indicate the average value. (See Supplementary Note 4).
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Supplementary Figure 26: Stability of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC in three-
electrode configuration. Chronoamperometric trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC re-
corded in 0.1 M KNO3 with pH adjusted to 3.5 with H2SO4 under continuous simulated
solar light illumination during O2 evolution detection. (See Supplementary Note 5).
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Supplementary Figure 27: Stability of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC in two-electrode
configuration. Chronoamperometric trace of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC recorded in a
two-electrode cell in 0.1 M KNO3 (pH adjusted to 2.5 with H2SO4) without applying any
external bias between the working and Pt counter electrode and predicted O2 production,
assuming that O2 formation liberates 4 electrons.
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Supplementary Figure 28: Absorbance of FTO c-glass substrates. UV-Vis absorbance
of glass coated with FTO and FTO|TiO2
29
Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1: Effect of GS25 on the main photovoltaic parameters. Photo-
voltaic parameters of the TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c solar cell shown in Supplementary Figure 12
before and after applying the GS25 on top of m-c layer.
TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c/GS % decrease
Jsc (mAcm
−2) 5.43 5.12 5.7
Voc (V) 1.36 1.31 3.7
FF 0.56 0.53 5.3
PCE (%) 4.13 3.50 15.2
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Supplementary Table 2: Effect of GS70 on the main photovoltaic parameters. Photo-
voltaic parameters of the TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c solar cell shown in Supplementary Figure 17
before and after applying the GS70 on top of m-c layer.
TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c TiO2/CsPbBr3/m-c/GS70 % decrease
Jsc (mAcm
−2) 6.04 5.94 1.7
Voc (V) 1.39 1.37 1.4
FF 0.53 0.47 11.3
PCE (%) 4.47 3.85 13.9
31
Supplementary Notes
Supplementary Note 1 Supplementary Fig. 5: Since electrolytes were exposed to
air, oxygen reduction taking place at the FTO electrodes explains the dark negative cur-
rent at cathodic potentials. 2 Indeed, when all the photoanode but the active area was
covered with epoxy, avoiding physical contact between the FTO substrate and the elec-
trolyte solution, the dark current at negative potentials was substantially reduced. Similar
dark negative currents have been reported in literature 3–5 and they are not particularly rel-
evant to the performance of the photoanode that was studied at higher applied potentials
of 1.23VRHE , where the dark current is in fact zero.
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Supplementary Note 2 Supplementary Fig. 9: The porosity of m-c and GS have been
measured via mercury porosimetry analysis, which studies the progressive intrusion of
mercury into a porous structure under stringently controlled pressures (going from low
to high penetration pressure). This technique allows to determine the pore size of the
material. The steep part of the curve in Fig. 9a represents the mercury penetration in
well-defined pores. The mesoporous carbon layer m-c is highly porous. In contrast, GS
is highly compact and dense and has a very poor porosity.
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Supplementary Note 3 Supplementary Fig. 21d: The onset potential Von of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-
c|GS and TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC has been measured in electrolytes with pH ranging
between 2.5 and 12. Herein, Von is defined conservatively as the potential that corres-
ponds to the intercept between the dark current and the tangent to the maximum slope of
the current rise under illumination. 6
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Supplementary Note 4 Supplementary Fig. 24 and Supplementary Fig. 25: Average
PEC current density J measured on 11 TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS and 7 TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-
c|GS|WOC photoanodes at 1.23VRHE . Measurements were taken from distinct samples.
The PEC J at 1.23VRHE of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS was on average 47% of Jsc of the
as-prepared solar cells, while PEC J of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC was 64% of Jsc of
the as-prepared solar cells. The average water oxidation photocurrents are equal but the
average photovoltaic currents (Jsc) of TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC devices were lower
than the ones measured for TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS.
Box plots in Supplementary Fig 25: The boxes plot the first and third quartiles, and
the band inside the box is the second quartile (the median). The ends of the whiskers
represent that the lowest datum is still within 1.5 of the interquartile range (IQR) of the
lower quartile, and the highest datum is still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. Red
crosses indicate outlier data that are out of the 1.5 IQR.
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Supplementary Note 5 The O2 evolution on the TiO2|CsPbBr3|m-c|GS|WOC under
constant illumination at 1.23V versus RHE was measured. Supplementary Fig. 26 shows
the chronoamperometric trace recorded during O2 evolution detection, which was used to
calculate the predicted O2 production.
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Supplementary Discussion
The predicted O2 value was compared with the measured oxygen level to calculated the
Faradaic efficiency. A Faradaic efficiency of 80.9% was achieved after 2 h of testing. Part
of the generated oxygen will dissolve in the solution (which is purged for 15minute with
N2 before the start of the experiment) and therefore would not be detected by an oxygen
probe in the headspace of the cell. The oxygen dissolved in the liquid was estimated
according to Henry’s law.
The observed delay between the generation of O2 at the photoanode surface and the actual
detection in the headspace of the cell can be assigned to the slow diffusion of oxygen into
the membrane of the electrode sensor. 7 In fact, before reaching the probe and be detected,
oxygen has to diffuse through any porosity in the graphite layers, saturate the electrolyte,
diffuse in the headspace, and finally diffuse through the sensor membrane.
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6.1.3 Contemporary assessment
The paper ’Graphite-protected CsPbBr3 perovskite photoanodes functionalised with
water oxidation catalyst for oxygen evolution in water’ by Poli et al. demonstrated
a facile technique to encapsulate CsPbBr3 and develop photoanodes for the photo-
electrochemical evolution of oxygen from water. [16] This was the first example of a
CsPbBr3-based photoanode and the first time that commercially available graphite
sheets were used as protection layers. Most of the works that reported the use of
halide perovskites in PEC systems used CH3NH3PbI3-based electrodes. The limita-
tion in using the archetypal MAPbI3 is its limited photovoltage that requires high
overpotentials to drive water splitting reactions.
The use of a metal-free material to encapsulate and protect the absorber layer
was another important aspect of the publication. In fact, previous works only re-
ported the use of Ni, Ti foil and FM to protect the sensitive halide perovskite ma-
terial. While the paper by Poli et al. was under final review and consideration for
publication, Tao et al. published a CH3NH3PbI3 photoanode encapsulated with in-
expensive conductive carbon paste and silver conductive paint. [14] Even though
the latter technique proved to be effective in protecting the sensitive CH3NH3PbI3,
more complex architectures were used when compared to the method proposed by
Poli et al.. A triple mesoporous screen printed cell (TiO2, ZrO2 and m-c) infiltrated
with a MAPbI3 perovskite solution was used. On top of the m-c layer, an extra con-
ductive carbon paste layer, a silver conductive paint layer and a final conductive
carbon paste layer were deposited. A faradaic efficiency >80 % was achieved and
the photocurrent density decreased by ∼30 % over 12 h of continuous operation due
to water infiltration through existent pinholes. The use of carbon and silver pastes
do not allow the creation of a compact hydrophobic protection layer in the way that
GS does. Moreover, the method proposed in this thesis demonstrated higher versa-
tility with the addition of a water oxidation catalyst at the photoanode/electrolyte
interface, while Tao et al. did not use any catalyst.
As of date of publication of this thesis, the lifetime record shown here for an
halide perovskite-based device immersed in water still stands.
6.2 Stable MAPbI3 photoanodes for oxygen evolution in wa-
ter
The GS encapsulation presented in section 6.1 proved to be particularly effective in
protecting CsPbBr3 planar carbon cells from water. One of the advantages of such
design is the flexibility of the underlying perovskite material. Wide-bandgap materi-
als like CsPbBr3 (Eg ∼ 2.3 eV) have the advantage of generating high voltages under
illumination, which are very close to the energy required for unbiased water split-
ting. In contrast, MAPbI3-based devices (Eg ∼ 1.6 eV) generate considerably lower
photovoltages and much higher overpotentials are needed to drive water splitting
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reactions. However, much higher photocurrents can be achieved because larger por-
tion of the solar spectrum can be used.
This section investigates the use of GS encapsulation to fabricate MAPbI3 pho-
toanodes to drive oxygen evolution reaction in water in a PEC system.
6.2.1 Experimental methods
The photoanodes discussed in this section consisted of triple mesoporous carbon so-
lar cells containing MAPbI3 with 5AVA as additive. The triple mesoscopic substrates
were fabricated by Dr Jenny Baker in Swansea University (SPECIFIC); solar cells
were then infiltrated and characterised at the University of Bath. Figure 6.2 shows
a schematic of the architecture of the triple mesoscopic carbon solar cell. All layers
were printed in air at ambient conditions. A compact TiO2 layer was deposited by
spraying 0.2 M titanium diidopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) solution in 2-propanol
on FTO substrates kept at 300 ◦C. A TiO2 paste (Dyesol 30-NRD diluted 1:1 in ter-
pinol) was screen printed on the surface and sintered at 550 ◦C for 30 min (∼ 800 nm).
A ZrO2 layer (Solaronix ZT/SP,∼ 1.2 µm) was screen printed and annealed at 400 ◦C
for 30 min. Finally, a 10 µm thick layer of mesoporous carbon (GEM D3) was screen
printed on the surface and annealed at 400 ◦C for 30 min.
An equimolar perovskite solution of PbI2 and MAI was prepared in γ-butyrolactone
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 5AVA was added to obtain 3mol% ratio between 5AVA and
MAI. 6 µl of precursor solution was drop casted through the mesoscopic layers and
annealed for 1 h at 50 ◦C.
Figure 6.2: Schematic of a triple mesoscopic carbon solar cell. Reproduced from [17].
To fabricate MAPbI3 photoanodes and test them in aqueous solution a graphite
thermal sheet (Panasonic, 70 µm, selfadhesive on one side) was stuck by hand onto
the mesoporous carbon top layer. The device was finally sealed (except an active
area of 0.25 cm2) with commercial silicone and epoxy resin and left to harden out at
room temperature overnight.
Masked devices (0.25 cm2) were tested under a solar simulator (TS SPACE SYS-
TEMS) at AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm−2 illumination conditions using a Keithley 2601A
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potentiostat. The devices were scanned from 1.2 V to 0 V and vice versa at a scan
rate of 100 mV s−1, after 2 min of light soaking at 1.2 V.
6.2.2 5AVA-MAPbI3 photoanodes for PEC water splitting
Perovskite photoanodes were prepared infiltrating the perovskite solution through a
triple mesoscopic stack of TiO2/ZrO2/m-c. 5AVA-MAPbI3 devices were first tested
as solar cells. Figure 6.3 a shows the current density-voltage (JV) curve of a typical
triple mesoporous carbon cell under forward and reverse scan. The JV curve mea-
sured under reverse scan exhibited VOC=0.85 V, JSC=21.7 mA cm−2, FF=0.54 and
PCE=9.95 %.
Figure 6.3: a JV curves measured under reverse (close circle) and forward (open circle)
scan of 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple mesoporous carbon solar cell. b JV curves measured under
reverse scan of a 5AVA-MAPbI3 carbon solar cell before and after applying the GS70 on
the surface.
The carbon top layer is highly hydrophobic and allows holes to be transported
and extracted at the surface. [16] However, it is not sufficiently compact and water
would easily penetrate through the pores, irreversibly degrading the active absorber
MAPbI3 perovskite. In order to more efficiently protect the perovskite material from
water, a 70 µm GS (GS70) sheet was placed on top of the mesoporous carbon top
contact. The same GS material had already proved to be a particularly effective
encapsulation layer when used on planar CsPbBr3 carbon devices. [16] Figure 6.3 b
shows JV curves of a triple mesoscopic carbon solar cell before and after applying
GS70 on the surface. The main photovoltaic parameters slightly improved upon
addition of the GS on the surface, indicating that GS70 did not hinder transport nor
extraction of charges.
Figure 6.4 a shows the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curve of a 5AVA-MAPbI3
photoanode measured at pH 2.8. The photocurrent steeply rose from∼1.25 VRHE on,
achieving a photocurrent density of about 6 mA cm−2 at 1.5 VRHE. The onset poten-
tial measured for 5AVA-MAPbI3 is higher than the one measured for CsPbBr3-based
photoanodes by∼0.7 V. This may be due to reduced charge transfer at the interface.
It is known that triple mesoporous carbon based cells containing 5AVA-MAPbI3 re-
quire extensive periods of preconditioning in order to measure optimum JV curves.
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[18] In fact, JV curves shown in figure 6.3 were scanned after 2 min of light soak-
ing at open circuit conditions. A recent work that investigated photoanodes based
on a triple mesoscopic carbon solar cells infiltrated with 5AVA-MAPbI3 reported a
lower onset potential of about 1 VRHE. The latter architecture used a 100 µm silver
conductive paint layer sandwiched between two conductive carbon paste layers.
Figure 6.4: a LSV curve of 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple mesoporous carbon photoanode mea-
sured in the dark (dashed line) and under simulated solar illumination (solid line),
(0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.8 adjusted with H2SO4). b IPCE curve of 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple
mesoporous carbon photoanode measured at 1.5 VRHE (0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.8 adjusted
with H2SO4). c Chronoamperometric trace of 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple mesoporous carbon
photoanode measured at 1.5 VRHE (0.1 M KNO3, pH 2.8 adjusted with H2SO4).
The wavelength dependence of the incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE)
was measured in aqueous solution, at pH 2.8, at an applied bias of 1.5 VRHE and it
is shown in figure 6.4 b. An onset wavelength of ∼800 nm was measured, indicating
that the perovskite absorber material absorbed photons with energy ≥1.55 eV. To
investigate the long-term stability of 5AVA-MAPbI3 photoanodes, chronoamperom-
etry was recorded at a constant applied potential of 1.5 VRHE in aqueous solution at
pH 2.8, under continuous simulated solar light. The evolution of the photocurrent
density until the end of life is shown in figure 6.4 c. The device achieved a lifetime
of 9 h in acidic solutions. It is important to note that the end of life was caused by
water infiltration through the slide edges due to failure of the silicone-epoxy resin
sealing, suggesting that better sealing materials could easily extend the lifetime of
these composite photoanodes.
Similarly to the results for CsPbBr3 photoanodes encapsulated with GS, the pho-
tocurrent density was observed to increase from 3 to 9 mA cm−2 over the first 5 h of
continuous illumination. Soaking effects of the GS may have been responsible for
such increase, in fact the GS material experiences changes in its mechanical proper-
ties during soaking for extended periods of time. [16] Another explanation of such
slow dynamic behaviour may be linked to the effects of ion migration. [19] Pockett
et al. recently demonstrated that the extremely slow electrical response of 5AVA-
MAPbI3 triple mesoporous carbon solar cells is linked to the migration of iodide
vacancies that occurs at much slower rates than the ones measured for pure MAPbI3
or other halide perovskite solar cells (1.1 X 104 s−1 vs 1012 s−1). [19]
To investigate further the slow response of triple mesoporous carbon solar cells
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containing 5AVA-MAPbI3, the evolution of the Voc of a solar cell and the photovolt-
age ∆Vph generated under illumination in aqueous solution over time were mea-
sured.
Figure 6.5: a Slow rise of Voc of a 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple mesoporous carbon solar cell
measured in air under continuous illumination (excitation provided by a single wave-
length LED light at 470 nm). b Slow rise of ∆Vph of a 5AVA-MAPbI3 triple mesoporous
carbon solar cell measured in aqueous solution under continuous illumination (simu-
lated solar light, AM 1.5 G, 100 mW cm−2).
Figure 6.5 a shows the Voc of a solar cell monitored in air over time under con-
tinuous illumination (single-wavelength laser 470 nm). The Voc increased over time
with a very slow rate, reaching a steady state value after about 20 min of continuous
illumination. Figure 6.5 b shows the evolution of the ∆Vph measured in aqueous
solution (pH 2.8) over 20 min of continuous illumination with simulated solar light.
Very similar slow dynamic behaviours were observed for devices measured in aque-
ous solution with GS and in air without GS. These results suggest that the slow in-
crease of the voltage observed in air and water may be linked to intrinsic properties
of the 5AVA-MAPbI3 perovskite material.
6.3 Chapter conclusions
Photoelectrochemical water splitting is an attractive approach that uses semiconduc-
tors and solar energy to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. Halide perovskites
demonstrated exceptional optoelectronic properties like high absorption, high mo-
bilities, long carrier lifetimes and broadly tunable bandgaps. However, their intrin-
sic instability towards high humidity retained them from being exploited in PEC
systems, where the semiconductor needs to be in direct contact with water.
This chapter presented a novel, inexpensive and effective encapsulation tech-
nique to protect halide perovskites from high humidity preventing irreversible degra-
dation when completely submerged in water. CsPbBr3 planar carbon solar cells were
coated with flexible graphite sheets (25-70 µm thick), offering a compact seal that
could protect the halide perovskite from liquid water percolation for very long peri-
ods of time. CsPbBr3 devices were used as photoanodes in PEC systems achieving
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photocurrent densities higher than 2 mA cm−2 in water for over 30 h under continu-
ous simulated solar illumination. To further demonstrate the versatility of this en-
capsulation technique, a water oxidation catalyst was added to the surface, improv-
ing the charge transport kinetics and achieving higher photocurrents at 1.23 VRHE.
The faradaic efficiency for O2 evolution in water on the photoanode surface was cal-
culated to be higher than 80 %, demonstrating that the observed photocurrent was
mainly linked to O2 production.
Finally, the same encapsulation technique was used to fabricate 5AVA-MAPbI3
triple mesoscopic carbon photoanodes. The lower energy bandgap material (1.56 eV)
allowed to measure photocurrents as high as 9 mA cm−2 at 1.5 VRHE in water. A very
slow electrical response under illumination of these composites were demonstrated
both in air and water.
6.4 Future work
In the published article, the graphite sheet used to waterproof the CsPbBr3 pho-
toanode was functionalised with an Ir-based water oxidation catalyst. EDX analysis
showed that the catalyst did not form a uniform monolayer but it was localised
around the oxidic edges of the surface. The catalyst loading on the surface may be
improved using electrochemical methods to increase the oxidic edges where the cat-
alyst self-binds to. For example, the use of high anodic potentials may enrich the GS
surface in oxygen functional groups. [20]
In this work, a self-adhesive GS was used. Future work may be looking at using
different graphite-based materials to simplify the device architecture and enhance
the charge extraction process. For example, the same GS is also commercially avail-
able without the back-adhesive. Several approaches were attempted to mechanically
attach the GS onto the mesoporous carbon scaffold, such as hot-press and electro-
chemical methods. However, none of the techniques proved to be successful.
CsPbBr3 photoanodes generated a photovoltage of ∼ 1.3 V, which was not suffi-
cient to drive unbiased water splitting. Future work may look at the development of
an unbiased PEC water splitting tandem device obtained by matching the CsPbBr3-
based photoanode with a photocathode.
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Semiconductors used for fabricating solar cells should be intrinsi-
cally stable to light exposure. However, many studies report that
significant changes occur in perovskites under illumination. One
very clear example of photoinduced changes observed in perovskites
is the case of mixed halide compositions. Light soaking causes seg-
regation into bromine rich and iodine rich crystalline phases due to
higher ion movement under illumination, leading to bandgap insta-
bilities. This chapter focuses on photoinduced changes observed in
mixed halide triple cation perovskites and investigates the use of
5AVA to passivate halide layers and inhibit the photoinduced halide
migration and bandap instabilities.
7.1 Silicon-perovskite tandem solar cells
According to the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) model, the maximum PCE of a solar cell
depends on the semiconductor bandgap. Intrinsic losses due to thermalisation and
sub-bandgap photons limit the maximum theoretical efficiency of a single-junction
solar cell. [1] One approach widely investigated to overcome this limit consists in
designing multijunction solar cells (tandem solar cells). This concept has already
successfully been proven to overcome the SQ limit, for example PCEs of over 40 %
have been achieved under concentrated light with GaAs/GaInP/Ge triple junction
solar cells. [2]
Crystalline silicon-based technologies have dominated the PV market for many
years. Currently, the highest efficiency reported for a single crystal Si solar cell un-
der non concentrated light is 26.1 %. [3] Silicon is not only a good material for sin-
gle junction solar cells, but it is also ideal in multijunction devices. Indeed, its low
bandgap of 1.1 eV and high performance make it an ideal candidate in the role of the
low band gap bottom cell in tandem devices. [4]
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Halide perovskites have emerged as new PV materials for high efficiency, low
cost and easily fabricated solar cells. Some of the properties that make halide per-
ovskites highly fascinating are the band-gap tunability, long diffusion lengths, high
charge mobilities and sharp absorption edges. [5, 6] These unique features make
halide perovskites a promising top cell for multijunction devices. [7] The first silicon-
perovskite tandem solar cell reported in the literature had an efficiency of 17.9%,
[8] and recently Oxford PV announced a new PCE world record of 28 %. [3] Opti-
cal simulations indicated that the optimum top-cell material in tandem with silicon
should have an energy bandgap ranging between 1.7 and 1.8 eV. [9, 4, 10] Therefore,
MAPbI3, which has a bandgap of about 1.6 eV, is not optimal as top cell material
for the fabrication of perovskite-Si tandem cells. The easiest way to tune the energy
bandgap is by using I and Br halide mixtures.
7.1.1 Light induced halide segregation
It is well known that the bandgap of halide perovskites can be tuned by varying
the halide composition, covering the whole visible range. This feature would be
very interesting to be applied in multijunction devices, but it is rendered impractical
by the instability of the lattice. [11] Indeed, the PL spectrum of mixed halide per-
ovskites is observed to split under illumination. [12] This effect is known as Hoke
effect, and it was reported for the first time by Hoke et al. who suggested segrega-
tion of the material into two crystalline phases: a bromine rich and an iodine rich.
[13] Later on, it was demonstrated that ion segregation took place via halide defects,
resulting in I-rich low-bandgap regions close to the illuminated surface of the film.
[14] Experimentally it was observed that upon illumination, MAPb(I1 – xBrx)3 com-
positions with x>0.2 exhibited phase segregation, resulting in an additional PL peak
at 1.68 eV, which indeed corresponds to the energy bandgap of a MAPb(I1 – xBrx)3
material with x=0.2. [13, 15] This phenomenon represents a large problem in the
perovskite research community because in order to reach the optimum bandgap for
the top cell in tandem silicon-perovskite solar cells, stable MAPb(I1 – xBrx)3 materials
with Br contents x ∼ 0.4 would be preferred.
One approach that has been reported to mitigate photoinduced ion migration in
mixed halide perovskite films consists in passivating the surfaces and grain bound-
aries. Abdi-Jalebi et al. demonstrated that photoinduced ion migration could be
substantially reduced by decorating the surface and grain boundaries with passi-
vating potassium halide layers. [16] Mixed halide K-passivated compositions with
wide bandgaps of 1.7-1.9 eV were demonstrated to be stable upon illumination for
30 min. A few months later, tetrabutylammonium (TBA) was incorporated in a per-
ovskite absorber layer showing higher photo-stability and a bandgap material of
1.77 eV was stabilised for 1 h under illumination. [17]
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7.2 5-aminovaleric acid in halide perovskites
Section 3.2 discussed MAPbI3 surface treatments with 5-aminovaleric acid iodide
(5AVA), showing considerably improved PL properties and reduced photo-induced
defect formation. Treated perovskite MAPbI3 films with 5AVA showed stabilised
integrated PL under illumination for over 30 min. Cao et al. recently reported the use
of 5AVA in perovskite LEDs, showing that 5AVA additives can effecctively passivate
perovskite surface defects, reducing non-radiative recombination pathways. [18]
The 5AVA molecule has been widely used in triple mesoporous carbon-based
devices. It was observed that a tiny addition of 5AVA (3mol%) in the perovskite
precursor solution infiltrated through the mesoporous scaffold improved both the
performance and stability of solar cells. Grancini et al. suggested that the addition
of 5AVA resulted in a thin 2D layer coating the mesoporous TiO2 ETM, reducing the
recombination at the interface and acting as a template for oriented growth of the 3D
layer. [19] Later on, Pockett et al. studied the triple mesoscopic carbon cell infiltrated
with MAPbI3+5AVA using transient photovoltage measurements. Similarly to what
reported by Grancini et al., they observed that 5AVA might have been preferentially
absorbed at the TiO2/ZrO2 interface. [20] Mesoporous carbon solar cells containing
5AVA require extensive periods of light soaking preconditioning (∼3 min) in order
to measure optimum PCEs. [21] Such slow dynamic behaviour was demonstrated
to be linked to ion movement and the presence of 5AVA was found to inhibit ion
migration. [20]
Recently, the effect of 5AVA on the passivation of grain boundaries in FASnI3
films has been reported. It was proposed that 5AVA interacts with iodide from SnI6
octahedra forming hydrogen bond interactions. The incorporation of 5AVA allowed
the formation of homogeneous and pinhole-free films, with enhanced PL lifetimes
with respect to pristine FASnI3 films. Overall, higher PCEs and improved stability
under continuous illumination and maximum power point tracking conditions were
measured. [22]
In this section, the effects of 5AVA in mixed halide perovskite materials on the
halide segregation under illumination is studied.
7.2.1 Experimental Methods
Most of the experiments presented in this section were carried out by the candidate
at the Centre for Nano Science and Technology (CNST), Italian Institute of Technol-
ogy (IIT), Milan. XPS charaterisation was carried out by Dr. Mark Isaacs at Har-
wellXPS facility. The fabrication and characterisation of solar cell devices instead
were carried out at the Chemistry department of the University of Bath.
Perovskite films for UV-Vis, XRD and PL characterisation were deposited on
non-conductive glass. Mixed halide MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 and triple cation (Cs,FA,MA)
Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 perovskite thin films were prepared. Br content of 40 % was chosen in
order to obtain materials with energy bandgaps ranging between 1.7-1.8 eV, which is
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the desirable value for the top cell in tandem silicon-perovskite solar cells. The sub-
strates cleaning was done in the same way as descirbed in Chapter 2. MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3
surface were treated by spin coating 25 mM of 5AVA isopropanol solution at 3000
rpm for 30 s (anhydrous IPA was used). The products were then dried at 30 ◦C for
2 min and annealed at 100 ◦C for 10 min.
(Cs0.05FA0.6MA0.35)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films were prepared in the same way as described
in Chapter 2 (from now on written as (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3). Different composi-
tions of 5AVA-(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 were tested by partly substituting MAI and
FAI with 5AVA (1, 3 and 5 mol%).
For the steady-state PL analysis, excitation light was provided by a continuous
wave CW diode laser (Oxxius laserboxx, wavelength 450 nm). Perovskite films were
mounted inside a vacuum chamber and measured under constant pumping (pres-
sure < 1× 10−5 mbar), and PL was collected in reflection mode and focused into a
fiber coupled to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics Maya Pro 2000). PL spectra shown in
this chapter were measured at an applied power density of ∼20 mW cm−2.
The open-circuit voltage of solar cells were monitored using an Autolab PG-
STAT30 under continuous illumination. The sample was illuminated with a single
wavelength LED light of 470 nm.
7.2.2 5AVA passivated mixed halide perovskites
Surface passivation The use of 5AVA molecule to treat the surface of MAPbI3 thin
films was demonstrated to passivate the surface and photostabilise the perovskite
surface (see section 3.2). Similarly, 5AVA was used to treat the surface of mixed
halide MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films. Figure 7.1 a and b show the evolution of PL spectra of
MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films without and with 5AVA passivation on the surface after 1 min
of continuous illumination, respectively.
Figure 7.1: a PL spectra of MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films over 1 min of continuous illumination.
b PL spectra of MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films after surface treatment with 5AVA over 1 min of
continuous illumination.
Under illumination, the PL spectrum of the untreated perovskite film red-shifts
to 740 nm, which corresponds to∼1.68 eV, the energy bandgap originated by a MAPb(BrxI1 – x)3
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with x=0.2. After less than 1 minute of continuous light-soaking, the PL intensity of
the new peak became about 10 times more intense than the original peak and only a
tiny shoulder remained of the original peak at 650 nm. The appearance of this new
PL feature was due to the formation of iodide-enriched regions with lower bandgap
and it was associated with photoinduced halide migration. The PL intensity of the
new peak was found to increase during light soaking. Such phenomenon was re-
ported by Hoke et al., who attributed it to the formation of iodide-enriched domains
acting as carrier traps. [13] Under illumination, traps become quickly filled and the
evolution gets dominated by bimolecular radiative recombination processes, result-
ing in increased PL intensity. The PL spectrum of the 5AVA treated film shown in fig-
ure 7.1 b was not stable either and an additional PL peak formed at ∼740 nm. How-
ever, the segregation phase was considerably slower, indicating that the presence
of 5AVA on the surface hindered the ion movement and the photoinduced phase
segregation slowed down.
Figure 7.2: PL spectra of surface treated MAPb(Br0.4I0.6)3 with 5AVA after 1 month stor-
age in N2 environment a over 10 s under continuous illumination; b over 1 h under
continuous illumination.
The same samples were stored in a solvent-free N2 environment, in the dark, for
1 month and tested again. Interestingly, while the control untreated film behaved
in the same way under illumination, the 5AVA treated film was found to be more
stable. Figure 7.2 a shows the evolution of the PL spectrum of the 5AVA treated per-
ovskite film over 10 s under light soaking. After 10 s under continuous illumination,
a tiny shoulder at higher wavelength appeared and the original PL peak at 660 nm
decreased by only 5 % with respect to the initial peak at 0 s. Fig 7.2 b shows the nor-
malised photoluminescence from the passivated compositions measured over time
under continuous illumination. The PL peak broadened, indicating photoinduced
halide segregation and emission from low-bandgap iodide-rich components. How-
ever a substantial photoluminescence shift like the one shown in figure 7.1 was not
observed. Moreover, after an initial broadening of the peak, after 30 min no further
movement was observed, indicating the effective role of 5AVA in arresting the I/Br
segregation phase process.
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5AVA in the precursor solution The results showed above suggested that 5AVA
may have diffused through the absorber thin film while it was stored in dry N2
environment, resulting in a more efficient passivation of grain boundaries. In light
of these results, 5AVA was directly incorporated within the perovskite precursor
solution. Moreover, triple cation perovskites instead of MA-based structures were
investigated due to higher intrinsic stability.
Structural characterisation
A series of passivated triple-cation perovskite thin films on glass (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3
were fabricated by adding 5AVA within the precursor solution. Figure 7.3 a shows
the Tauc plot (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 with 0, 3 and 5 mol% of 5AVA added within
the precursor solution. The introduction of 5AVA lead to samples with a small in-
crease of the I/Br ratio, which resulted in a slightly lower energy bandgap.
Figure 7.3: a Tauc plot of standard triple-cation and passivated triple-cation films. b
XRD of standard and passivated (5mol%) (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 thin films. The posi-
tions of the XRD peaks for (Cs,FA,MA)(PbBr0.4I0.6)3 are marked in the graphs.
Figure 7.3 b shows the diffractograms of the reference perovskite film without
5AVA and the perovskite film containing 5 % of 5AVA. The incorporation of 5AVA
retained the (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 tetragonal phase, for example indicated by the
presence of (110) and (220) lattice planes at ∼14.3◦ and ∼28.8◦. With the addition of
5AVA, the diffraction intensities increased, indicating a higher vertical orientation.
[19]
The presence of 5AVA on the surface of the thin-film was also confirmed by XPS.
The XPS survey spectra for reference (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 and 5AVAI passivated
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 are given in figure 7.4 a and b, respectively. The presence of
carbon, nitrogen, lead, iodine and bromine are predictable from the chemical com-
position of the perovskite films, while indium and tin may result from migration of
these elements from the ITO substrate to the top layer with time. Similar effects with
ageing have been previously reported in the literature (see section 4.2.2 for more de-
tails on XPS characterisation on aged perovskite films). [23] The XPS regions, with
relative atomic concentration extracted from XPS survey spectra are listed in table
7.1. Figure 7.4 c and d show the C 1s XPS spectra of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 without
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Figure 7.4: a XPS survey spectra of a perovskite (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 film. b XPS
survey spectra of passivated (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 film (with 3 % of 5AVAI). c C 1s
XPS spectrum of 3D perovskite films fitted with C-H, C-N and C=O components. d C
1s XPS spectrum of 3D perovskite films containing 3 % of 5AVA fitted with C-H, C-N,
C=O and O-C=O components.
and with 5AVA, respectively. The presence of MA and FA cations in both spectrum
was confirmed by the detected hydrocarbon C-H and C-C (284.6 eV) and the amine
C-N (286.1 eV). [24] The emerged carbonyl C=O bond (288 eV) may have come from
decomposition of the 3D perovskite induced by absorption of water when the films
were exposed to ambient conditions. [25] Figure 7.4 b shows additional species at
289 eV, which could be related to the carboxyl functional group O-C=O, characteris-
tic of 5AVA. [26]
Figure 7.5 a and b show the Pb 4f and I 3d XPS spectra of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3
without and with 5AVA, respectively. According to the peak intensities, which indi-
cate how much of Pb and I is at the surface, it could be estimated that the Pb:I ratio
for the bare perovskite film was 1:1.61. The iodine deficit suggests the presence of
point defects that may induce halide segregation under illumination. When 5AVA
was incorporated, a Pb:I ratio of 1:1.93 was calculated, indicating the presence of
more iodine and suggesting that iodine vacancies may have been filled thanks to
passivation of the surface and grain boundaries through 5AVA. Similar results were
reported by Jian et al. who passivated perovskite films with PEA. [27]
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Table 7.1: Quantification results extracted from XPS survey spectra of a perovskite












(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 I3d 619 7.9× 105 32.33
Pb4f 138 8.3× 105 27.52
In3d 413 5.3× 105 19.27
C1s 285 2.3× 105 7.86
O1s 532 1.7× 105 6.8
Br3d 68 8.2× 104 2.68
Sn3d 497 5.1× 104 1.94
N1s 401 4.4× 104 1.59
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3+5AVAI I3d 619 1.4× 106 38.67
Pb4f 138 1.3× 106 28.58
In3d 413 9.2× 105 22.8
C1s 285 1.4× 105 3.27
Br3d 68 1.4× 105 3.13
O1s 532 8.5× 104 2.23
N1s 401 5.4× 104 1.33
Stabilised photoluminescence
The photoluminescence from (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 without passivation and with
passivation was measured by continuously illuminating the sample for over 30 min.
The PL spectral output of passivated (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films (with both 3mol%
and 5mol%) was very stable at the optimal bandgap of 1.75 eV (figure 7.6 b and c).
The critical bandgap of 1.75 eV could be stabilised even at lower passivation levels
of 3% for more than 1 h under continuous illumination. In contrast, the unpassivated
sample showed a substantial redshift of the PL peak and the bandgap changed from
1.75 to 1.59 eV over 30 min of continuous illumination.
These results showed that 5AVA successfully passivated the surface and grain
boundaries of perovskites, inhibiting the photoinduced generation of defects in the
bulk and therefore ion migration that would cause halide segregation and photoin-
stability of the material.
PV solar cell devices
Photoluminescence measurements showed very stable bandgaps of 1.75 eV when
(Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 films were passivated with 5AVA. These results suggest
that the presence of 5AVA prevented ion migration through the perovskite film and
halide segregation. The open circuit voltage Voc of a solar cell is correlated to the
energy bandgap of the material. [28] Therefore solar cells fabricated with passi-
vated (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 were expected to have higher and more stable Voc
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Figure 7.5: a Pb 4f and I 3d XPS spectra of 3D perovskite films with a calculated Pb:I
ratio of 1:1.61. b Pb 4f and I 3d XPS spectra of 3D perovskite films containing 3 % of
5AVA with a calculated Pb:I ratio of 1:1.93.
Figure 7.6: Photoluminescence of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 a without passivation; b with
3mol% 5AVA and c with 5mol% 5AVA.
than standard triple-cation cells because of the higher stabilised energy bandgap
under illumination. Indeed, Abdi-Jalebi et al. showed an increase in Voc upon K-
passivation. [16]
To validate the advantages of using 5AVA to passivate (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3
perovskite films, full solar cells using the standard device architecture SnO2/PCBM/
perovskite/Spiro-OMeTAD/Au were fabricated. The open circuit of the solar cell
was monitored for about 30 min under continuous illumination. Figure 7.7 a shows
the Voc variations over time after 3 min of stabilisation. Devices fabricated with pas-
sivated (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 perovskite films showed increased Voc, which is
evidence of interface passivation, reduced trap-assisted carrier recombination and
higher energy bandgap material. Figure 7.7 b shows the same data but normalised
with respect to the initial value to better compare the evolution of Voc over time.
While the reference device without passivation showed a gradual decrease in Voc un-
der constant illumination, the Voc of devices with 5AVA was found to be more stable.
These results are consistent with the observed instabilities in the energy bandgap
measured via PL spectroscopy in figure 7.6.
Figure 7.8 shows the current-voltage curves of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 without
and with 5AVA passivation, with the extracted parameters given in Table 7.2. The
average PCEs of standard triple cation solar cells without passivation and devices
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Figure 7.7: a Voc of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 devices without and with 5AVA passiva-
tion over time under constant illumination (monochromatic LED light - 470 nm). b Nor-
malised Voc with respect to the initial value.
containing 1mol% of 5AVA did not differ considerably. However, an increase of
∼70 mV in the average Voc was observed upon passivation.
Figure 7.8: JV curves of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 devices a without passivation, b with
1mol% 5AVA and c with 3mol% 5AVA
Table 7.2: Average photovoltaic parameters of (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 with and with-
out 5AVA passivation (± 95% confidence interval).
Scan direction Jsc (mA cm−2) Voc (V) FF PCE (%)
0%5AVA Reverse 14.95±0.18 0.96±0.05 0.55±0.01 7.91±0.6
Forward 14.98±0.20 0.91±0.04 0.55±0.01 7.60±0.36
1%5AVA Reverse 15.11±0.45 1.03±0.01 0.55±0.01 7.99±0.43
Forward 15.07±0.46 0.97±0.01 0.48±0.02 7.42±0.43
3%5AVA Reverse 10.00±0.41 0.91±0.06 0.43±0.01 3.90±0.34
Forward 9.81±0.35 0.93±0.05 0.45±0.01 4.12±0.35
When higher contents of 5AVA were used (figure 7.8 c) the Jsc, FF and PCE con-
siderably decreased. 5AVA is a bulky molecule that may cause the formation of
2D layers on the 3D perovskite grain boundaries, hindering the charge transport.
High content of 5AVA at the interface may have acted as insulator, hindering the
charge transport and causing reduced photocurrents. Loss in Jsc has been previ-
ously observed in layered perovskite films and caused by electronically insulating
sheets formed by the bulky organic cation. [29] Furthermore, the Jsc reported for
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triple cation solar cells upon K-passivation also decreased for K contents>0.1 due to
reduced carrier mobility. [16] Figure 7.8 c shows that high content of 5AVA causes
inverted hysteresis, with Voc, FF and PCEs being higher under forward scan. In-
verted hysteresis has been previously reported in MAPbI3 solar cells and it may be
due to an extraction barrier at the interface, causing reduced charge extraction. [30]
This barrier may be caused by the presence of 5AVA.
It is important to note that the solar cell devices presented in this section are
not the best-performing devices that can be achieved. Standard triple cation solar
cells with a I/Br ratio of 0.6/0.4 can achieve PCEs of ∼12 %. However, in order to
achieve such high efficiencies, controlled deposition environments (N2 glove box)
and optimised spin coating methods need to be developed. Unfortunately, when
these devices were fabricated, the laboratory did not have the optimised equipment
to achieve the highest efficiency. Even though more stable and slightly improved Voc
was achieved with the addition of 5AVA, the open-circuit voltage was still consid-
erably low considering the wide bandgap of 1.75 eV. [31] Optimised compositions
and/or alternative stabilisation strategies need to be developed to fully harvest the
potential of these high-bandgap materials.
7.3 Chapter conclusions
Halide perovskites are considered to be one of the most promising material for
top-cell in tandem solar cells due to high degree of bandgap tunability. The en-
ergy bandgap can be easily tuned by changing the I/Br ratio of the composition.
However, for I/Br ratios>4, photoinduced halide segregation and formation of sub-
bandgap absorption states are observed, reducing the electronic bandgap of the ma-
terial and the achievable Voc.
Photoinduced ion migration and bandgap instabilities were reduced by intro-
ducing 5AVA within (Cs,FA,MA)Pb(Br0.4I0.6)3 perovskite precursor solution. A shift
in the XRD characteristic peaks of the tetragonal phase (110) and (220) was observed
upon addition of 5AVA, indicating possible expansion of the unit cell and deficiency
in the A site cation. XPS characterisation confirmed the presence of 5AVA within the
perovskite films and the calculated Pb:I ratio of bare and 5AVA-treated perovskite
films inferred passivation of the surface and grain boundaries with 5AVA. Upon ad-
dition of 5AVA, the passivation of defects and reduction of halide segregation were
observed, leading to stabilised photoluminescence, which allowed to obtain materi-
als with stable 1.75 eV under continuous illumination for 1 h.
1mol% 5AVA addition did not compromise charge transport nor extraction. Indeed,
the presence of 5AVA slightly improved the photovoltaic parameters of triple cation
solar cells. On increasing the 5AVA content (3mol%), reduced Jsc, Voc and FF oc-
curred, indicating that charge extraction may have been compromised by the pres-
ence of large and bulky 5AVA molecules at the grain boundaries which acted as
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insulators. Most importantly, the presence of 5AVA stabilised the device Voc upon
continuous illumination over time.
7.4 Future work
This work showed that light insuced halide segregation could be prevented by us-
ing 5AVA in multi cation mixed halide compositions. Materials with stable opti-
cal bandgaps of ∼ 1.75 eV for over 1 h under illumination were achieved. Further
investigation into 5AVA passivation is required. The photoluminescence response
showed to be stable when 5 mol% of 5AVA was added to the precursor solution.
However, solar cells fabricated with compositions of 3 mol% showed reduced pho-
tocurrent densities, probably due to insulating sheets formed by the bulky cation.
The molar composition of the precursor solution should be further optimised in or-
der to achieve the best compromise between reduced ion migration and good charge
extraction.
Future work may look at further structural analysis to investigate whether the
dominant form of 5AVA in the material is 5AVA crystal itself or 2D layers on the
3D perovskite grain boundaries. Moreover the deposition methods and extraction
layers should be further optimised to improve the PCE and stability of the devices.
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The focus of this thesis has been enhancing the stability of halide perovskite solar
cells. More specifically, the effect of moisture, heat and light have been studied.
Water molecules can easily penetrate through the extraction layers, interacting with
and decomposing the perovskite structure. Light exposure induces the formation of
defects in the material due to ion-migration. Both the archetypal methylammonium
lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite structure and organic hole transport materials are
prone to thermal instability and degrade upon heating at 80 ◦C over time. Finally,
exposure to light and heat induces side reactions between the metal contacts and the
perovskite active material. This work has aimed to investigate different strategies to
minimise the degradation of perovskite solar cells and improve their stability.
8.1 Tolerance to humidity
Modification of the top perovskite surface has been investigated to minimise moisture-
induced degradation of the perovskite active layer. MAPbI3 nanocrystals (NS) capped
with long chain ligands oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OLA) have been used to
treat the MAPbI3 surface. Thanks to the presence of OA and OLA, the perovskite
films become highly hydrophobic and water contact angles higher than 100◦ have
been measured. Unencapsulated solar cells fabricated with MAPbI3 NCs treated
perovskite absorbers retain the black colour even when completely immersed in
water for 30 s, confirming that capped MAPbI3 NCs effectively act as a protection
capping layer from moisture. Solar cells with MAPbI3 NCs incorporated at the in-
terface have shown enhanced shelf stability with respect to reference MAPbI3 cells
for more than 1500 h (unencapsulated devices stored in ambient condition at RH
higher than 50 %). Other organic molecules that have been investigated here as hy-
drophobic materials to modify the top perovskite surface and have shown to effec-
tively slow down the perovskite hydration process are tetrabutylammonium (TBA),
phenetylammonium (PEA) and 5-aminovaleric acid (5AVA) cations.
TBA has not only been used to functionalise the MAPbI3 surface, but it has been
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directly incorporated in the perovskite solution to passivate grain boundaries. Per-
ovskite films with different TBA contents have been fabricated by partially substitut-
ing methylammonium MA with TBA. Higher surface coverage and improved water
contact angles have been observed in perovskite films that contain TBA. Films that
have been fabricated with TBA as the only cation (MA content=0) have a yellow
semi-transparent colour and both XRD and UV-Vis spectroscopy show the presence
of low dimensional peaks at low 2θ angles and low wavelengths, respectively. These
peaks can be assigned to the formation of 1 dimensional 1D TBAPbI3 structures.
Mixed MA/TBA films show the coexistence of the perovskite MAPbI3 3D phase and
a lower dimensional 1D phase originated by the presence of TBA. TBA is believed
to preferentially sit at the grain boundaries, generating protecting layers that reduce
moisture degradation. Most importantly, unencapsulated solar cells with 3 and 5 %
TBA exhibit negligible degradation over more than 1200 h when aged in the dark, at
open circuit, in ambient condition (30 %<RH<60 %).
The modification of the perovskite solar stack has been investigated to enhance the
tolerance to humidity. Indeed, moisture can be prevented from getting to the sen-
sitive perovskite absorber by using hydrophobic top charge transport layers. In
this work, micrometer-thick hydrophobic carbon based-electrodes have been used
to make perovskite solar cells that have shown extraordinary shelf stability for over
2000 h (unencapsulated devices aged in ambient conditions). Stabilities of over 1
year have been reported in the literature for perovskite solar cells with the same
architecture. The hydrophobic nature of carbon minimise the moisture-induced
degradation, however the mesoporous structure of the carbon electrode does not
completely waterproof the device. In this thesis, the use of flexible graphite sheets
(GS) to encapsulate and waterproof perovskite solar cells is demonstrated for the
first time. As a proof of concept, GS-protected devices have been used as photoan-
odes for oxygen evolution in water, showing extraordinary stability for more than
30 h under continuous operation when entirely dipped in water.
8.2 Thermal stability
The perovskite structure of the archetypal MAPbI3 film is highly sensitive to thermal
decomposition due to high volatility of the halide species and the organic cation MA.
In this work, the use of fully inorganic perovskite materials has been investigated for
the fabrication of solar cells with higher thermal resistance. Yellow perovskite films
with an energy bandgap of ∼ 2.3 eV have been deposited by substituting the or-
ganic MA with the inorganic and smaller Cs and I with Br, to obtain CsPbBr3. About
400 nm-thick films were obtained by using a 2-step deposition technique and negli-
gible differences in the UV-Vis spectra are measured after post-annealing treatment
at 400 ◦C in air for 30 min. In contrast, MAPbI3 films completely degrade when sub-
jected to the same treatment. XRD results reveal that high temperature annealing
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(300-400 ◦C) is necessary to obtain full conversion of precursor materials PbBr2 and
CsBr into the orthorombic perovskite CsPbBr3. XPS results are in line with XRD,
showing less unconverted CsBr after high temperature annealing. The development
of extra species, which indicate possible oxidation of the material, are observed af-
ter post-annealing treatment at 400 ◦C in air, suggesting that the optimum annealing
temperature to achieve complete conversion and avoid oxidation ranges between
300 and 400 ◦C.
CsPbBr3 solar cells with different architectures have been fabricated. The highest
PCE measured by standard planar devices (TiO2 and spiro-OMeTAD used as ETM
and HTM and Au as top contact) is 5.1 %, with the highest Voc of 1.3 V. Not only the
perovskite active layer, but also the commonly used organic hole transport materi-
als, among which spiro-OMeTAD, are particularly sensitive to high temperatures.
For this reason, in this work alternative solar stacks that do not use sensitive or-
ganic HTM have been investigated, replacing Spiro-OMeTAD/Au top layers with a
conductive carbon paste that can be either screen printed or doctor bladed. In this
work, carbon based solar cells have achieved even higher photovoltages and effi-
ciencies than standard planar devices that used Spiro-OMeTAD/Au top layers. Two
different carbon based devices have been compared: a mesoporous carbon device
(mC-PSC), with CsPbBr3 infiltrated through a triple mesoscopic screen printed stack
of TiO2/ZrO2/C, and a planar carbon device (C-PSC), with CsPbBr3 sandwiched be-
tween a compact layer of TiO2 and a doctor bladed layer of C. mC-PSC and C-PSC
champion devices have reached PCEs of 8.2 and 5.7 %, respectively, and the highest
Voc measured has been 1.45 V.
8.3 Reactions with electrodes
Standard perovskite solar cells use top metal contacts, such as Au and Ag. How-
ever, previous reports in the literature have shown that light and heat exposure in-
duce side reactions between the halide species in the perovskite active layer and
metals, affecting the long-term stability of the perovskite device as a whole. The
use of alternative architectures based on carbon electrodes has been beneficial not
only to improve the thermal stability of perovskite solar cells avoiding degrada-
tion of the organic HTM, but also to eliminate side reactions with top metal con-
tacts. Previous reports in the literature have shown that triple mesoscopic screen
printed TiO2/ZrO2/C solar cells infiltrated with the archetypal methylammonium
lead iodide can achieve PCEs higher than 15 %. However, notably low open circuit
voltages have been measured (<1.1 V). Here, the inorganic CsPbBr3 has been infil-
trated through the triple mesoscopic screen printed TiO2/ZrO2/C stack for the first
time, showing a record Voc of 1.44 V. The Voc of these solar cells improves with
the processing temperature, increasing by ∼100 mV after post-annealing treatment
at 300 ◦C.
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8.4 Stability under illumination
Lead halide perovskites undergo changes in optoelectronic properties under illumi-
nation, mainly due to a light-induced migration of halogen species. Controversial
results have been reported in the literature showing the formation of defects in the
lattice under illumination, causing a PL intensity decrease, and a light-induced trap
annihilation mechanism which leads to a PL intensity enhancement. In this work,
the formation of light-induced sub bandgap states is observed in MAPbI3 films. This
PL degradation mechanism is minimised by passivating the MAPbI3 thin film top
surface with large organic molecules like TBA, PEA and 5AVA. When MAPbI3 films
are passivated with 5AVA interlayers, the photostability is considerably improved,
the PL intensity does not decay over time under illumination, it increases instead,
and longer carrier lifetimes are measured with respect to bare MAPbI3 films. Simi-
larly, TBA/MA perovskite films fabricated by substituting 3 mol% of MA with TBA
showed enhanced photostability with respect to the reference MAPbI3. Passivating
grain boundaries and the thin film surface prevents the PL intensity degradation
mechanism observed in unpassivated perovskite films, favouring the PL intensity
enhancement.
One of the most well known and studied effects in the literature, induced by light
exposure, is the Hoke effect. The PL spectrum of mixed halide perovskite films
(I/Br) has been reported to split under illumination, suggesting segregation into
two crystalline phases: a bromide and an iodine rich region. In this work, photo-
induced halide segregation has been studied on mixed halide perovskite films with
I:Br contents of 0.6:0.4. Halide segregation is suppressed by passivating the grain
boundaries with 5AVA molecules. Triple cation mixed halide perovskite thin films
with stable energy bandgaps of 1.75 eV have been measured for over 1 h under con-
tinuous illumination. Most notably, standard planar solar cells (SnO2 and spiro-
OMeTAD used as ETM and HTM, respectively and Au as top metal contact) with
5AVA treated perovskite absorber layers show reduced Voc degradation under illu-
mination over time with respect to the reference untreated perovskite device.
8.5 Solar fuel generation
The use of halide perovskites for photoelectrochemical water splitting applications
has been investigated in this work. The waterproofed CsPbBr3 carbon device pro-
tected with GS has been used as a photoanode for direct photoelectrochemical oxy-
gen evolution from water. In this work, the photocurrent generated by the CsPbBr3
based device immersed in water is monitored while the applied potential is linearly
ramped up and an onset potential of 0.6 VRHE is measured. This halide perovskite-
based photoanode has achieved record stabilities of continuous operation in water
under constant 1 sun illumination, with current densities higher than 2 mA cm−2
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at 1.23 VRHE sustained for over 24 h. The photoelectrochemical performance was
further improved by grafting a molecular Ir-based water oxidation catalyst on the
surface of the GS. The presence of the catalyst cathodically shifts the onset poten-
tial by 100 mV due to accelerated charge transfer at the GS/electrolyte interface and
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